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1. Introduction

Advancesin mathematicsand physics haveoften occurredtogether.The developmentof Newton’s
theory of mechanicsandthe simultaneousdevelopmentof the techniquesof calculusconstitutea classic
exampleof this phenomenon.However, as mathematicsand physics havebecomeincreasinglyspeci-
alized over the last severaldecades,a formidable languagebarrierhasgrown up betweenthe two. It is
thus remarkablethat severalrecentdevelopmentsin theoreticalphysicshavemadeuseof the ideasand
results of modern mathematicsand, in fact, have elicited the direct participation of a numberof
mathematicians.The time thereforeseemsripe to attemptto breakdown the languagebarriersbetween
physics andcertainbranchesof mathematicsand to re-establishinterdisciplinarycommunication(see.
for example,Robinson[1977];Mayer [1977]).

Thepurposeof thisarticleis to outlinevariousmathematicalideas,methods,andresults,primarily from
differentialgeometryandtopology,andto show wheretheycan be appliedto Yang—Mills gaugetheories
andEinstein’s theory of gravitation.

We haveseveralgoals in mind. The first is to conveyto physiciststhe basesfor many mathematical
conceptsby usingintuitive argumentswhile avoidingthe detailedformality of most textbooks.Although
avariety of mathematicaltheoremswill be stated,we will generallygive simpleexamplesmotivatingthe
resultsinsteadof presentingabstractproofs.

Another goal is to list a wide variety of mathematicalterminologyand results in a format which
allows easyreference.The readerthenhasthe option of supplementingthe descriptionsgiven hereby
consultingstandardmathematicalreferencesandarticlessuchas thoselisted in the bibliography.

Finally, we intend this article to servethe dual purposeof acquaintingmathematicianswith some
basicphysicalconceptswhich havemathematicalramifications;physicalproblemshaveoften stimulated
new directionsin mathematicalthought.
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1.1. Gauge theories

By way of introduction to the main text, let us give a brief survey of how mathematiciansand
physicistsnoticedandbeganto work on certainproblemsof mutual interest.Onecrucial stepwas taken
by Yang and Mills [1954]when they introduced the concept of a non-abeliangauge theory as a
generalizationof Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism.The Yang—Mills theory involves a self-
interaction among gauge fields, which gives it a certain similarity to Einstein’s theory of gravity
(Utiyama [1956]).At about the sametime, the mathematicaltheory of fiber bundleshad reachedthe
advancedstagedescribed in Steenrod’s book (Steenrod[1953])but was generallyunknown to the
physicscommunity.The fact that Yang—Mills theoriesandthe affine geometryof principal fiber bundles
are one and the same thing was eventually recognizedby various authorsas early as 1963 (Lubkin
[19631~Hermann[1970]~Trautman[1970]),but few of the implications were explored.The potential
utility of the differential geometricmethodsof fiber bundlesin gaugetheorieswas pointedout to the
bulk of the physics community by the paperof Wu and Yang [1975].For example,Wu and Yang
showedhow the long-standingproblem of the Dirac string for magneticmonopoles(Dirac [1931])could
be resolved by using overlapping coordinate patcheswith gauge potentials differing by a gauge
transformation;for mathematicians,the necessityof usingcoordinatepatchesis a trivial consequenceof
the fact that non-trivial fiber bundlescannotbe describedby a single gaugepotential definedover the
whole coordinatespace.

Almost simultaneouslywith the Wu—Yang paper,Belavin, Polyakov, Schwarzand Tyupkin [19751
discovereda remarkablefinite-action solution of the EuclideanSU(2) Yang—Mills gaugetheory, now
generallyknown asthe “instanton” or, sometimes,the “pseudoparticle”.The instantonhasself-dualor
anti-dual field strengthandcarriesa non-vanishingtopological quantumnumber;from the mathemati-
cal point of view, this number is the integral of the second Chern class, which is an integer
characterizingthe topology of an SU(2)principal fiber bundle.‘t Hooft [1976a,1977] recognizedthatthe
instantonprovided a mechanismfor breakingthe chiral U(1) symmetry and solving the long-standing
problem of the ninth axial current, together with a possible mechanismfor the violation of CP
symmetryandfermion number.

Another important consequenceof the instanton is that it revealed the existenceof a periodic
structureof the Yang—Mills vacua(Jackiw and Rebbi [1976b1;Callan, DashenandGross [19761).The
instantonaction gives the lowestorderapproximationto the quantummechanicaltunnelingamplitude
betweenthesestates.The true ground state of the theory becomesthe coherentmixture of all such
vacuumstates.

Following the BPST instanton, which had topological index ±1for self-dual or anti-dual field
strength,Witten [19771,Corrigan andFairlie [1977],Wilczek [19771,‘t Hooft [1976b]andJackiw,Nohl
andRebbi [1977]foundwaysof constructing“multiple instanton”solutionscharacterizedby (anti)-self-
dualfield strengthandarbitraryintegertopologicalindex±k.At this point, the questionwas whetheror
not the parameterspaceof the k-instantonsolution was exhaustedby the (5k + 4) parametersof the
Jackiw—Nohl—Rebbisolution (for k = 1 and k = 2, the numberof parametersreducesto 5 and 13,
respectively).The answer was provided both by mathematiciansand physicists. Schwarz[19771and
Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer [1977]used the Atiyah—Singer index theorem [19681to show that the
parameterspacewas (8k — 3)-dimensional.The sameresult was found by Jackiwand Rebbi [19771and
Brown, Carlitz and Lee [1977]usingphysicists’ methods.It was also notedthat the Dirac equationin
the presenceof the k-(anti)-instantonfield would have k zero frequency modesof chirality ±1.
Physicists’argumentsleading to this result were found by Coleman[1976],who integratedthe local
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equationfor the Adler—Bell—Jackiw anomaly (Adler [19691;Bell and Jackiw [1969]).The numberof
parametersfor self-dual Yang—Mills solutions for generalLie groupswas worked out by Bernard.
Christ, Guth and Weinberg[19771andby Atiyah, Hitchin andSinger [19781.It becameapparentthat
the sameclass of problemswas being attackedsimultaneouslyby mathematiciansand physicists and
that a new basisexistedfor mutualdiscourse.

The attention of the mathematicianswas now drawn to the problem of constructingYang—Mills
solutionswith index k which exhaustedthe availablefree parametersfor a given gaugegroup.The first
concretestepsin thisdirection were takenby Ward [19771andby Atiyah andWard [19771who adapted
Penrose’stwistor formalism to Yang—Mills theory to show how the problemcould be solved.Atiyah.
Hitchin, Drinfeld andManin [1978]then useda somewhatdifferent approachto give a constructionof
the mostgeneralsolutionswith self-dual field strength.The remarkablefact about this constructionis
that powerful tools of algebraic geometrymade it possible to reduce the non-linear Yang—Mills
differential equationsto linear algebraic equations. The final link in the chain was provided by
Bourguignon,LawsonandSimons[1979],whoshowedthat, for compactifiedEuclideanspace-time,all
stablefinite action solutionsof the EuclideanYang—Mills equationshaveself-dual field strength.Thus
all stablefinite action solutionsof the EuclideanYang—Mills equationsare, in principle, known.

Finally, we notean interestingparalleldevelopmentconcerningthe choiceof gaugein a Yang—Mills
theory. Gribov [1977,1978] andMandelstam[19771noticed that the traditionalCoulombgaugechoice
doesnot determinea uniquegaugepotential; thereexist an infinite numberof gauge-equivalentfields
all obeyingthe Coulombgaugecondition.The gauge-choiceambiguitycan be avoidedif the underlying
space-timeis a flat space(see.e.g., Coleman[1977]).However. Singer[1978a]showedthat the Gribov
ambiguity was incurable if he assumeda compactified Euclideanspace-timemanifold. Singer’s cal-
culation introducedpowerful methodsfor examiningthe functionalspaceof the path-integralusingthe
differential geometryof infinite-dimensionalfiber bundles; the exploitation of such techniquesmay
eventuallylead to a moresatisfactoryunderstandingof the pathintegralapproachto the quantizationof
gaugetheories.

1.2. Gravitation

The methodsof differentialgeometryhavealwaysbeenessentialin Einstein’stheory of gravity (see,
e.g.,Trautman[1964];Misner,ThorneandWheeler[19731).However,the discoveryof the Yang—Mills
instantonandits relevanceto the pathintegral quantizationprocedureled to the hope that similarnew
approachesmight be used in quantumgravity. The groundwork for the path integral approachto
quantumgravity was laid by De Witt [1967a,b,c].Prescriptionsweresubsequentlydevelopedfor giving
an appropriateboundarycorrectionto the action (Gibbonsand Hawking [19771)and for avoiding the
problem of negativegravitationalaction (Gibbons,Hawking and Perry[1978]).

The problemwas thento determinewhich classicalEuclideanEinsteinsolutionsmight be important
in the gravitationalpath integral and which, if any, might play a physical role similar to that of the
Yang—Mills instanton.The Euler—Poincarécharacteristicx and the signaturer were identified by
Belavin and Burlankov [1976]and by Eguchi and Freund [1976]as gravitational analogs of the
Yang—Mills topological index k. Eguchi and Freundwent on to suggestthe Fubini—Study metric on~
two-dimensionalcomplexprojective spaceas a possible gravitational instanton,but the absenceof
well-definedspinors on this manifold lessensits appeal.Hawking [1977]thenproposeda Euclidean
Taub—NUT metric with self-dual curvatureas a gravitationalinstanton,and furthermorepresenteda
new multiple-center solution reminiscent of the k> 1 Yang—Mills solutions. However, Hawking’s
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metrics had a distortedasymptotic behavior at infinity and, in fact, resembledmagnetic monopoles
morethan instantons.It was also notedby Eguchi,Gilkey and Hanson[19781,by RömerandSchroer
[19771and by Pope [19781that special care was requiredto computethe topological invariants for
manifolds with boundary,such as those Hawking considered;here,the Atiyah—Patodi—Singerindex
theorem[1973,1975a,b,1976] with boundarycorrectionswas appliedto the studyof physicalquestions
arisingin quantumgravity.

Startingfrom the idea that sincethe Yang—Mills instantonpotentialis asymptoticallya puregauge,a
gravitationalinstantonshouldhavean asymptoticallyflat metric, Eguchi andHanson[1978]derived a
new Euclidean Einstein metric with self-dual curvaturewhich seemsto be the closestgravitational
analogof the Yang—Mills instanton.Although thismetric is asymptoticallyflat, the manifold’sboundary
at infinity is not the three-sphereof ordinaryEuclideanspace,but is a three-spherewith oppositepoints
identified (Belinskii et al. [1978]).Essentiallythis samemetric was foundindependentlyby Calabi [1979]
as the solution to an abstract mathematicalproblem. Gibbons and Hawking [1978]subsequently
realized that this metric was the first of a class of metrics found by making a simple modification to
Hawking’s original multicentermetric (Hawking [1977]).The metrics in this new classareall asymp-
totically locally Euclidean:theyareasymptoticallyflat, but the boundariesare three-sphereswith points
identified under the action of some discrete group. The manifolds described by thesemetrics are
distinguishedby the signatureT, which takeson all integervaluesandplays the role of the Yang—Mills
index k. An explicit constructionby Hawking and Pope [1978b]and an index theory calculationby
HansonandRömer[1978]showthat the metricswith signature‘r give a spin 3/2 anomaly2r, but do not
contributeat all to the spin 1/2 axial anomalyas did theYang—Mills index k. This distinctionappearsto
haveits origins in the existenceof supersymmetry.Hitchin [1979]hasnow discussedfurthergeneraliza-
tions of thesemetricsand pointedout the existenceof complexalgebraicmanifolds whoseasymptotic
boundariesare three-spheresidentified underthe action of all possiblegroups. He has also suggested
that thesemanifolds may admit metricswith self-dual curvatures.Thesemanifolds appearto exhaust
the class of asymptotically locally Euclidean Einstein solutions with self-dual curvature, and thus
provide a complete classificationof this type of gravitational instanton. In principle, the Penrose
construction can be used to find the self-dual metrics on each of these manifolds, so that the
gravitationalproblemis nearingthe samedegreeof completenessthat exists for theYang—Mills theory.

1.3. Outline

In the main body of this article, we will attemptto provide a physicist with the mathematicalideas
underlying the sequenceof discoveriesjust described.In addition,we wish to providea mathematician
with a feelingfor someof the physical,problemsto which mathematicalmethodsmight apply. In section
2, we introducethe basicconceptsof manifoldsanddifferential forms, andthendiscussthe elementsof
de Rham cohomology.In section 3, we considerRiemanniangeometryand explain the relationship
betweenclassicaltensoranalysisandmoderndifferential geometricnotation.Section4 is devotedto an
expositionof the geometryof fiber bundles.We introducethe conceptsof connectionsandcurvatures
on fiber bundlesin section5 andgive somephysicalexamples.In section6, we developthe theory of
characteristicclasses,which are the topological invariantsused to classify fiber bundles.The Atiyah—
Singer index theoremfor manifolds without boundaryis discussedin section7. The generalizationof
the index theorem to manifolds with boundaryis presentedin section 8. Section 9 containsa brief
discussionof Yang—Mills instantonsanda list of mathematicalresultsrelevantto Yang—Mills theories,
while section 10 treatsgravitationalinstantonsand gives a list of mathematicalresultsassociatedwith
gravitation.
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A numberof basic mathematicalformulas are collectedin the appendices,while the bibliography
containssuggestionsfor further reading.

Due to limitations of time and space,we havenot been able to provide detailed treatmentsof a
numberof interestingmathematicalandphysical topics;brief discussionsof somesuchtopicsaregiven
in sections9 and 10. We also notethat manyof the “mathematical”resultswe presenthavealsobeen
discoveredby physicistsusing different methodsof calculation; we havemade no attempt to treat in
detail thesealternativederivations,but refer the reader insteadto the bibliography for appropriate
review articleselaboratingon the conventionalphysical approaches.

2. Manifolds and differential forms

Manifolds are generalizationsof the familiar ideasof lines, planes and their higher dimensional
analogs.In this section,we introducethe basicconceptsof manifolds,differential forms andde Rham
cohomology(see,for instance,Flanders[1963]).Various examplesare given to show how these tools
can be usedin physicalproblems.

2.1. Definition of a manifold

A real (complex)n-dimensionalmanifold M is a spacewhich looks like a EuclideanspaceR”(C”)
around eachpoint. More precisely, a manifold is definedby introducing a set of neighborhoodsU1
coveringM, whereeach U, is a subspaceof R” (C”). Thus,a manifold is constructedby pastingtogether
manypiecesof R”(C”).

In fig. 2.1,we show someexamplesof manifolds in one dimension:fig. 2.la is a line segmentof R
1,

the simplestpossible manifold. Figure 2.lb showsthe circle St this is a non-trivial manifold which
requiresat least two neighborhoodsfor its construction.Figure 2.2 showssomespaceswhich are not
manifolds: no neighborhoodof a multiple junction looks like R”.

Examples2.1
Let usdiscusssomeof the typical n-dimensionalmanifoldswhich we will encounter.
1. R” itself andC” itself are the most trivial examples.Theseare noncompactmanifolds.
2. The n-sphereS” definedby the equation

n+1

~ x~= c2, c = constant. (2.1)

The “zero-sphere”S°is just the two points x = ±c.S’ is a circle or ring and S2 is a spherelike a
balloon.

(a)

(b) Q 0 ~
Fig. 2.1. One-dimensional manifolds: (a) is a line segment of R’. Fig. 2.2. One-dimensional spaces which are not manifolds. The con-
(b) shows the construction of S’ using two neighborhoods. dition that the space looks locally like R’ is violated at the junctions.
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3. Projectivespaces.Complexprojectivespace,P~(C), is the set of lines in C” ~‘ passingthroughthe
origin. If z = (z z~)� 0. then z determinesa complexline through the origin. Two points z, z’
determinethe sameline if z = cz’ for somec�0. We introducethe equivalencerelationz z’ if there
is a non-zeroconstantsuchthat z = cz’; P~(C)is Cn*l —{0} modulothis identification.

We defineneighborhoodsUk in P~(C)as the set of lines for which Zk � 0 (this conditionis unchanged
by replacingz by a scalarmultiple). The ratio z1/z5 = cz,/cz5is well-definedon Uk. Let

~(k) = Zj/Zk on Uk

and ~ = (~~) ~/~)whereweomit ~ = 1. This gives a mapfrom Uk to C” anddefinescomplex
coordinateson Uk. We see that

ph) ZIZk y(k)(y(k)\-t
b ‘.5,) 1

Zk Z1

is well-definedon U1 fl Uk. The (n + 1) z,’s are “homogeneouscoordinates”on P~(C).Later we will
show that the z, ‘s can be regardedas sectionsto a line bundleover I’~(C). The n )~5definedin each
Uk are local “inhomogeneouscoordinates”.

Real projectivespace,P~(R),is the set of lines in R”~
1passingthrough the origin. It may also be

regardedas the sphereS” in R”~twherewe identify antipodalpoints.(Two unit vectorsx, x’ determine
the sameline in R”’4’ if x= ±x’.)
Remark:P

1(C) = S
2 andP

3(R) = SO(3).
4. Group manifoldsare definedby the spaceof free parametersin the defining representationof a

group. Severalgroup manifoldsareeasily identifiable with simple topological manifolds:

(a) Z2 is thegroupof additionmodulo2, with elements(0, 1); Z2 mayalsobe thoughtof as the group
generatedby multiplicationby (—1), andthushas elements±1.This latter representationshows
its equivalenceto the zero-sphere,

Z2 =

(b) U(1) is the groupof multiplicationby unimodularcomplexnumbers,with elementse’°.Since 9,

0 � 0 <2ir parametrizesa circle, we seethat
U(1)=S’.

(c) SU(2). A generalSU(2)matrix canbe written as

I a bl

UL~ a],

wherea = Xt + ix2, b = x3 + ix4, bar denotescomplexconjugationand

detu=IaI
2+PbI2=~x~=1.
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Hence we can identify the parameterspaceof SU(2)with the manifold of the three-sphereS3

SU(2)= S3.

(d) SO(3). It is well-known that SU(2) is the double-coveringof S0(3), so that SO(3)can be written
as the manifold

S0(3)= SU(2)1Z
2= P1(R)

whereP3(R) is three-dimensionalreal projectivespace.

Boundaryof a manifold.The boundaryof a line segmentis the two end points; the boundaryof a
discis a circle. Thuswe may, in general,determineanothermanifold of dimension(n — 1) by taking the
boundaryof an n-manifold.We denotethe boundaryof a manifoldM as 3M.
Note: The boundaryof a boundaryis alwaysempty, th9M =

Coordinate systems.One of the important themes in manifold theory is the idea of coordinate
transformationsrelatingadjacentneighborhoods.Supposewe haveacovering{U,} of a manifoldM and
somecoordinatesystem4, in eachneighborhoodU1. ~, is amappingfrom U, to R”. Thenwe needto
know how to relatetwo coordinatesystemsç

1, and çb in the overlappingregion U, fl U,,, the shaded
areain fig. 2.3. The answer is the following: we take t~T’ to be the mapping back from R”, so the
transformationfrom the coordinatesystem 4’, to the coordinatesystem 4’,, is given by the transition
function

4311 = 4~43”

This map is required to be C~(have continuouspartial derivatives of all orders).If the 4~,are real
analytic, thenM is saidto bea real analyticmanifold. If ~he4’,,, are holomorphic(i.e., complexvalued
functionswith complexpowerseries),thenM is saidto be a complexmanifold.

Examples2.1 (Continued)
5. Two sphere.On S2 we maychoosejust two neighborhoods,U

1 and U2, which cover the northern
andsouthernhemisphere,respectively,andone transitionfunction 4’ t2, where

~ x —y
43t2~x,y)—~s~x2+y2~x2+y2

in the intersectionU1 fl U2 of the neighborhoods.In termsof complexcoordinates,z = x + iy,

= 1/z.

~IUl

Fig. 2.3. Overlapping neighborhoods of a manifold M and their coordinate systems. ~ is a map from LI, to an open subspace of R’.
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Since this transitionfunction is not only smoothbut holomorphic,52 has the structure of a complex
manifold (namely P1(C)).

6. Projectivespace.P~(C)is alsoa complexmanifold becauseits transitionfunctionsareholomorphic

z~)=(~-z0,..~

on U, fl U,, (wherewe recall z,~ 0, z1~ 0).
7. Lie groups in general. If A is a matrix, then exp(A) = I + A ~ . + A”/n! +~ convergesto an

invertible matrix. Let G beoneof the groups:GL(k, C), GL(k,R), U(k), SU(k), 0(k), SO(k)andlet ~
be the Lie-algebraof G. p is a linear set of matrices and exp:p—~ G is a diffeomorphismfrom a
neighborhoodof theorigin in p to the identity I in G.This definesa coordinatesystemnearI E G; we
can define a coordinatesystem nearanyg0 E G by mappingp into g0 expp. The transition functions
are thus given by left multiplication in the group. G is a real analyticmanifold.

2.2. Tangentspaceand cotangentspace

One of the most importantconceptsused to study the propertiesof a manifold M is the tangent
spaceT0(M) at a point p EM. To developthe ideaof the tangentspace,let us first considera curve
y =f(x) in a planeas shownin fig. 2.4. Considera pointx =p +v very close top; thenwe mayexpand
f(x) in a Taylor series,yielding

f(x=p+v)=f(p)+vdf(x)/dxI~.0+”~. (2.2)

The slopeof the curve,df/dx atx = p, is representedin fig. 2.4. If we hadan n-dimensionalsurfacewith
coordinatesx’, therewould be n differentdirections,so the secondterm in (2.2) would become

v’ 3f(x)/3x’~

(Here we introducethe conventionof implied summationon repeatedindices.)We can thus begin to

see that, regardlessof the particulardetails of the manifold considered,the directionalderivative

v’3/3x’~,~ (2.3)

hasan intrinsic meaning.{3/3x’} at x = p defInesa basisfor the tangentspaceof M at p. A collection of
thesedirectionalderivativesat eachpoint in M with smoothlyvarying coefficientsv’(x) is called a vector
field.

y:f(x) df~

~rjdx
Fig. 2.4. Tangent to a curve y =f(x).
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The tangentspace T0(M) is thus definedas the vector spacespannedby the tangentsat p to all
curvespassingthroughp in the manifold (see fig. 2.5). No matter how curvedthe manifold maybe,
1,(M) is always an n-dimensionalvectorspaceat eachpointp.

The tangentspaceoccursnaturally in classicalmechanics.We considera LagrangianL(q’(t), 4’(t))
andrecall that t-derivativescan be definedusing the implicit function rule

d/dt = 3/at+ q’ 3/3q’ (2.4)

Comparisonwith eq. (2.3) showsthat the secondterm in the above equationhas the structureof a
vectorfield. Velocity space in Lagrangianclassicalmechanicscorrespondsexactly to the tangentspace
of the configurationspace:if M has coordinates{q’}, then I~(M)has coordinates{4’}. Equation(2.4)
showsthat the operators{3/aq’} form a basisfor T.5(M).

ThecotangentspaceT~(M)of a manifold atp EM is definedas the dualvector spaceto the tangent
spaceT0(M). A dual vectorspace is defined as follows: given an n-dimensionalvector spaceV with
basisE,, i = 1,. . . , n, the basis e’ of the dualspaceV” is determinedby the inner product

(E,,e’) =

When we take the basis vectorsE, = 3/3x’ for T0(M), we write the basis vectors for T~(M)as the
differential line elements

= dx’.

Thusthe inner productis given by

(3/3x’, dxi) =

Now considerthe vector field

V=v’ö/öx’

andthe covectorfield

U = u, dx’.

Undergeneralcoordinatetransformationsx—*x’(x), V and U are invariant,but since

0x” . 3 3x
1 3dx” ~--—-dx’ —~-=-—-i’.----~3x’ 3x 3x 3x’

Fig. 2.5. Curves through a point p of M. The tangents to these curves span the tangent space T~(M).
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the componentsv’ andu• changeaccordingto

= v’ 3x”/ôx’

u = u1 ôx’/öx”.

(The invarianceof V and U in fact is the origin of the transformationlaw for contravariantand
covariantvectors,respectively.)Thus the inner product

(V, U) = v’u, =

is invariant undergeneralcoordinatetransformations.
The idea of the cotangentspacealso occurs in classical mechanics.Whereastangent spacecor-

respondsto velocity space,cotangentspacecorrespondsto momentumspace.Herethe basisvectorsare
given by the differential line elementsdq, so the cotangentvector fields are expressedas

p, dq’

wherewe identify

p, = aL(q’, 4’)/34’.

Usingthe basiselementsof 1,(M) andT~(M),wemay now extendthe conceptof a field to include
tensorfields overM with I covariantandk contravariantindices,which we write

W~i)~~ j®~ . . . ®—~--® dx
1’ ®~ . . ®dx’.

The tensorproductsymbol ® implies no symmetrizationor antisymmetrizationof indices— eachbasis
elementis takento act independentlyof the others.

2.3. Differential forms

A special class of tensorfields, the totally antisymmetriccovarianttensorfields are usefulfor many
practicalcalculations.

We begin by defining Cartan’swedgeproduct, also known as the exterior product, as the antisym-
metric tensorproductof cotangentspacebasiselements

dx Ady =~(dx®dy—dy®dx)

= —dy n dx.

Note that, by definition,

dx A dx = 0.
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The differential line elementsdx and dy are called differential 1-forms or 1-forms; thus the wedge
productis a rule for constructing2-formsout of pairsof 1-forms.It is easyto showthat the 2-form made
in this way hasthe propertieswe expectof a differential area eletnent.Supposewe changevariablesto
x’(x, y), y’(x, y); then we find

dx’A dy’ = ( _.~ui)dx A dy

\0x 9y 3y ox

=Jacobian(x’,y’;x,y)dx Ady.

Cartan’swedgeproductthus is designedto producethe requiredsignedJacobianevery time we change
variables. Let A”(x) be the set of anti-symmetricp-tensorsat a point x. This is a vector spaceof
dimensionn!/p!(n —p)!. The A”(x) patchtogetherto define a bundleover M as we shall discusslater.
C~(A”)is the spaceof smoothp-forms,representedby anti-symmetrictensorsf,1... (x) havingp indices
contractedwith the wedgeproductsof p differentials.The elementsof C’~(A”)may then be written
explicitly as follows:

C~(A
1)= {f(x)} dimension=

C~(AI) = {f,(x)dx’} dim = n
C~(A2)={f

1(x)dx’Adx’} dim=n(n—1)/2!
C~(A

3)={ffk(x)dx’A dx’ A dx”} dim = n(n — 1)(n —2)13!

= {f,,. .,,, dx” A~ A dx” ‘} dim = n
C(A”) = {f~, ,, dx” A~” A dx”} dim = 1. (2.5)

Severalimportantpropertiesemerge:First,we seethat A” and.4~”havethe samedimensionas vector
spaces. In particular, C~(A”)is representableby a single function times the n-volume element.
Furthermore,we deducethat A” = 0 for p > n, since some differential would appeartwice and be
annihilated.

Now it is clear that the wedgeproductmaybe used to make(p + q)-formsout of a given p-form and
a given q-form. But since onegetszero for p + q > n, the resultingforms always belongto the original
set of spaces,which we write

The spaceA * of all possible antisymmetriccovariant tensorsthereforereproducesitself under the
wedgeproductoperation:A* is a gradedalgebracalled Cartan’sexterior algebra of differential forms.
Remark:Let a

0 be an elementof A”, f3,, an elementof ,44, Then

a,, A f

3q = ( 1 )“’f3q A a,,.

Henceodd forms anticommuteandthe wedgeproductof identical 1-formswill alwaysvanish.

Exterior derivative: Another useful tool for manipulating differential forms is the exterior derivative
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operation,which takesp-formsinto (p + 1)-formsaccordingto the rule

~ C~(A1); d(f(x)) =

~ C’°(A2); d(f,(x)dx’)= dx’ A dx’

Cn~(A2)_~~_*C~(A3); d(fjk(x) dx1 t dxk) = dx’ A dx’ A dxk

etc.

Herewe havetakenthe conventionthat the new differential line elementis alwaysinsertedbefore any
previouslyexistingwedgeproducts.Note alsothat, to beprecise,only the totally antisymmetricpartsof
the partialderivativescontribute.

An importantpropertyof the exteriorderivativeis that it gives zero when appliedtwice:

ddw~=0.

This identity follows from the equality of mixed partial derivatives, as we can see from the following
simpleexample:

C~(Ab)_~~~_*C~(At)~ G°’(A2)

df = 3/ dx’

ddf = 3, 3/dx’ A dx’ = ~(3,3/— 3,, 3,f)dx’ A dx’ = 0.

In vectornotation,ddw~= 0 is equivalentto the familiar statementsthat

curl gradf = 0

divcurlf=0, etc.

We note alsothe rule for differentiatingthe wedgeproductof a p-form a
0 anda q-form f

3q:

d(a
0 A f3~)= da0A f3,, + (1t a~A df3q.

Note: The exteriorderivativeanticommuteswith 1-forms.

Examples2.3

1. Possiblep-forms a,, in two-dimensionalspaceare

a,)=f(x, y)

a1=u(x,y)dx+v(x,y)dy

a2=43(x,y)dxndy.
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The exteriorderivativeof a line elementgives the two-dimensionalcurl timesthe area:

d(u(x, y)dx + v(x,y)dy)=(3~v— 3~u)dxA dy.

2. The three-spacep-formsa~are

ao =f(x)

a1 = v1 dx’ + v2 dx
2+ v-, dx3

a
2 = w1 dx

2 n dx3+ w
2dx

3 A dx’ + w-, dxt A dx2

a
3 = 43(x)dx’ A dx

2A dx3.

We seethat

a
1 A a2 =(v,w,+ v2w2+v3w3)dx’n dx

2 A dx3

da, = (E,,k 8,vk)~S,Imdx’ A dxm

da
2= (3,w,+ 32w2+ 33w3)dx’ A dx

2 A dx3.

We thus recognizethe usualoperationsof three-dimensionalvectorcalculus.

2.4. Hodge star and the Laplacian

As we have seen from eq. (2.5) andthe examples,the numberof independentfunctionsin C~(A”)is
the sameas that in C”’(A”’~”): thereexistsa duality betweenthe two spaces.We arethus motivatedto
introducean operator,the Hodge * or duality transformation,which transformsp-forms into (n — p)-
forms; in a flat Euclideanspacethe operatoris definedby

1*(dx A dx 2 A A dx”)=(n —p)! ~ £. dx” A dx”- A~ n dx’.

HereC,Jk... is the totally antisymmetrictensorin n-dimensions.
Note: Later,whenwe introduceametric,we will haveto be carefulaboutraisingandloweringindicesand
multiplying by g”2. For now, thispoint is inessentialandwill be postponed.

Repeatingthe * operatoron a p-form w,, gives

* * w,, = (—iy’~””~~~.

We notethat for p =

dx” A dx’2 A A dx” = ~ dx’ n dx2 A A dx”. (2.6)

Innerproduct: Lettinga,, and f3,, be p-forms,we definethe inner productas the integral
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(a,,, /3,,) J a,, A * [3,,.

For generalp-formsa,,, /3,, with coefficient functionsfilk andg,,,,,. ., it is easyto show that

(ap,$p)=p!ff,,kg,,kdxlAdx2A...Adx~.

The inner producthasthe furtherpropertythat

(a,,, /3,,) = (/3,,, a,,)

becauseof the identity

a,, A * [3,,= /3,, A * a,,

whichfollows from (2.6).

Adjoint of exterior derivative: Examining the inner product (a,,, d$,,_,) and integratingby parts,we
find

(a,,,d/3,,_,)= (5a,, /3,,_~),

wherethe adjoint of d is

= (—i)”~”~’* d*.

Note that for n evenand all p,

8 =

while for n odd,

6=(—lf*d*.

(Remark:Additional factorsof (—1) occur for spaceswith negativesignature.)8 reducesthe degreeof a
differential form by oneunit, whereasd increasesthe degree:

d: ~

6: C~(A”)—~C~(A”’).

Like d, 6 actingon formsproducesconventionaltensorcalculusoperations— for example,with n = 3 and
p = 1, we find

dx).=—*(V. v)dx’ A dx2 A dx3 = —V v.
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We notethat, like d, 8 gives zero whenrepeated:

88w,, 0.

Laplacian: The Laplacianon a manifold can be constructedonced and8 are known (this would, in
general,requireknowledgeof a metric,but we will continueto usea flat metric for the time being).The
Laplacianis

i~=(d+ö)2=d8+8d. (2.7)

We sometimesaddasubscriptto d and8 to remindourselveswhat kind of form we areactingon. Thus
we may write the Laplacianon p-formsas

= d,_~6,,w,, + 6p+t ~

The Laplacianclearly takesp-formsbackinto p-forms,

~:C’°(A~)-*C°°(A”).

For example,on 1-forms,we find

~(v .dX)=—
3~k;IC •dx.

Thus ~ is called a positiveoperatorbecauseits Fouriertransformintroducesa factorof i
2 which cancels

the minussign. An elegantway of provingthe positivity of the Laplacianfollows from takingthe inner
productof the two p-forms w,, and ~ Using (2.7) we find that, provided thereare no boundary
terms,

(wy, ~w~)= (w,,, d6w,,)+(w,,, 8 dw~)

= (6w,,, 6w,,)+ (dw,,,dw,,),

which is necessarily�0. As a corollary,we seethat for sufficiently well-behavedforms, w,, is harmonic,
that is

=0,

if and only if w,, is closed,

dw~=0

and co-closed,

8wp 0.
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A p-form cv,, which can be written globally as the exterior derivative of some (p — 1)-form a,,_,

cv,, = da,,

is called anexactp-form. Similarly, a p-form cv,, which can be expressed globally as

cv,, =

is called a co-exactp-form.

Hodge’s theorem: Hodge [1952]hasshown that if M is a compactmanifold without boundary,any
p-form cv,, can be uniquely decomposed as a sum of exact, co-exact and harmonic forms,

cv,, = da,,1 + 6/3,,+~+

wherey,, is a harmonicp-form. For many applications, the essentialpropertiesof cv,, lie entirely in the
harmonicpiece y,,.

Stokes’theorem: If M is a p-dimensionalmanifold with a non-emptyboundary3M, then Stokes’
theoremsaysthat for any(p — 1)-form w,,1,

J dw,,_~ J
If 3M has severalparts, the right-handside is an oriented sum. For p = 1, where M is a line segment
from a to b, we find the fundamentaltheoremof calculus,

J df(x) =

Forp = 2, we find

J d(Adx)=
surface line

In 3 dimensions,wherewe maymakethe identification

d(A - dx) = ~(a,A1— 3,A,)dx’ A dx’ ~e,,kBkdx’ A dx’,

we recognizethe formula for the magneticflux going througha surface,

JB dS= A dx.
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For p = 3, we examinethe 2-form

= ~e,mEk dx’ A dx’

obeying

dcv ~.‘VEdx’ Adx2AdxS.

ThenStokes’ theorembecomes

J.Ed3x= J dco= J cv=JE.dS
volume surface

andwe recognize Gauss’ law.

Examples2.4
1. Two-dimensions(n = 2):

Basisof fl*: (1,dx, dy, dx A dy)
Hodge*: *(1, dx, dy, dx is dy) = (dx is dy, dy, —dx, 1)
6 operation:

6f(x, y) = 0

6(u dx + v dy) = —(3~u+ 3~v)

643 dx A dy = —3~43dy + 34 dx

Laplacian:actingon, for instance,0-forms,

= —(3~f+3~f).

2. EuclideanMaxwell’sequation (ji = 1, 2, 3,4; i = 1, 2, 3)

Gaugepotential: A = A,~(x)dxM
Gaugetransform: A’ = A + dA (x)
Fieldstrength: F dA = dA’
(gaugeinvariant = ~ — 0,A,,,)dx” A dx”
duetoddA =0) ~ A dx”

E and B: F = E, dx’ A dx~+~B,s,,kdx’ A dx”

* F = ~ dx’ A dx” + B, dx’ A dx4

duality: F*-,~*F,E*-,B
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Eulereqn.= inhomogeneouseqns: 6F = j

ôF=—VEdx4+(3~,E+VxB)•dx

j—j,. dx” =j’dx+j
4dx

4

Bianchi identity= homogeneouseqns: dF= ddA = 0

dF”VBdx’ Adx2Adx3+~(3
4B+VXE),s,,~dx’ Adx” Adx

4=0.

Note: If j = 0, thendF = 8F = 0, so F is harmonic,t~F= 0.
3. Dirac magneticmonopole(Dirac [1931]).In order to describea magneticcharge,we introducetwo

coordinatepatchesU±covering the z > —s and the z <+e regions of R3 — {0}, with overlapregion
U+ fl U effectivelyequalto the x—y planeat z = 0 minus the origin. The gaugepotentialswhich are
well-defined in theserespectiveregionsaretakenas

11 1
A,. = ~——--~— (x dy — y dx) = ~(±1— cos0) dq5

where r2 = x2 + y2 + z2. A±and A have the Dirac string singularityat 0 = iT and0 = 0, respectively.
Note that A+ andA arerelatedby a gaugetransformation:

A+ = A_ + d tan’(y/x)=A_+ d43.

In the overlapregion 0 = ‘ir/2, r > 0, both potentialsare regular.The field is given by F = dA,. in U,., so

1
F=~—~(xdyAdz+ydzAdx+zdx Ady)

or

B=x/2r3.

Remark:Dirac strings.In the modernapproachto themagneticmonopole,A,. aredefinedonly in their
respectivecoordinatepatchesU,.. In Dirac’s formulationof the monopole,coordinatepatcheswerenot
usedand A.,. were usedover all of R3. This led to the appearanceof fictitious “string singularities”on
the ±zaxis.

2.5. Introduction to homologyand cohomology

We conclude this section with a brief treatment of the concepts of homology and de Rham
cohomology, which form a crucial link between the topological aspects of manifolds and their
differentiablestructure.

Homology: Homology is usedto distinguishtopologically inequivalentmanifolds.For atreatmentmore
mathematicallyprecisethanthe one givenhere,seeGreenberg[1967]or Spanier[1966].
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Let M bea smoothconnectedmanifold. A p-chaina~is a formal sum of theform a,, = ~, c,N, where
the N, aresmoothp-dimensionalorientedsubmanifoldsof M. If the coefficientsc are real (complex),
then a,, is a real (complex) chain; if the coefficients c, are integers, a,, is an integral chain; if the
coefficientsc, EZ2 = {0,1}, thena,, is aZ2 chain.Thereareothercoefficientswhichcouldbe considered,
but thesearethe only oneswe shall be interestedin.

Let 3 denote the operationof taking the orientedboundary. We define 3a,, = ~, c, ON, to be a
(p — 1)-chain. Let Z,, = {a,,: 3a~= ø} be the set of cycles(i.e., p-chainswith no boundaries)and let
B,, = {3a,,+1} be the set of boundaries(i.e., thosechains which can be written as a,, = 3a,,+, for some
a,,+,). Sincethe boundaryof a boundaryis alwaysempty, 33a,, = 0, B,, is a subsetof Z,,.

We definethe simplicial homologyof M by

H,, = Z,,/B,,.

H,, is the set of equivalenceclassesof cycles z,,E Z,, which differ only by boundaries;that is z~ z,,
provided that z~= z,,+ 3a,,+,.Wecan think of representative cycles in H,, asmanifoldspatchedtogetherto
“surround”a hole; we ignore cycleswhich can be “filled in”.

We may choosedifferentcoefficientgroupsto define H,,(M;R), H,,(M; C), H,,(M; Z), or H,,(M;Z2).
There are simple relations H,,(M;R)=H,,(M;Z)®R and H,,(M;C)=H,,(M;R)®C =

H,,(M;Z)®C. In other words, modulo finite groups (i.e., torsion), H,,(M; R), H,,(M;Z), and
H,,(M; C) areessentiallythe same.

The integral homologyis fundamental.We can regardany integralcycle as real by embeddingZ in
R. We can reduceany integral cycle mod 2 to get a Z2 cycle.The universalcoefficienttheoremgives a
formula for the homologywith R, C, or Z2 coefficientsin terms of theintegral homology.In particular,
real homology is obtainedfrom integral homologyby replacingall the “Z” factorsby “R” and by
throwing away anytorsionsubgroups.

It is clear that H,,(M; G)= 0 for p > dim(M). If M is connected,Ho(M; G) = G. If M is orientable,
then H~(M;G)= G. If G is a field, then we have Poincaréduality, H,,(M; G)=H~,,(M;G), for
orientableM (G = R, C, Z2 but not Z).

Examples
1. Torus.We illustrate the computation of homology for the torus T

2. In fig. 2.6, the curvesa andb
belongto the samehomology classbecausetheybounda two-dimensionalstrip a (shown as a shaded
area),

= a — b.

Fig. 2.6. Homology classesof thetorus, a andb, which boundtheshaded area,arehomologous,a and c arenot.
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Curves a andc however do not belongto the samehomology class.The homologygroupsof the torus,
M = T2, are

H,,(M;R)=R

H
1(M;R)=R~jR

H2(M;R)=ER.

The generators of H, are given by the two curves a and c.
2. Torsion and homologyof P1(R)= SO(3).
The conceptof torsion and the effect of different coefficient groupscan be illustrated by examining

M = P3(R)= SO(3). Let p mapS’ to P,(R)by antipodalidentificationof the pointsof S’.
Let ~2 be the equatorof S

3. let S be the equatorof S2.andlet D” be the upperhemisphereof S”.
Thenp(D”) is a k-chainon P,,(R)and

Op(D3) = 0 (this is a cycle andgeneratesH
3 with any coefficients)

Op(D
2) = 2p(D’) (this is a cycle in Z

2 but not in R or Z)

Op(D’) = 0 (this is a cycle. OverR we havep(D’) = 8~p(D2)so this is a boundary. It is

not a boundaryoverZ or Z2 andgeneratesH for thesegroups).

In Z2 homologyp(D”) gives the generators of H5(P3(R); Z2). The homology groupsof P3(R) can be

shownto be the following:

H,,(M; Z) = Z H,,(M; R) = R H,,(M; i~)= Z2

H,(M;Z)=Z2 H1(M,tl~)=0 H,(M;Z~)=Z.~

H2(M;Z)=() H.~(M;R)=0 H2(M;Z~)”Z.~

H3(M;Z)=7Z H3(M;R)=’R H,(M;Z2)=Z2.

Thesegroupsare differentbecauseof the existenceof torsion.

deRhamcohomology
If G is afield (G R, C, Z2), the homologygroup H,,(M; G) is a vectorspaceover G. We definethe

cohomologygroupH
0(M; G) to be the dualvectorspaceto H,,(M, G). (The definition of H~(M;Z)is

slightly more complicatedand we shall omit it.) The remarkablefact is that H0(M; R) or H”’(M; C)
maybe understoodusingdifferential forms. We define the de Rhamcohomology groups H~R(M; R) as
follows: recall that a p-form cv,, is closedif dcv,, = 0 andexactif cv,,= da,, ,. Let

Z~,R= (cv,,: dcv,, = 0} (the closed forms)

B~,R= (cv,,: cv,, = da,, ,} (the exactforms)

H~,R(M;R) = Z0/B0 (closedmoduloexactforms).
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The de Rham cohomologyis the set of equivalenceclassesof closed forms which differ only by exact
forms; that is

cv,,—”cv,~

if cv,, =w~+da,,,forsomea,,.~,.
Remark: The space H” is special becausethere are no (—1)-forms, and thus no 0-forms can be
expressedas exteriorderivatives.Sincethe exteriorderivativeof a constantis zero,

H” = {spaceof constantfunctions}

and

dim(H°)= numberof connectedpiecesof the manifold.

Poincarélemma:The de Rhamcohomologyof EuclideanspaceR~is trivial,

dimH~(R~)=0 p>O

(dim J’I°(R~)= I),
since anyclosedform can be expressedasthe exteriorderivativeof a lower form in R~.For example,in

R3, anyclosed 1-form can be expressedas the gradientof a scalarfunction,

VxA =0-A =V~’.

Thereforeany closed form can be expressedas an exactform in any local R” coordinatepatchof the
manifold. Non-trivial de Rhamcohomologythereforeoccursonly whenthelocal coordinateneighborhoods
are patchedtogetherin a globally non-trivial way.

deRham‘s theorem: The inner product of a cycle c,, E Z,, and a closedform cv,, E Z~Ris definedas

ir(c,,, w,,) = J cv,,

where rr(c, cv) ER is called a period. We note that by Stokes’ theorem, when c,, E Z,, and cv,, EZ~,R,

then

Jw,,+da,,_tzzzJw,,+Ja,,_t~Jw,,~
Cp (‘/, aC, C,,

and

J w,,Jw,,+ J dw,,1w,,.
Cp Op+l Cp
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This pairing is thus independentof the choice of the representativesof the equivalenceclassesand
definesa map

iT: H,,(M; R)®H~,R(M;R)-*R.

de Rham hasproven the following fundamentaltheoremswhen M is a compactmanifold without
boundary:

Let {c,}, i = 1,. . ., dim H,,(M; R), be a set of independentp-cyclesforminga basisfor H,,(M; R).

First theorem:Given anyset of periodsv,, i = 1,. . . , dim H,,, thereexistsa closedp-form cv for which

~~zsir(c1,w)=Jw, i=1,...,dimH,,.

Secondtheorem: If all the periodsfor a p-form a vanish,

0=ir(c~~a)=Ja~ i=1,...,dimH,,

then a is exact.
In otherwords,if {w1} is a basisfor H~DR(M;R), thenthe period matrix

IT,, = Ir(c,, w1)

is invertible.ThusH~,R(M;R) is dual to H,,(M; R) with respectto the inner productIT. Thereforede
Rham cohomologyH~,Randsimplicial cohomologyH~are naturally isomorphic,

and henceforth will be identified.

We define

b,, =dimH,,(M;R)=dimH~(M;R)

as the pth Bettinumberof M. The alternatingsum of the Betti numbers is the Euler characteristic

~(M) = ~ (—1)”b,,.

The de Rham theorem relates the topological Euler characteristic calculated from H,, to the analytic
Eulercharacteristiccalculatedfrom de Rhamcohomology.The Gauss—Bonnettheoremgives a formula
for ~(M) in termsof curvature aswe shall seelater.

We saythat a cohomologyclass is integral if 1T(c,~) EZ for any integralcycle c. There is alwaysa
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naturalembeddingof H~(M;Z) in H~(M; Z) ® R H~(M;R). However,H~(M;Z) is not isomorphic
to the set of integral de Rhamclassessincetorsion elementsarelost during the embedding;H~(M;Z)
in generalhastorsion elementswhile H”(M; R) (and H”(M; C)) do not.

Pullbackmappings.1ff: M —*N andif cv,, is ap-formon N, thenwe canpull backcv,, to definef*cv,, asa
p-form on M. For example, if x” EM, y’ EN, f’(x”)=y’ and cv =g,(y)dy’, then we find f*w =

g,(f(x))3~f(x)dx”. Since d(f* cv,,) = f* dcv,,, f* pulls back closed forms to closedforms andexactforms
to exactforms. This definesa mapf*: H”(N; R)-*H”(M; R). Thedualmapf~:H,,(M; R)—*H,,(N; R)
goestheotherway. f~is definedon thechainlevel by usingthe mapf to “push forward” chainson M to
chainsonN. It iseasyto checkthatf~mapscyclesto cyclesandboundariestoboundaries.f*isazeromapif
p > dim M or dim N. We also notethat

ir(c,f*w) = ir(f~c,cv).

Ringstructure:The wedgeproductof two closedforms is againclosed;the wedgeproductof an exact
anda closedform is exact.Wedgeproductpreservesthecohomologyequivalencerelationandinducesa
map from H”(M; R)®H~(M;R)—~H”~(M;R). This defines a ring structure on H*(M; R) =

~H~(M;R). Since

is cv)f*0 Af*cv,

pulling back preservesthe ring structure.H*(M;Z) and H*(M;Z2) have ring structures similar to
H*(M; R).

Poincaréduality: If M is a compactorientablemanifold withoutboundary,thenH” (M; R) = R because
anycv~EH” (M; R) maybe written up to a total differential as

cv~= constx (volumeelementin M).

Poincaréduality statesthatH~(M;R) is dual to H””(M; R) with respectto the inner product

(cv,,, w~_,,)= J cv,, n

ConsequentlyH~and H”~ areisomorphicasvectorspacesand

dim H”(M; R) = dimH”~(M; R).

Hence the Betti numbers are related by

b,, = b~_,,.

Poincaré duality is valid with 2 coefficientsregardlessof whether or not M is orientable.
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Productformulas: If M = M1 X M2, then

H”(M;R)= ~ H~(M,;R)®H~(M2R),
,~+q = k

so H*(M; R)= H*(Mi; R)®H*(Ms; R). Furthermore,this is a ring isomorphism.This is the Kunneth
formula. This formula is not valid with Z or Z2 coefficients.Since the Betti numbersare relatedby

b~(M) ~ bp(Mi)bq(M2),
,,-4-q=k

we find that the Eulercharacteristicsobey the relation

= M, xM,) =

Harmonicforms and de Rhamcohomology
If M is a compactmanifold without boundary,we can expresseachde Rhamcohomologyclassas a

harmonicform using the Hodge decompositiontheorem,

cv = da + 6~3+ ‘y,

where y is harmonic. If dcv = 0 then d6/3 = 0 50 6/3 = 0 and cv = da + y. This shows that every
cohomology class containsa harmonicrepresentative.If cv is harmonic, then ôda = 0, so da = 0 and
cv = y. This establishesan isomorphism between H°(M;R) and the set of harmonic p-forms
Harm”(M; R). This is alwaysfinite-dimensional,so H”(M; R) is finite. (If M hasa boundary,we must
use suitableboundaryconditionsto obtainthis isomorphism.)

If M = M1 xM2, 0, is harmonic on M, and 02 is harmonic on M2, then 0, n 02 is harmonicon
M, xM2. This defines the isomorphism

Harm”(M = M, x M2 R)= ~ Harm°(M1R)ØHarrn~(M2R),
,, 4-q k

which is equivalent to the Kunnethformula definedabove.
Note: In general the wedge product of two harmonic forms will not beharmonicso the ring structureis
not given in termsof harmonicforms.
Note: If M is oriented,the Hodge operatormapsA°—‘A”~ with * * = (—1)”~”°~.The * operator
commutes with the Laplacian and induces an isomorphism

* : Harm”(M; R)’= Harm”~(M;R).

Therefore

dim H~(M;R) = dim H”°(M; R).

This is anotherway of looking at Poincaréduality.

Equivariantcohomology:An isometryof M is a map~f M to itself whichpreservesa given Riemannian
metric on M. Let M bea manifold on which a finite groupG actsby isometrieswithout fixed pointsand
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let N = M/G. If cv,, is harmonicon M andg E G, thenthe pullback g * cv,, on M is harmonic.If

g*cv,, =w,,, forallgEG,

then cv,, is called G-invariant. The harmonic p-forms on N = M/G can be identified with the
G-invariantharmonicp-formson M.

Examples2.5
I. de Rhamcohomologyof R~.All closedforms are exacton R” exceptfor the scalarfunctionswhich

belongto H”. 1ff is a function and df = 0, then all the partial derivativesof f vanishsof is constant.
dim H°(R”;R) = 1, dim H” (R”; R) = 0 for k� 0.

2. de Rhamcohomologyof 5”. Only H” andH” are non zero for S” andboth havedimension1. H”
consistsof the constantfunctionsand H” consistsof the constantmultiples of the volume element.
Theseare the harmonicforms.

3. de Rhamcohomologyof the torus, T2 = S’ x 5’. Let 0, and 02, 0� 0, <2ir, be coordinateson each
of the two circlesmaking up the torus.The differential forms dO, are thenclosed but not exact,since the
0, are defined only modulo 2iT and are therefore not global coordinates.Thus do, anddO

2 form a basis
for H’(T

2 R) and dim H’(T2 R) = 2. By the Kunneth formula, H2(T2 = S’ x S’; R) =

H’(S’; R)®H’(S’; R) andso H2(T2R) is generatedby d0~A do
2 where dim H

2(T2R)= 1. Obviously
dim H°(T2R) = I also.

It is instructiveto work out the Hodgedecompositiontheoremexplicitly for T2 by expandingC~(A~)
in Fourierseriesusingthe coordinates0,. We find

cv,, = a~,em0 em~

cv, = ~ ~ e”’°’ em*2 do,+ ~ b~c”’°’elm*52 do
2

cv2 = cu,,, e”’°’ elm~~do, is dO2.

Now we compute the Laplacians

~cvo= Sdcv,,= ~ (n
2 + m2)a~,,e”’°’ elm*2

z~cv,= (do + Od)cv, = ~ (n2+ m2)(b~’,~do, + b~do
2)e”’°’elm*2

i~cv2= dOcv2 = ~ (n
2+ m2)cnme”’°’ eim~do, ,~do

2

and introduce the Green’s functions G,, of the form

cv,, = a,,,,, e”’°’emm*2/(ns+ m
2), etc.

(n.m � (0,0)

Then we may write each elementof C°’(A~)as the sum of a closed,a co-closed,and a harmonic form as
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follows:

wo = ~G,,cv0+ a,,,, = 0 + O(dG,,cvo) + a,5,

cv, = ~G,cv,+ b~]dO, +b~dO2

=d(OG,cv,)+8(dG,cv,)+b~?d0,+b~d02

= ~G2cv2+ c,5,dO, A do2

d(OG2cv~)+ 0+ c,5,dO, is do2.

We verify explicitly the dimensionsof eachcohomologyclassfrom the harmonicrepresentativesin the
decompositionof cv,,.

4. de Rhamcohomologyof P,,(C). There is an elementxE H
2(P,,(C); R) such that x” generates

H2”(Pn(C); R)= R for k = 0 n. H’(P,,(C); R) = 0 if] is odd or if j> 2n. x will be the first Chern
class of a line bundleas discussedlater. It has integral periodsas does x’< for k = 0 n. x”” 0
since this would be a 2n +2 form. There is a natural inclusion of C” into C”~’ which inducesan
inclusionof P,,,(C) into P,,(C)which we denoteby i. Then i*: H”(P~(C);R)—sH”(P,,_,(C);R) is an
isomorphismfor k<2n. Consequently,x is universal;we can view x as belongingto H2(P,,(C);R) for
anyn. (x is the normalizedKähler form of P~(C);seeexample3.4.3.)

5. de Rhamcohomologyof U(n). Let g be an n X n unitary matrix g E U(n). g’ dg is a complex
matrix of 1-forms. Let cv,. = Tr(g” dg)” for k = 1,2,. .. , 2n — 1. Thencv,, is a complexk-form which is
closed; cvk = 0 if k is even. The {cv,, cv

3,. . . , cv2,,,} generateH*(U(n); C). By adding appropriate
factorsof v’~ito makeeverythingreal,we could get correspondinggeneratorsfor H*(U(n); R). (If we
addappropriatescalingfactors,thesebecomeintegralclasseswhich generateH*(U(n); Z ).) If we then
take the mod 2 reduction,we get classeswhich generateH*(U(n); Z2). g’ dg is the Cartanform
which will be discussedlater. For example,if n = 2, then:

H°(U(2); C) C, H’(U(2); C) C (generatorcv,)

H
2(U(2); C) 0, H3(U(2): C) C (generatorcv

3)

H
4(U(2); C) C (generatorcv, t~cv3), H”(U(2); C) = 0 for k >4.

Of course,U(2) = U(1)xSU(2)= 5’ xS~topologically (althoughnot as agroup). Up to a scalingfactor
cv, is dO on 5’ andcv

3 is the volume elementon 53~H*(Sl xS~C)= H*(Sl; C)®H*(5
3’C) is just an

illustration of the Kunnethformula.
6. de Rham cohomologyof SU(n). SU(n) is a subgroupof U(n); let i: SU(n)—* U(n) be the

inclusion map. The i*cvk EHk(SU(n); R) are generators for k = 3,. . . , 2n —1. (H’ = 0 since
Tr(g’ dg)= 0 for SU(n).)Topologically, U(n)= 5’ x SU(n) and H*(U(n)) = H*(Sl)®H*(SU(n)).

7. Thede RhamcohomologyofP~(R) is a good exampleinvolving torsion.
(a) With real coefficients,we arguethat

Hk1P(R\,R\_H(P/R~~.R’~_~ifk=Oork=n,nodd

~. n~ )‘ I — k’. ~ ), ~~lo otherwise.

If ki~0, n, then there are no harmonic forms on the universal cover S” and henceH”(P~(R);R) = 0, for
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k~0, n. Since P~(R)is connected,H°(P~(R);R) = R. Finally, if n is odd, the antipodalmapf(x) = —x
on S” preservesthe volume elementandhenceP~(R)is orientableandH”(P,,(R);R) = R. If n is even,
the antipodal map reverses the sign of the volume form so thereis no equivariantharmonicn-form and
H”(P~(R);R) = 0. P,,(R.) is not orientableif n is even.

(b) With Z2 coefficients there is anelementx EH’ (P,, (R); Z2) so that x” generatesH” (P~(R); Z2)
Z2 for k = 0,.. . , n. If i: P~..,(R)—sP~(R)is the natural inclusion,then i*x = x so i*: H”(P~(ER);Z2)—’s
H”(P,,_,(R); 12) is an isomorphismfor k = 0,. . . , n — 1. (x is a Stiefel—Whitneyclass.)

(c) With integercoefficients,

H”(P,,(R);Z)=Z,0,Z2,0,Z2,...;

H”(Pn(R);Z)’~ ifn =odd~Z2 if n = even

H~(P~(R);Z)=Z,Z2,0,Z2,0,...;

Hn~pn(R);Z)1Z if n =odd

~0 if n = even.

The shift in the relative positionsof the Z2 terms in H” and Hk is a consequence of the universal
coefficienttheorem(see,e.g., Spanier[1966]).

3. Riemannianmanifolds

We now considermanifoldsendowedwith a metric. We apply the tools of the previoussectionand
presentclassicalRiemanniangeometryin amodernnotationwhichis convenientforpracticalcalculations.
A still more abstractapproachto Riemannianmanifoldswill be given whenwe treat connectionson
fiber bundles.

3.1. Cartanstructureequations

Supposewe are given a 4-manifold M anda metric g~p(x)on M in local coordinatesx”. Thenthe

distanceds betweentwo infinitesimally nearbypointsx” andx” + dx” is givenby

ds
2=g~~(x)dx”dx~

wherethe g~,..arethe componentsof asymmetriccovariantsecond-ranktensor.

We now decomposethe metric into vierbeins(solder forms)or tetradse”,~(x)as follows:

ga,. = flabe~e,.
~ab = ~

Here ilab is a flat, usually Cartesian, metric such as the following:

Euclidean space:

1~ab”&b, a,b=1,2,3,4;
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Minkowski space:

‘~1ah’ , a,b=0,1,2,3.

e”~is, in somesense,the squareroot of the metric.
Throughout this section, Greekindices jz, ii,... will be raisedandloweredwith ga,, or its inverseg””

andLatin indices a, b,... will be raisedandlowered by ~ah and ~ab We define the inverse of e”,, by

Ea” =

which obeys

Ea”e”,~ =

~qabEa~Eh~~= g”” etc.

Thus e”~and Ea” areusedto interconvertLatin andGreekindices whennecessary.
We thereforesee that e”~ is the matrix which transformsthe coordinatebasis dx” of T~(M)to

an orthonormalbasisof T~(M),

e’~= e°,,~dx”.

(Note that while the coordinatebasis dx” is always an exactdifferential, ea is not necessarilyanexact
1-form.)Similarly, En” is a transformationfrom the basis ~3/ax”of T~(M)to the orthonormalbasisof
T~(M),

Ea = Ea” 3/3X”.

(Note that E~and Eb do not necessarilycommute,while a/ax” and a/ax” do commute.)
We now introduce the affine spin connectionone-formW°b anddefine

de” + cv”,, A e” T° ~T”bCe”is eC. (3.1)

This is called the torsion 2-form of the manifold. The curvature2-form is definedas

R”,, = dcv”,, + cv”~A cv~= ~R~,,ctieCA e”. (3.2)

Equations(3.1) and(3.2) are called Cartan’sstructureequations.

Consistencyconditions:Taking the exteriorderivativeof (3.1) we find

dT” + cv”,, ,~T” = R”,, is e”. (3.3)
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Differentiating (3.2), we find the Bianchi identities:

dR”,, +cva,, ARC,, ~R”~ ncvC,, 0. (3.4)

We define the covariantderivativeof a differential form V°,,of degreep as

DV”,,=dV”,,+cv”,. ~ ~ is cv”,,. (3.5)

The consistency condition (3.4) thenreads

DR”,,=O.

Gaugetransformations:Consideran orthogonalrotationof the orthonormalframe

ea —~e”’ = ~pa,,eb

where

tha thb —

?lab’*’ c’~ d — fled’

Notethat

(d~)”,,(~’)”~=

Thenwe find

= de”’ + cv”’,, is e”

where

T’°= ~a,,Tb

and the new connectionis

cv,, = ~J,acvC(t~,_l)d + J~~(d’~’)”,,.

The transformationlaw for the curvature2-form is given by

R’°,,= dcv”’,, + W~ , W”’~ =

A similar exercise shows that under a change of frame, the “covariant derivative” (3.5) in fact
transformscovariantly,

(DV)”’,, =
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3.2. Relationto classicaltensorcalculus

The Cartan differential form approachis, of course,equivalent to the conventionaltensor for-
mulation of Riemanniangeometry. Here we summarizethe relationships amongvarious quantities
appearingin the two approaches.Figure 3.1 is a caricatureof classicaltensorcalculus.

Volumeand inner product:The invariant orientedvolume elementin n dimensionsis

dV=e’Ae2A’”Ae”=IgI”2dx’Adx2A.~Adx” (3.6)

whereg is the determinantof the metric tensor.

In curvedspace,the Hodge * operationwill involve the metric.If
0 any two indicesrepeated

= +1 evenpermutation
—1 odd permutation,

then

E = ~

,1,1,, 5

and we define the standard tensor densities

E
— 1/2

— g �l.LI ‘IL,,

E“‘ ‘‘““ = I _lI2~~L,...

The Hodge* is thendefinedas the operationwhich correctly producesthe curvedspaceinner product.
Theinner productfor 1-formsis definedusingthe Hodge* as

a is * /3 = g””a~f3~IgI”2dx’ is is dx”. (3.7)

Hodge * is thereforedefinedas

I 1/2

is ~ � ~ ~,, dx”~”is ‘is dx”’.

• 2 41

J
2 13 14 ~

Fig. 3.1. Classical tensor calculusintoxicatedby theplethoraof indices.
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Becauseof (3.6) we can rewrite this in the form

* (e’~’is . . . is e~)= 1 ~ai ap ~ a ~ is is
(n—p)!

where E~b...has its indices raisedand lowered by the flat metric i’lab. If we convertGreekto Latin
indicesusingthe vierbeins,e.g.,

a = a~dx” = ace”

werecoverthe inner product(3.7):

a is *13 = naba13(eIis e2 is is e”= g””a~f3~(lg~”2d”x).

Thevarioustensorsthat wehavedefinedwith flat indicesa, b,. . . are,of course,relatedto the tensor
objectswith curvedindicesby multiplicationwith e”~,E°~.The curvaturetwo-form is first decomposed
as

R”,, = ~ is ed = ~ dx” A dx”,

andthenthe Riemanntensoris written

Riemanntensor= R”,
3~~= ~

Similarly, the torsionis

Ta = ~T”,,~e”is e” = ~ dx” is dx”

T” —
~“ a ~

Levi—Civita connection:The covariantderivativein the tensorformalism is defined using the Levi—
Civita connectionf’~8, which physicistsgenerallyrefer to as the Christoffel symbol. The Levi—Civita
connectionis determinedby two conditions,the covariantconstancyof the metric andthe absenceof
torsion.In the tensornotation,theseconditionsare

metricity: g~p;a= ~ — raMgA~ — F~PgMA=0 (3.8)

no torsion: T”~~= ~(F~ — r~~)0. (3.9)

The Christoffel symbol is thenuniquelydeterminedin termsof themetric to be

= ~g””(9,,g~ + ~ —

In Cartan’smethod,the Levi—Civita spinconnectionis obtainedby restrictingtheaffine spin connection
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cv~,,in an analogousway. The conditions(3.8) and (3.9) arereplacedby

metricity: Wah = —cv,,~ (3.10)

notorsion: T” =de” +cva,, ~e” =0. (3.11)

cv”,,,~is thendeterminedin termsof the vierbeinsand inversevierbeinsandis relatedto F~by

W~ ~ =eaC(ôILE,,P+F~AE,,A)

— C, “ a — ~ .‘I ~m a rA a
— —~,, e CIL — —n,, ~u~e~~i ,~,,eA

From

0 = = eap;~gPA~,,~+ ~ +

we seethat(3.10)is indeedaconsequenceof covariantconstancyof themetric,(3.8). Similarly, if wewrite
eq. (3.11) as

0 = ~ — ô~e”~+ E°”e,,,,~ — E””e,,,, CeIL
.,,,.~aIrA b rA bt’h~,1~ A

1 ILCe A

we recognizethe torsion-freecondition(3.9).
The curvaturecan be extractedfrom Cartan’sequationsby computing

a a a C a c a r$ a
,9~cvb~— ,9~cv,,~+ cv ~cv b~— cv ~cv,,~= e ,,~

where

~ = ~ — a,i’~+ ~ — ~ (3.12)

Weyl tensor: A usefulobject in n-dimensionalgeometryis the Weyltensor,definedas

= ~ + (n — 1)(n —

2)(g~ILgs~ — g,,~g~~)—(n 2)(g~IL~,SC— ~ — ~$M~L + g~JP~&IL),

where~ = R~~~,,g”’
3and~ = ~~~g””arethe Ricci tensorand the scalarcurvature.The Weyl tensor

is tracelessin all pairsof indices.

Examples3.2
We will for simplicity look only at Levi—Civita connections(T” = 0, cv~,,= —cv,,~),so the vierbeins

determine cvab uniquely.
1. Coordinatetransformof flat Cartesiancoordinatesto polar coordinates.The Riemanniancurvature

remainszero,althoughthe connectionmaybe nontrivial.
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a. Twodimensions;R2. ds2 = dx2+dy2 e’ = dx, e2 = dy. If x = r cos0, y = r sin0, then

(e’=dr \1( x y\(dx
\e°=rdO)r~—y x)\~dy

Action of Hodge *: * (dx, dy) = (dy, —dx)

* (dr, r dO) = (r do, —dr).

Structureequations:

de”—w is e0 0—cv is rdO =0

de°+cv ise’ =drisdO+cv isdr=0.

Connectionandcurvature:

cv d0

R dcv 0.

b. Four dimensions;R4. ds2= dx2+ dy2 + dz2+ dt2. We definepolar coordinatesby

0 i

x +iy = r cos~exp~(~r+~)
z+it=rsii4exp~(t/i—co)

0�O<ir, 0�~’<2ir, 0�~i<4ir

/e°=dr \ /x y z t\/dx

( e’=ro~ —t —z y x \( dy

e2=ro,, j r~ z —t —x y fI~dz

\e~=ro~/ \—y x —t z/ \dt

o~,o~,,ando~obey the relationdcr~= 2o~,is o~,cyclic. The connectionsandcurvaturesaregiven by

= cv3, = a~,,, cv3,, = cv’
2 =

R°1= dcv°,+ cv°2is cv
2, + cv°

3is cv
3

1

~ etc.

Remark:o~,r5 ando’~are the left-invariant1-formson the manifold of the group SU(2)= S
3 andwill

appearalsoin our treatmentof the geometryof Lie groups.
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2. Two-sphere.The metric on 52 is easilyfoundby settingr = constantin the flat R3 metric:

ds2= r2 dO2+ r2 sin2 0 d~2= (e’)2+ (e2)2.

We choose

e’=rdO, e2=rsinOdp

so the structureequations

de’ = 0 = —cv’
2 is e

2

de2= r cos0 dO is dq’ = —cv2, is

give the connection

= —cos0 dq~’

andthe curvature

R I — I 2
2

212e ise

~ 1 1 2
dw2-~eise.

The Gaussiancurvatureis thusK = ~ = 2/r
2, showingthat ~2 hasconstantpositivecurvature.

3. 4-Spherewith polar coordinates.The de Sittermetric on S4 with radiusR is

ds2= (dr2+ r2(o-~2+ ~.2 + u2))/(1 + (r/2R)2)2

e” with a = 0, 1, 2, 3 is definedby

(1 + (r/2R)2)e” = {dr, rc,~,ru~,rcr~}.

Fromthe structureequations,wefind

I /i’)fl\2
2 ~cv

10(1—(r/2R))e/r=o, 1+(r/2R)
2

~�ijkWjk = (1 + (r/2R)2)e’Ir =

Rob = e’~,~e”.

The Weyl tensorvanishesidentically.
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3.3. Einstein’s equationsand self-dualmanifolds

DefiningtheRicci tensorandscalarcurvaturein 4 dimensionsas

= ga$RM
0~8 ~ = ~ (3.13)

we write Einstein’sequationswith cosmologicalterm A as

~““ —~g””~l= T”” —Ag””. (3.14)

If thematterenergy-momentumtensorT”” andA vanish,Einstein’sequationsimply thevanishingof
the Ricci tensor,whichwe write in the flat vierbein basisas

0= pAab = e”~E,,”~I”~= R°~bdn””. (3.15)

We note that in Einstein’stheory we always work with the torsion-freeLevi—Civita connection,so

theconsistencycondition(3.3) becomesthe cyclic identity:
R°bis e” = O~.�Re = 0. (3.16)

Now let us definethe dualof the Riemanntensoras

Rabcd = ~�abmnRmncd. (3.17)

Supposethe Riemanntensoris (anti)-self-dual,

~ = ±Rabcd.

Thenthecyclic identity implies Einstein’sempty spaceequations,

0 = EabcdRebcd = ±~�abcd�ebmnRmncd

= ±(~lôae— 2~1ae).

Remark: A similar argumentcanbe usedto showthatEinstein’sempty spaceequationsmaybe written

as

R°bis e~’= 0, (1L~=~�abcdR = ~R0b~deis ed).

The equivalenceof thecyclic identityand Einstein’sequationsfor self-dualRab is thenobvious.
From the relation betweenR0b and Wab,

R01 = dcvo1+ w02 A w21 + w03 is

R23 = dcv23+ cv20 is 003 + 021 is w,3 etc.,
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we notice that Rab is self-dual,Rab = ±R~b,if cvab is self-dual,

cvab = ±Wab,

Thereforeone way to generatea solution of Einstein’s equationsis to find a metric with self-dual
connection. -

Remark:SupposeRab = ±Rab but Wab� ±Wab. Thenwe decomposeWab into self-dualandanti-self-dual
parts. Using an 0(4) gaugetransformationone can always remove the piece of (L)ab with the wrong
duality. The only changein Rab under the gauge transformationis a rotation by an orthogonalmatrix
which preservesits duality properties.Thus any self-dual Rab can be consideredto come from a
self-dual connection Wab if we work in an appropriate“self-dual gauge”.

Self-dualand conformallyself-dualstructuresin 4 dimensions
In the caseof four dimensionssome simplification occurssince the dualof the curvature2-form is

also a 2-form. Let us define self-dual and anti-self-dualbasesfor A
2 usingthe vierbein one-formse”:

A = e°is e’ ±e2 is e3
2 2 0 ‘ 3 I IbasisofA~= A~=eAe±eAe, *A~=±A~.

A ~ = e°is e3 ±e1 is e2

The curvaturetensorcan then be viewed as a 6 x 6 matrix R mappingA ~ into A ~ (see, e.g., Atiyah,
Hitchin and Singer[19781),

RA2_IA C~\(A÷
\C B )~A~

whereA is the 3 x 3 matrix whose first column is

A
1, = R0111,+ R0,23+ R23,,, + R2323

A2, = ~ + R~223+ R310, + R3,23

A3, = R030,+ R0323 + R120,+ R,223.

That is,

A,~= +(R,51,~+ 2�Ik,R01kI)+~i�i,nn(Rmnoi+ �JkjR,~~k,)

andB andC~aredefinedby changingthe four signs in the definition of A as follows:

A -~(+, +, +, +)

B—(+,—,—,—)

C~—(+,—,+,—)
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The Hodge * duality transformationactson R from the left as the matrix

113 0

I

Now if we let

S = TrA = Tr B

and subtract the trace,we find

/ TI! f’+

5 ~ VV, L-
— 66~c~~w~

where
C~= tracefreeRicci tensor

W±+ W_ = tracefreeWeyl tensor.

The interestingspacescan thenbe categorizedas

Einstein: C~=0 ~
Ricci flat: C~= 0, S = 0 ~ = 0)
Conformallyflat: W±= 0
Self-dual: W = 0, C~= 0
Anti-self-dual: W+ = 0, C~= 0
Conformallyself-dual: W_ = 0
Conformally anti-self-dual: W4. = 0.

Beware:Whatphysicistsreferto asself-dualmetricsarethosewhich haveself-dualRiemanntensorand
which mathematiciansmay call “half-flat”. The spaceswhich a physicist describesas having a
self-dualWeyltensoror as conformallyself-dualmaybecalledsimply “self-dual” by mathematicians.

Examples3.3
1. Schwarzschildmetric. The best-knownsolution to the empty space Einstein equationsis the

Schwarzschild“black hole” metric:

ds
2= _(i — dt2 + 1 — 2M/RdR2+ R2(d02+ sin2 0 dtp2)

O~O<ir, 0�~c<2ir.

Choosingthe vierbeins

e°=(1_~)”2dt~ e’ = (1_~~)”2dR,e2= R do, e3 = R sinO dq,
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andraisingandlowering Latin indiceswith flab = diag(—1, 1, 1, 1), we find theconnections

cv°,~dt w2
3=—cosOdç

02 = 0 cv~1= (1— 2M/R)”
2sin0 dç

003 =0 W’2 —(1—2M/R)112d0.

Thenthe curvature2-formsare

o 2M’ 0 1 2 2,Mr 2 3

R ,=-~~-eise R
3=-~-eise

~ “.M’ 0 2 3 —M 3 1

R 2=-~’3-e ise R 1=-~-eise

0 ~ 0 3 1 M, 2

ise R2=—~e ise,

andwe easilyverify that theSchwarzschildmetricsatisfiesthe Einsteinequationsoutsidethesingularity
atR =0.

2. Self-dualTaub—NUTmetric. Oneexample of a metric which satisfiesthe EuclideanEinstein
equationswith self-dualRiemanntensoris theself-dualTaub—NUT metric(Hawking [1977]):

ds
2= ~ dr~+(r~—m2)(u~2+ cry2)+4m2T rn

where o~,o~ando~.are defined in example 3.2.1 and m is an arbitraryconstant.We choose

e°= {1 (I. + ?n)hI’2 dr, (r2 — m2)”2cr~, (r2 — m2)”2cr~, 2m(l. lfl) 1/2~ }
and find the connections

0 2r 2 2m
0xr+m r+m

0 2r ~ 2m
02 0y

r+m r+m
,~ 2 / A 2~ -rm

W3(r+m)2O~ W2=(2—(+)2 O.Z,

andcurvatures
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R°,= —R2
3 — (r+rn)

3 (e°is e’ — e2 is e3)

R0
2=_R3l=(+~~)3(eoise2_e3ise1)

R°3=_R12=(~rn )3(eis e
3—e’ is e2).

3. Metric ofEguchi and Hanson [19781.Another solutionof the EuclideanEinstein equationswith
self-dualcurvatureis given by

ds2= 1 ‘~‘~)4+ r2(o’~2+a~2+ (1 — (a/r)4)o-~2)

wherea is an arbitraryconstant.Choosingthevierbeins

e’~= {(1 — (a/r)4~”2dr, ro
1, roy, r(1 — (a/r)

4)”2o
5}

we find self-dual connections

w0, = _w23= —(1 — (a/r)
4)U2a.

1

002 = _w~= —(1 — (a/r)
4)”2cr~

03 = ~W’2 = —(1 + (a/r)4)o~~,

andcurvatures

R°
1= —R

2
3 = ~~(_e0 is e’ + e

2 is e3)

R°
2= —R

3, = _(__e0is e2+ e3 is e’)

R°
3= —R’2 = — ~_(_e0 is e

3+ e’ is e2).

The apparentsingularitiesin the metric at r = a can be removedby choosingthe angularcoordinate
ranges

0�0<ir, 0�4~<21r,Osifr<2ir.

Thus the boundaryat ~ becomesP
3(R). (If 0 � <4ir, it would havebeen53~)See section 10 for

furtherdiscussion.
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3.4. Complexmanifolds

M is a complex manifold of dimensionn if we can find complexcoordinateswith holomorphic
transition functions in a real manifold with real dimension2n. Let Zk = xk + iyk be local complex
coordinates;the conjugatecoordinatesare 1k = x,, — iyk. We define:

ôI8zk = ~(8/8xk— 8/19)1k) 818zk = ~(8/8xk+ 8/19)’k)

dzk =dxk+idyk d~k=dxk—idyk.

Thenit is easilycheckedthat

df = ~ (8ff8zk)dzk+ ~ (c9f/c9ik)dzk= 8f+ äf (3.18)

where

8f= ~ (8f/8z~)dz~

f = ~ (8f/8~)dzk.

If f(z) is a holomorphicfunction of a single variable,

a?= (af/82)d2= 0.

In general,a function f on C1’ is holomorphicif af/32k = 0 for k= 1,. . . , n or equivalentlyif 8! = 0.
If Wk is anothersetof local complexcoordinates,then

- 8Wk
dwk = 8Wk + 8Wk = 8Wk = ~ -~— dz

1

d~k

We define the complextangentandcotangentspacesin termsof their local basesas follows:

T~(M)= {8/8z~} T~(M)= {8/82~,}

T~(M)={dz1} i~(M)={dZ~}.

In fact, thesespacesare invariantly definedindependentof the particular local complex coordinates
which are chosen. Wenotethat T(M)®C = T~(M)~JT~(M)and T*(M)®C = T~(M)~T~(M).

We can define complex exterior forms ~ which havebasescontainingp factorsof dzk and q
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factorsof d2k. The operators8 and19 actas

8: Ca(AJ~~~)_*Ca(~~l~), 3: C~(flP.~)~ C’°(A~41).

Clearly we can definedo = ôcv + 3cv for anyform cv EA~4.Theseoperatorssatisfy the relations:

88wr0, 33w’O, 83cv—38cv. (3.19)

We definethe conjugateoperatorswith respectto the inner productby

(3.20)

Therearethenthreekinds of Laplacians:

= (d + &)2

= 2(3+ 3*)2

Almostcomplexstructure: A manifold M hasanalmostcomplexstructureif thereexistsa linear mapJ
from T(M) to T(M) such that J2 = —1. For example,takea Cartesiancoordinatesystem(x, y) on
anddefineJ by the 2 x 2 matrix

= (0 —1\ (x\ = (—y
\yj \1 0J\y) \ x

j2(X\
1(X

\YJ \Y

Clearly J is equivalentto multiplicationby i =

i(x + iy) = ix — y

i
2(x + iy) = —(x + iy).

As an operator,J haseigenvalues±i.We note that, obviously, no J can befound on odd-dimensional
manifolds.

Kdhler manifolds:Let us considera Hermitianmetric on M given by

ds2= g
0~dz°di”, (3.21)

whereg~is a Hermitianmatrix. We definethe Kähler form
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K = g~dza ~dzb.

Then

= — g~di° A dzb = gba dZ” is dZ°= K

is a real 2-form.
A metric is said to be a Kähler metric if dK = 0, i.e., the Kähler form is closed.M is a Kähler

manifold if it admits a Kählermetric. Any Riemannsurface(real dimension2) is automaticallyKähler
sincedK = 0 for any2-form. Thereare,however,complexmanifolds of real dimension4 which admit
no Kähler metric.

If dK = 0, then,in fact, K is harmonic and

dK=öK=0.

For a Kähler metric, all the Laplaciansare equal;A = A’ = A”. A Kähler manifold is Hodge if there
exists a holomorphic line bundlewhose first Chernform is the Kähler form of the manifold. Hodge
manifoldsaregiven by algebraicequationsin P1’ (C) for somelargen.

If a metric is a Kählermetric, thenthe setof the forms

K,KisK,...,KisKis~”isK
(n times)

are all non-zeroand harmonic.They definecohomologyclassesin H”(M; R) for p = 2,. . . , 2n. (If the
metric is Hodge, then these are all integral classes.)P~(C) is a Kähler manifold and all of its
cohomology classes are generated by scalar multiples of the set of forms given above.

If M is anycomplexmanifold, it hasa naturalorientationdefinedby requiringthat

JKA...AK>0.

Examples3.4

1. Flat two space.Taking z = x + iy, we choosethe flat metric

ds
2=dx2+dy2=(dx+idy)(dx—idy)=dzd~.

HencetheKähler form is

K=~(dx+idy)is(dx—idy)dxisdy

which is obviouslyclosedand coclosed.
2. Two sphere, S2= P

1(C). We convert the standardmetric on S
2 with radius ~ into complex
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coordinates:

d2— dx2+dy2 — dzdz~

The Kähler form is then
K_!dZAdZ_ dxisdy

— 2 (1 +z~)2— (1 + x2 + y2)2~

Choosingvierbeinse’ = dx/(1 + x2 + y2), e2 = dy/(1 + x2 + y2) we find

K = e’ is e2

*K=1

soK is harmonic.We notethat

K = 1919 ln(1 + zZ).

3. Fubini—Studymetric on P.(C). The Fubini—Studymetric on P
1’ (C) is given by theKähler form

K=~aaln(1+~z0r)

= 2 ~ + ~ z~z~)— rz~]

For P2(C), we find

2 ~dz°d2’° ~rdz0z~dz$

ds 1+~z~r (1+~z”Z”)~

— dr
2 + r2(o~2+ cr~2+ p.2) — r2(dr2+ r2u~2)

— 1+r2 (1+r2)2

— dr2+ r2c’
2

2 + r2(o~2+ o-~2)

— (1+r2)2 1+r2

Choosingthevierbeinone-forms

e°= dr/(1 + r2), e’ = ro~/(1+ r2)”2

e2 = ro~/(1+ r2)”2, e3= ro
2/(1 + r

2)
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we find the connectionone-forms

~ 1, 2 1,

cv ,=——e cv 3=—e
0 12 3 12

0) 2~~”er r

r
2—1 1+2r2

(t)

3=—e 02= e.

The curvaturesareconstant:

R01=e°ne’—e
2ne3 R

23=—e°ise
1+e2ise3

R
02 = e°is e

2 — e3 is e1 R
3, = —e°is e

2+ e3 is

R
03 = 4e°ise

3+2e’ is e~ R
12= 2e°ne

3+4e’ is e2.

We find that the Ricci tensoris

~ab = 615ab

so Einstein’sequation

~ab —

2i5abPhl = “AI5ab

is solvedwith the cosmologicalconstant,

A = +6.

The Weyl tensor for the Fubini—Study metric is

W’abcd = RObCd —

2(öac6bd—

so the two-forms W
0b = ~Wabcd ec is ed are self-dual:

W01= W23=—e°ne
1—e2ise3

W
02= W31 =—e°ise

2—e3ne’

W
03 = 14112= 2e°is e

3+ 2e1 is e2.

More geometricalpropertiesof P
2(C)will be exploredlater.
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4~51 x 52fl~i Let c be a complexnumberwith cl> 1. On C” — {0} we introducethe equivalence
relation z = z’ if z = c’~z’for some integer k. The resulting quotient manifold will be a complex
manifold and will be topologically equivalent to S’ xS2”’. We suppose n � 2, then
H*(Sl; R)®H*(S21’_~R) = H*(SI X S21’’; R) implies that H2(S’ x S21’’; R) = 0, so this complex
manifold doesnot admit any Kähler metric. It is worth noting that different values of the constantc
yield inequivalentcomplexmanifolds (althoughthe underlyingtopologicaltype is unchanged).

5. Metrics on the group manifoldsof U(n), SU(n), 0(n), SO(n). Let g(t), h(r): [0,s)—~Gbe two
curveswith g(0) = h(0) = g

0. We definea metric on G by defining the inner productof the two tangent
vectors (g’(O), h’(O)) = —Tr(g~’g’(0)g~’h’(0)).It is easilyverified that this is a positive definite metric
which is both left andright invariant on thesegroups;i.e.,multiplication on either the right or theleft is
an isometrywhich preservesthis metric.Up to a scalingfactor, this is the Killing metric.

4. Geometryof fiber bundles

Many important concepts in physics can be interpreted in terms of the geometry of fiber bundles.
Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism and Yang—Mills theoriesare essentiallytheoriesof connections
on principal bundleswith a given gaugegroupG as the fiber. Einstein’s theory of gravitationdealswith
the Levi—Civita connectionon the framebundleof the space-timemanifold.

In this section, we shall definethe notion of a fiber bundleandstudythe geometricalpropertiesof a
variety of interestingbundles.We begin for simplicity with vector bundlesand then go on to treat
principal bundles.

4.1. Fiber bundles

We beginour treatmentof fiber bundleswith an informal discussionof the basicconcepts.We shall
thenoutline a moreformal mathematicalapproach.Supposewe are given somemanifold M which we
shall call the basemanifold as well as another manifold F which we shall call thefiber. A fiber bundleE
overM with fiber F is a manifold which is locally adirect productof M andF. That is, if M is covered
by a set of local coordinate neighborhoods {U1}, then the bundle E is topologically describedin each
neighborhoodU1 by the productmanifold

UxF

as shownin fig. 4.1.
A little thoughtshowsthat the local direct-productstructurestill leavesa greatdeal of information

aboutthe global topologyof E undetermined.To completelyspecifythe bundleE, we mustprovide a
set of transitionfunctions{t~i~}which tell how the fiber manifolds match up in the overlapbetweentwo
neighborhoods,U, fl U1. We write ~ as a mapping

~ Flu, 4FIu1 in U1 fl U,,. (4.1)

as illustrated in fig. 4.2. Thus,althoughthe local topologyof the bundleis trivial, the global topology
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~ F1—F1

4UJ

FIg. 4.1. Local direct-productstructureof a fiber bundle.A vertical Fig. 4.2. The transition function •~defines the mapping of the
line representsa fiber associatedto eachpoint, suchas p, in U1. coordinatesof the fibers over U to thoseover U, in the overlap

region U, fl U,.

determinedby the transition functions may be quite complicateddue to the relative twisting of
neighboring fibers. For this reason, fiber bundles are sometimes called twisted products in the
mathematicalliterature.
Example: The Möbius strip. A simple non-trivial fiber bundle is the Möbius strip, which we may
constructasfollows: Let thebasemanifold M be thecircle ~1parametrizedby theangle0. We coverS

1
by two semicircularneighborhoodsU±asshownin fig. 4.3a,

U±={0: —�<O<ir+e}, IL ={0: ir—�<0<2ir+e =0+e}.

We take the fiber F to be an interval in the real line with coordinatest E [—1,1]. The bundlethen
consistsof the two local piecesshownin fig. 4.3b,

U±x F with coordinates(0, t±), U_ xF with coordinates(0, L),

and the transitionfunctionsrelatingt± to t_ in U+ fl U_. This overlapconsistsof two regionsI and II

illustratedin fig. 4.3c.We choosethe transitionfunctionsto be:
= t_ in regionI = (0: —e<0 <e}

t+=—t_inregionII={0:ir--e<0~czir+e}.

Identifying t with —tin region II twists the bundle and gives it the non-trivial global topology of the
Möbius strip, as shownin fig. 4.3d.

Trivial bundles:If all the transitionfunctionscanbe takento bethe identity, theglobal topologyof the
bundleis thatof thedirect product

E=MxF.

Suchbundlesarecalled trivial fiber bundlesor sometimessimply trivial bundles.For example,if wehad
set t+ = t_ in both regionsI and II in the exampleabove,we would havefounda trivial bundleequalto
thecylinder51 x [—1,1].

It is a theoremthat any fiber bundleovera contractiblebasespaceis trivial. Thus, for example,all
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u+ ________

a) S~ ~(‘:~‘~ C) ‘‘~ ~ ~ft’[

9:0 8,r 9:2,r- I I

U÷xF d) I~fl

b)
~‘ KtA~’

U_xE -i~’~.~~)-i

Fig. 4.3. Möbius strip. (a)ThebasespaceS’ is coveredby two neighborhoodsU~which overlapat 9 0 and9—’ ir. (b) Piecesof the bundleformed by
takingthedirect productof U, with thefiber I—I, +I] havingcoordinatest_+. (c)TheoverlappingregionslandII of Li, x FandU_ x F. (d) A non-trivial
bundle,the Mtibius strip, is obtainedby setting t+ = t in region I and 1+ = —t_ in region II.

fiber bundlesover a coordinateball in R” or over the sphere5” minus a single point are necessarily
trivial. Non-trivial fiber bundlescan only be constructedwhenthe global topology of the basespaceis
non-trivial.

Sections:A cross sectionor simply a sections of a fiber bundleE is a rule which assignsa preferred
point s(x) on eachfiber to eachpoint x of the basemanifold M, as illustrated in fig. 4.4. A local section
is a sectionwhich is only definedover a subsetof M. We can alwaysdefine local sectionsin the local
patchesU1 X F from which the bundleis constructed.Thesesectionsare simply functionsfrom U, into
F. The existenceof global sectionsdependson the global geometryof the bundleE. Thereexist fiber
bundleswhich haveno global sections.

Formal approachto fiber bundles
A more sophisticated description of fiber bundles requires us to define a projection ir which mapsthe

fiber bundleE onto the basespaceM by shrinkingeachfiber to a point. If x EM, 1r’(x) is thefiber
over x; i~(x)acts like a flashlight shining through a hole at x to producea “light ray” equal to the
fiber. We sometimesdenotethe fiber F over x asF~.

We let ir”(U1) denotethe subsetof E which projectsdown to the neighborhoodU, in M. By
assumption,thereexists an isomorphismwhichmapsU, xF to ir’(U1). This amountsto an assignment
of local coordinatesin the bundleoften referredto as a trivialization. It is importantto observethat this
isomorphismis not canonical;we cannot simply identify U, xF with ‘i~(U1).We arenow readyto give
our formal description:
Formal definitionofa fiber bundle: A fiber bundleE with fiber F over thebasemanifold M consistsof a

Fig. 4.4. A local cross-sectionorsectionof a bundleis a mappingwhich assignsa point s of thefiber to eachpoint x of thebase.
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topological spaceE togetherwith a projection ir: E—*M which satisfiesthe local triviality condition:
For eachpoint x E M, thereexistsa neighborhoodU1 of x and an isomorphism P, Which mapsU1 xF
to the subset ir’(U,) of the bundle E. Letting (x.f) denote a point of U, xF, we require that

x as aconsistencycondition.Whenwe ignore the actionof P1(x,f) on the argumentx, we
may regard it as an x-dependentmapck.jf) taking F into F.

The transitionfunctions aredefinedas

(4.2)

in the overlapof the neighborhoodsU, and U1. For eachfixed x E U, fl LII,, this is a mapfrom F onto F;
t’k,, relatesthe local productstructureover U, to thatover U1. We requirethat thesetransitionfunctions
belongto a group G of transformationsof the fiber spaceF. G is called the structuregroup of the fiber
bundle.

The transition functions satisfy the cocycle conditions:

= identity

~ij~jk = ~ik forx EU, flU1 fi U,,.

A set of transitionfunctionscan be usedto definea consistentprocedurefor gluing togetherlocal pieces
of a bundleif andonly if the cocycle conditionsaresatisfied.A bundleis completelydeterminedby its
transitionfunctions.

Pullback bundles: Let E be a fiber bundleover the basemanifold M with fiber F and supposethat
h: M’ —~M is a mapfrom someothermanifold M’ to M. The pullbackbundleE’ denotedby h*E, is
definedby copying the fiber of E over eachpoint x = h(x’) in M over the point x’ in M’. If we denotea
point of M’ xE by the pair (x’, e), then

F = h*E = {(x’, e)EM’ XE suchthatir(e) = h(x’)}. (4.3)

ThusE’ is a subsetof M’ x E obtained by restricting oneself to the curve ~r(e)= h(x’). [Example:let h
be the identity map and let E = M = M’ = R; thenx = x’ is a line in 1R

2 = M’ xM and E’ = R.1 If {U,}
is a coveringof M such that E is locally trivial over U, andif ‘P

11(x) are the transition functionsof E,
then {h~(U,)}is a cov~ringof M’ such that E’ = h*E is locally trivial. The corresponding‘transition
functionsof the pullbackbundleare:

I.~1(x’)”~’(h*cI~,j)(x)=~i,1(h(x’)). (4.4)

It is clear that if M = M’ and if h(x) = x is the identity map, then h*(E) can be naturally identified
with the original bundleE.

Homotopyaxiom: If h andg are two mapsfrom M’ to M, we saythat theyarehomotopic if thereexists
a mapH: M’ x [0,1] -+ M suchthat H(x’, 0) = h(x’) andH(x’, 1) = g(x’). If we let h,(x’) = h(x’, t), then
we aresimply smoothlypushingthe maph = h0 to the map g = h,. It is a theoremthat if h and g are
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homotopicthen h*E is isomorphicto g*E. For example,if M is contractible, we can let h(x) = x be
the identity map and let g(x) = xo be the map which collapsesall of M to a point. Thesemaps are
homotopicso E = h*E is isomorphicto g*E = M xF; thisproves that E is trivial if M is contractible.

4.2. Vectorbundles

Let us consider a bundle E with a k-dimensionalreal fiberF = R~’over an n-dimensionalbasespace
M; k is commonlycalled thebundledimensionandwe shallwrite dim(E) = k eventhoughthisis in reality
the dimension of the fiber alone. (The totaldimensionof E isof course(n + k).)E iscalleda vectorbundleif
is transitionfunctionsbelongto GL(k, R) ratherthanto the full groupof diffeomorphisms(differentiable
transformations which are 1—1and onto) of R”. SinceGL(k, R) preservestheusualoperations of addition
and scalar multiplication on a vector space, the fibers of E inherit the structureof avectorspace.We can
think of avectorbundleas beingafamily of vectorspaces(thefibers) whichareparametrizedby thebase
spaceM Clearly there is a similar notion of a complex vectorbundleif we replaceR” by C1’ and
GL(k, R) by GL(k, C).

Vectorspacestructureon thesetof sections:We can usethevectorspacestructureon the fibers of avector
bundleto definethe pointwiseaddition or scalarmultiplicationof sections.We write sectionsof a vector
bundlein theform s(x) to emphasizetheirvector-valuednature.Thusif s(x)ands‘(x) aretwo local sections
toE, we can define the local section (s + s’)(x)= s(x)+s’(x)byaddingthevaluesin the fibers.If f(x)is a
smoothcontinuousfunction on M, we can define the new section[fsl(x) = s(x)f(x)by pointwisescalar
multiplication in the fibers.

Zero section: The origin {0} of Ck or R” is preservedby the generallinear group and representsa
distinguishedelementof the fiber of a vector bundle.Let s(x)= 0; this definesa global sectioncalled
the zero-section of the vector bundle. We can always choose a non-zero section in any single
neighborhood U,. If we assumethat this section is zero near the boundaryof U

1, we can extendthis
sectioncontinuouslyto be zerooutsideof U,. Therefore,anyvector bundlehas many global sections,
althoughthere may be no global sectionswhich areeverywherenon-zero.

Moving frames: At each point x of some neighborhood U of M, we can choose a basis
{e1(x) ek(x)} for the k-dimensionalfiber over x. We assumethat the basisvariescontinuouslywith
x if it variesat all; sucha collection of basesdefinedfor all x in U is called a frame. If we havechosena
local trivialization of U x C” —~ir’(U), then we can regardthe e1(x)as vector-valuedfunctionsfrom U
into C” andthe entire frame as a matrix-valuedfunction from U into GL(k, C). The coordinateframe
is thenthe set of constantsections:

e1(x)=(1,0 0)

e2(x)=(0,1 0)
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We remark that one may still discussthe notion of a frame without necessarilyhavingchosena local
trivialization.

A choice of frame {e1(x)} may in fact be used to specify the isomorphism i~j mapping U x C” -~

ir
t(U). If xE U in M andif z = (z, z,,)EC”, we define

P(x,z)=>~e,(x)z’(x). (4.5)

This introducesa local trivialization.Clearly t~b(x;0 1,0 0) = e,(x) is just the vector in the fiber
ir~’(x)associatedwith the sectione

1(x).

Changeofframes:Let U andU’ be two neighborhoodsin M and suppose that we have frames {e,} and
{e’,} over U and U’. Let {z’} and {z”} be the respectivefiber coordinates,and let .~P= b,,.,~.be the
GL(k, C)-valued transition function on U fl U’. Thenthe frames,coordinates,andtransitionfunctions
are relatedas follows:

e~(x)= e,(x) P~(x)

z”(x) = ~k11(x)z’(x) (4.6)

= (i, j) elementof thematrix P,,,.,~.

Hence

e,z’ =

as required.Note: reversingthe orderin whichthe transitionmatrix actswould interchangethe rolesof
right and left multiplication andwould changethe sign conventionin thecurvaturefrom R = dw + w n
w to R = du — w A (0.

Line bundles:A line bundleis a vectorbundlewith a one-dimensionalvector spaceas fiber. It is a
family of lines parametrizedby thebasespaceM. If we replacethe interval [—1,1] by the real line R in
the Möbius strip example,we find a non-trivial real line bundleover the circle. If we replace[—1,11 by
the complex numbersC, the resulting line bundle is isomorphicto 5’ x C and is thereforetrivial. Note
that GL(1, C) and GL(1, R) are Abelian groupsso right andleft multiplication commute;consequently,
for line bundles,it doesnot matterwhetherwe write the transitionfunction on the left or on the right.

Tangentandcotangentbundles:Welet the tangentbundleT(M) andthe cotangentbundleT*(M) bethe
real vectorbundleswhosefibers at apointx EM aregiven by thetangentspaceT~(M)or the cotangent
spaceT~(M).Thesespaceswerediscussedearlier;we observethatif x= (Xt,. . - ,x~)is alocal coordinate
systemdefinedon someneighborhoodU in M, thenwe can choosethefollowing standardbasesfor the
local frames:

{e/ax,,.. - , t9/i9x~} for the tangentbundleT(M)
(4.7)

{dx,,.. - , dx~} for thecotangentbundleT*(M).
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If U’ is anotherneighborhoodin M with local coordinatesx’, the transition functionsin U fl U’ are
given by:

onT(M)
öx, 8x1 8x,

(4.8)

dx, =dx~ onT*(M).

The complexifiedtangentandcotangentbundlesT(M)® C and T*(M)® C of a real manifold M are
defined by permittingthe coefficientsof the frames{ö/t9X,} and {dx,} to be complex.

If M is a complexmanifold with local complexcoordinatesz1, we definethe complextangentbundle
T~(M)to be the sub-bundleof T(M)® C which is spannedby the holomorphictangentvectors3/dz1.
The (complex) dimensionof T~(M)is half the real dimension of T(M). If we forget the complex
structureon T~(M)and considerT~(M)as a real bundle,then T~(M)is isomorphicto T(M).

Constructionson vectorbundles
If V is a vector space. wedefine the dualspaceV* to be the set of linearfunctionals.If V and W area

pair of vectorspaces,we can define the Whitneysum Vç~W and the tensor product V® W. These
and otherconstructionscan be carriedover to the vector bundlecaseas we describein what follows.

Digression on dual vector spaces:We first recall somefacts concerningthe dual space V* of linear
functionals.An elementv” E V~is just a linear map v*: V—~R.The sumandscalarmultiple of linear
mapsare again linear mapsso V~is a vectorspace.If {e1,... , ek} is a basisfor V and v~E V*. then
v*(e,z~~)= zlv*(e,), so the actionof vk on a sectionis determinedby the valueof the linear mapon the
basis. Wedefine the dual basis{e*I e*~~}of the dualspaceV* of linear functionalsby

e*I(ej) ô~ i.e. e*I(ejzI) = z’.

Theseequationsshow that we can regardthe e*l themselvesas defining coordinateson V. Similarly, the

e, define coordinateson V*. Wesee that
dim(V) = dim(V*) = k.

If we changebasesandsete, = e~11,thenthe new dual basisis given by

= ~_Ie*lJ = e*~1(c~t)~. (4.9)

The dual basis transforms just as a set of coordinateson V transforms.
Dual vector spacesarisenaturally wheneverwe have two vector spacesV and W togetherwith a

non-singularinnerproduct(v, w)ER or C wherev E V. w E W. Since(v, w) is a linearfunctionalon v,
wecanregard w asan elementof the dualspaceV* whoseaction is definedby

w(v)= (v, w).
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Since the inner product is non-singular,we mayidentify W with V*. Conversely,V and V* possessa
natural inner productdefinedby the actionof vK on v:

(v, v*)= v*(v).

We may regard V itself as a spaceof linear functionalsdual to V* if we definethe actionof vE V by

v(v*) = (v, v*)

If V is finite dimensional,we find that V** = V; this conclusionis falseif V is infinite dimensional.

A simpleexample:Let V be the vectorspaceof all polynomialsof degree1 or 0. Let V = W anddefine
an inner productby (v, w) = f~ v(x) w(x)dx. If {1, x} is a basisfor V, the correspondingdual basisfor
W V* relative to this pairing is {4 — 6x, —6 + 12x}.

Dual bundles: Let E be a vector bundlewith fiber F~let E* be the dual vectorbundlewith pointwise
fiber F~.If {e,} is a local frameforE, we havethe dualframe {e*1} for E* definedby e*(e1)~(e,,e*)=
~. If the transitionfunctionsof E are given by kx k matrices‘1, thenthe transitionfunctionsof E* are
given by the k x k matrices(~‘)‘.

If E = T(M) is the tangentbundle,then E* = T*(M) is the cotangentbundle.The {ô/ôx,} and the
{dx,} are dualbasesin the usualsenseand the transitionmatricesgiven earlier satisfyall the required
properties.

Whitneysumbundle: The Whitney sum V® W of two vectorspacesV and W is definedto bethe set
of all pairs (v, w). The vectorspacestructureof (v, w) is

(v, w)+(v’, w’)= (v + v’, w + w’) and A(v, w)= (Ac, Aw).

If we identify v with (v, 0) and w with (0, w), then V and W are subspacesof V® W. If {e,} and {f1}
form bases for V and W, respectively, then {e,f,} is a basis for V® W so dim(V® W)=
dim(V) + dim(W).

If E and F are vector bundlesover M, the fiber of the WhitneysumbundleE ® F is obtainedby
taking the Whitney direct sum of the fibers of E and F at each point xEM. If dim(E)= j and
dim(F)= k andif the transitionfunctionsof E and F are the j xj matrices1 andthe k xk matrices~P,
respectively,then the transitionmatrices of E ® F are just the (j + k) x (j + k) matrices 1 ~Pgiven
by:

(‘~ ~j,)=~~®w. (4.10)

If {e}, {f,} are local framesforE andF, then{e, e1,f, fk} is a local framefor E®F. Clearly,
dim(E® F) = dim(E)+ dim(F) = j + k.

Tensorproduct bundle: The tensor product bundle E ® F of E andF is obtainedby taking the tensor
productof the fibers of E andof F at eachpoint x E M. The transitionmatricesfor E ® F areobtained
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by taking the tensor product of the transition functions of E and the transitionfunctionsof F. A local
frame for E ® F is given by {e, ®f~}so dim(E® F) = dim(E)dim(F).

Bundlesof linear maps: If V and W are vector spaces,we define Hom(V, W) to be the spaceof all
linear maps from V into W. For example,Hom(V, R) = V” since V” is by definition the spaceof all
linear mapsfrom V to R. If dim(V) = j anddirn(W) = k, thenHom(V, W)can be identified with the set
of all kxj matrices and is a vector spacein its own right. If E and F are vector bundles,we define
Horn(E,F) to be the vector bundle whose fiber is Horn of the fibers of E and F. There is a natural

isornorphismHom(V, W)= V” ® W and similarly Horn(E,F) = E* ®F. Since E** = E. the isomor-
phism Hom(E*,F) = E ® F can be usedto give an alternativedefinition of the tensorproduct.

Other constructions: Let ®°(E) = E ®.. . ® E be the bundle of p-tensors.A“(E) is the bundle of
antisymmetricp-tensorsandS~(E)is the bundleof symmetricp-tensors;theseare bothsub-bundlesof
Ø”(E). If dim(E) = k, then

dim(®”(E)) = k°, dim(A”(E)) = (‘), dim(S°(E))= (k +p — 1)

The transition functions of A’~(E)andS”(E) are p-fold tensorproductsof the transitionfunctionsof E
with the appropriatesymmetryproperties.Note that C(A~~(T*(M)))is just the spaceof p-formson M.

Complementarybundles (normal bundles):If E is a real or complexvector bundleoverM with fiber V
of dimensionk, we can alwaysconstructa (nonunique)complementarybundleE such that the Whitney
sum E®E M xC’ is a trivial bundlewith fiber C’ for somel>k. A frequent application of this fact
occurs in the construction of the tangent and normalbundlesof a manifold. If M is an n-dimensional
complex manifold embeddedin Ca’, the bundle of tangentvectors T~(M)(dimension= n) and the
bundle of normal vectorsN~(M)(dimension= m — n) are both non-trivial in general. However, the
Whitney sum is the trivial n + (m — n) = m-dimensional bundle I,~:

T~(M)®N~(M)=I~,=MxC”. (4.11)

Fiber metrics (inner products): A fiber metric is a pointwise inner productbetweentwo sectionsof a
vector bundle which allows us to define the length of a section at a point x of the base. In local
coordinates, a fiber metric is a positive definite symmetric matrix h,1(x). The inner product of two
sectionsis then

(s,s’) = h,1(x)z’(x) i”(x), (4.12)

wherez denotescomplexconjugation,if the fiber is complex. Under a changeof frame,we obviously
find

h ~‘)~h~’.

A fiber metric defines a (conjugate) linear isomorphism between E and E*.
If E is a real vectorbundlewith a fiber metric,the fiber metricdefinesa pairing of E with itself and
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gives an isomorphismbetweenE andE*. If E = T(M), the fiber metric is simply a Riemannianmetric
on M; thus T(M) is alwaysisomorphicto T*(M).

If E is a complexvectorbundle,the fiber metric is conjugatelinear in the secondfactor. This defines
a conjugatelinear pairing of E with itself andgives a conjugatelinear isomorphismbetweenE and E*.
Thus in the complexcase,E neednot be isomorphicto E*; this fact can sometimesbe detectedby the
characteristicclasses,as we shall see later.

Examples4.2
1. Tangent and cotangentbundles of 52: Let U = S2— {(0, 0, — ~)} and let U’ = S2— {(0, 0, ~)} be

spheresof unit diameterminus the south/northpoles.We stereographicallyproject these two neigh-
borhoodsto the plane to define coordinatesx = (x, y) and x’ = (x’, y’). Let r2 = x2 + y2. In these
coordinates,the standardmetric is given by~

ds2= (1 + r2)2 (dx2+ dy2).

The U’ coordinatesarerelatedto the U coordinatesby the inversion

x’ = r~2x,

so

dx’ = r4(r2 dx — 2x (x dx)).

The transitionfunctions ax’/axl for T*(S2) are thereforegiven by:

‘~k~.~(x)’r4(t5
11r

2—2x,x
1) on U’ fl U.

We introducepolarcoordinateson R
2 — (0,0) andrestrictto r = 1, so that we are effectively working on

the equatorS’ of the sphere. Then we find

/—cos20 —sin20\
~ (cos 0, sin 0) = ~,,—sin20 cos 20)- (4.13)

(The transposedinverse matrix is of course the transition matrix for T(S2).) ~ representsa
non-trivial map of 5’ -+GL(2, R). This map is just twice the generatorof ir,(GL(2, R))= Z.

The bundlesT(S2)and T*(S2)are non-trivial and isomorphic. Let I denotethe trivial bundleover
S2 Wecan identify I with the normalbundleof 52 in R3 so T(S2)® I = T(R3)= j3 is the trivial bundle
of dimension3 over S2.Similarly T*(S2)®I = T*(Rs) = J3~If we regardthe transitionmap ‘J’u.u ® I
given above as a map from S’ to GL(3, R), thenit is still twice the generator. Since ir,(GL(3, R)) = Z

2,
the mapis null homotopicand T*(S

2)® I is trivial.
2. Thenatural line bundleoverprojectivespace.We definedP,, (C) to be the set of lines throughthe

origin in C”. Let I”” = P~(C)x C”~ be the trivial bundleof dimensionn + 1 overP~(C).We denote
a point of I”~’ by the pair (p, z); scalar multiplication andaddition areperformedon the secondfactor
while leavingthe first factorunchangedin this expression.Let L be the sub-bundleof I”~” definedby:

L={(p,z)EI”~’=P~(C)XC””suchthatzEp}. (4.14)
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In other words, the fiber of L over a point p of P~(C)is just the set of points in C” which belong to
the line p.

In example2.1.3we definedcoordinates~ = z,/z1 on neighborhoodsU, = {p: z1(p)� 0}. On U1, we
definethe sections~to L by:

s1(p)= (~W~(p),- . . , 1

The transition functions are 1 x 1 complexmatrices— i.e. scalars:

Sk(p) =

Sincethe transitionfunctionsareholomorphic,L is a holomorphicline bundle.
The dualbundleL* has sections s~sothats~(s1)= 1. (Note: since we havea line bundle,a frameis

given by a single section.The subscriptshererefer to differentcoordinatesystemsandnot to elements
of a frame.)The transitionfunctionsact as

* — *y(j)
5k’5J5k -

We now interpret the {s~}as homogeneouscoordinateson P~(C),since it is clear that

s~(p)= z,.

Note that s~= 0 wheneverz,, = 0, i.e. wheneverp is not in the neighborhoodU1. The ratio of these
global sectionsmay be usedto definethe inhomogeneouscoordinates~.

Note: L* hasglobal holomorphicsectionss~whosezeroeslie in the complementof U,, which is just a
projectivespaceof dimension(n — 1). The bundleL doesnot haveany global holomorphicsections;
sinces,s~= 1 ands~= 0 on thecomplementof U,, s, must blow up like z7’ on the complementof U,.
The s, are thereforemeromorphicsectionsof L.

We definethe line bundleL” by:

L*®...®L* ifk<0

L°= I (thetrivial line bundle) (4.15)

L®~~~®Lifk>0.

BecauseL®L* = I, Li®Lk = Lj”” for all integersj, k. Any line bundleover P~(C)is isomorphicto
L” for someuniquelydefinedintegerk.Theintegerk is relatedto the first Chern class of L” aswe shall
seelater.

Let T~(P~(C))and T~(P~(C))= A ‘-°(P~(C))bethe complextangentandcotangentspaces.Then:

If~!3T~(P~(C))= L* ®. . . c~JL* (a totalof n + 1 times)

I®T~(P~(C))=L®.. .®L (atotalofn +ltimes).

(This identity doesnot preservethe holomorphicstructuresbut is an isomorphismbetweencomplex
vectorbundles.)
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3. RelationshipbetweenT(S2)andL”. Using therelationsS2 = P,(C)and T(S2)= T~(P,(C)), we may

combinethe two previousexamplesfor n = I to show

T*(S2)=L®L, T(S2)=L*ØL*. (4.16)

We prove theserelationshipsby recalling that we maychoosecomplexcoordinateson S2 of the form
= z,/z on U,, and~,= z,,/z,= on U,. We choosethe basisof T*(S2)to bedi,, on U, and—di, on

U,. The transition functions are given by

(—dr,) =

The local sections

= (1, ,), s, = (~~‘;‘I)

of L give the transitionfunction s~= ~ The L ® L transitionfunctionsarethus

S
1® S~=

so T*(S
2)andL ® L are isomorphicbundles.The isomorphismbetweenT(S2)andL* ® L* is obtained

by dualizingthe precedingargument.
4.3. Principal bundles

~vector bundleis a fiber bundlewhosefiber F is a linearvectorspaceandwhosetransitionfunctions
belohgto the generallinear groupof F. A principal bundleP is a fiber bundlewhosefiber is a Lie group
G (which is a manifold); the transitionfunctionsof P belongto G andacton G by left multiplication.
We can definea right actionof G on P becauseleft andright multiplicationcommute.This action is a
mapfrom P x G-+ P which commuteswith the projection IT, i.e.

‘ir(p~g)=iT(p) foranygEGandpEP.

We remind the readerthat the roles of left andright multiplication maybe reversedif desired.
We can constructa principal bundleP knowneither astheframebundleor as the associatedprincipal

bundlefrom agiven vectorbundleE. The fiber G~of P at x is the set of all framesof the vector space
F, whichis thefiber of E overthe point x. In order to be specific,let us considerthe caseof thecomplex
vector space of k dimensions,F = C’. Then the fiber Gof the frame bundleP is the collection of the
kx k non-singularmatriceswhich form the groupGL(k, C); i.e., G is the structuregroupof the vector
bundleE.

The associated principal bundle P has the sametransitionfunctionsas the vector bundleE. These
transition functions are GL(k, C) group elementsandthey act on the fiber G by left multiplication.On
the other hand the right actionof the group G = GL(k, C) on the principal G bundle P takesa frame
e = {e,, . . - , Ck} to a new framein the same fiber

e g {e,g,,, . . . , e,g,k} (sumover i is implied) (4.17)

for g,,j E GL(k, C).
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If P is a principal G bundleandif p is a representationof G on a finite-dimensionalvectorspaceV.
we can define the associatedvectorbundleP x 0V by introducingthe equivalencerelationon P x V:

(p,p(g)- v)=(p g,v) forallpEP,vE V,gEG. (4.18)

The transition functions on P x ~V are given by the representationp(I’) applied to the transition
functions t1 of P. If P is the frame bundleof E andif p is the identity representationof G on the fiber
F, thenP x ,,F = E. In this way we maypassfrom a vectorbundleE to its associatedprincipalbundleP
andbackagainby changingthe spaceon which the transitionfunctionsact from the vectorspaceto the
generallinear groupandback.

Unitary framebundles: If E is a vectorbundlewith an inner product,we can applythe Gram—Schmidt
processto constructunitary frames.The bundleof unitary framesis a U(k) principal bundleif E is
complexandan 0(k) principal bundleif E is real. If E is an orientedreal bundle,we mayconsiderthe
set of orientedframesto definean SO(k)principal bundle.

If E is a complexvectorbundlewith an inner productandif the transitionfunctionsareunitary with
determinant1, we can define an SU(k) principal bundleassociatedwith E. However,not every vector
bundleadmitsSU(k) transitionfunctions; the first Chernclass mustvanish.

Local sections: If y(x) is a local section to P over a neighborhood U in M, we can use right
multiplication to define a map

‘D: UXG-*IT’(U),

where ~(x, g) = y(x)-g. This gives a local trivialization of P. A principal bundleP is trivial if and only
if it has a global section; non-trivialprincipal bundlesdo not admitglobal sections. (The identity element
of G is not invariant so thereis no analogof the zerosection to a vectorbundle.)

Lie algebras:The Lie algebra~ of G is the tangentspaceTe(G) at theidentity elemente of G. By using
left translationin the group, wemayidentify ~ with the setof left-invariantvector fields on G. Let “&“

be thedualspace.We can identify ~ with theleft-invariant1-formson G.Let {La} be a basisfor ‘~and
let {4~}be the dualbasis for ~* The {La} obey theLie bracketalgebra

[La,LbI ‘~fabcLc, (4.19)

where the fat,,, are the structureconstantsfor ~. The Maurer—Cartanequation

dçba = ~f~t,,,4~t,A (4.20)

is the correspondingequationfor ‘s”.

Examples4.3
1. Principal Z2 bundle.Oneof the simplestexamplesof a principal fiber bundleis obtainedfrom the

Möbius strip examplewith M = 5’ by replacingthe line-intervalfiber F = [—1,11 by its endpoints±1.
Theseend pointsform a groupunder multiplication

Z2=S°={+1,—1},
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andwe havea fiber which is a groupmanifold. The transitionfunctions‘l. are Z2 group elementsand
acton the fiber F = Z2 by the groupmultiplication. We let M = 5’ be coveredby two neighborhoods,
so thereare two overlappingregionsI and II. Thenwe can constructtwo different typesof bundlesin
the following way;

trivial bundle: P~= ~,, E = 5’ xZ2 = two circles;

non-trivial bundle: c’b~= —~,,, E = doublecoveringof acircle.

Thesebundlescorrespondto the boundariesof a cylinder anda Möbius strip.
2. Magneticmonopolebundle.We shall see later that Dirac’s magneticmonopole correspondsto a

principal U(1) bundleover S
2. We constructthis bundleby taking

BaseM = S2 coordinates(0,~),0~ 0 < ir, Os4 <2ir

FiberF = U(1) = S’; U(1) coordinatee”.

We break52 into two hemispherical neighborhoods H,, with H,. fl H a thin strip parametrized by the
equatorialangle4i, as shownin fig. 4.5. Locally, the bundlelooks like

H+ x U(1), coordinates (0, j; c”)

H_ x U(1), coordinates(0. ~ e’t,).

The transition functions mustbe functionsof 4’ along H,, fl H_ andmust be elements of U(1) to give a
principal bundle.We thereforechooseto relatethe H,, andH_ fiber coordinatesas follows:

e’~= e”’’t’ efl”. (4.21)

n mustbe an integer for the resultingstructureto be a manifold; the fibers must fit togetherexactly
whenwe completea full revolutionaroundthe equatorin 4’. This is in essencea topologicalversionof
the Dirac monopolequantizationcondition.

For n = 0, we havea trivial bundle

P(n =0)=S2xS’.

o~o*

ci~

o~~o
Fig. 4.5. The magneticmonopolebundle,showingthe two hemisphericalneighborhoodsH, coveringthebasemanifoldM = S2. A fiber U(I) = Sl
parametrizedby 4/’ is attachedto eachpoint of H,. The intersectionof H~at 9— irl2 is a stripparametrizedby 4/i.
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The casen = 1 is the famousHopf fibering (Steenrod[1951];Trautman[1977])of the three-sphere

P(n = 1)=S3

and describesa singly-chargedDirac monopole.For generaln, we havea more complicatedbundle
correspondingto a monopoleof chargen.
Remark:n correspondsto thefirst Chernclass and characterizesinequivalentmonopolebundles.

3. Instanton bundle.Another interestingprincipal bundlecorrespondsto the Yang—Mills instanton.
We takethe basespaceto be compactifledEuclideanspace-time,namelythe four-sphere,andthe fiber
to be the groupSU(2):

BaseM = S4 coordinates(0, 4, ~i, r)

FiberF = SU(2)= 53; coordinates(a, /3, y).

We split 54 into two “hemispheres”H±whoseboundariesare S3’s. Thuswe mayparametrizethe thin
intersectionof H+ with H~along the “equator” of S4 by the Euler angles(0, 4), i/i) of S3. Using the
standardconstruction,we havea representationh(9,4), cu) of SU(2),

0 i
—. x+iy=rcos~exp~(i/i+4,)

h=t1~~~,r . .9 1
z +it = r sin~exp~(~—

where the A are the Pauli matrices. The fiber coordinatesare similarly given by SU(2) matrices
g(a, /3, y) dependingon the groupEulerangles(a, /3, y).

Thus wehave the local bundlepatches

H+ x SU(2), coordinates(0, 4), I/i, r; a~,/3±,y+)

IL x SU(2), coordinates(0, 4), ~fr,r; a_, (3-, y_).

In H±fl H, we construct the transition from the SU(2) fibers g(a+, /3+, y+) to g(a_,f3~,y_) using
multiplicationby the SU(2)matrix h(0, 4), 4i);

g(a_,/3_, y_) = h~c(0,4), 4’)g(a±,/3+, y). (4.22)

The powerk of the matrix h(0,4,, 4’) mustbe an integerto give awell-definedmanifold.

For k = 1, we get the Hopf fibering of S7 (Steenrod[1951];Trautman[1977]),

P(k=1)=S7.

This is the bundle describedby the single-instantonsolution (Belavin et al. [1975]).More general
instantonsolutionsdescribebundleswith othervalues of k.
Remark:k correspondsto the secondChernclass andcharacterizesthe equivalenceclassesof instanton
bundles.
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4.4. Spin bundlesand Clifford bundles

We haveconcentratedin mostof this sectionon vectorbundlesandprincipal bundleswhose fibers
hadstructuregroupssuch as 0(k) andU(k). Another importanttypeof vectorspacewhichmayappear
as a fiber is a spaceof spinors.The structuregroup of a spinor spaceis the spin group, Spin(k).For
example, the spin group correspondingto SO(3) is just its double covering, Spin(3)= SU(2). The
principal spin bundlesassociatedwith a bundleof spinorshavefibers lying in Spin(k).We notethat not
all basemanifoldsadmit well-definedspinorstructures;spinorsarisingfrom the tangentspacecan only
be definedfor manifoldswherethe secondStiefel—Whitneyclass(describedin section6) vanishes.

Spinorsmust in generalbelongto an algebraof anticommutingvariables.Suchvariablesarea special
caseof the more generalnotion of a Clifford algebra,which may alsobe usedto define a typeof fiber
bundle. For example, if we start with a real vector bundleE of dimensionk, we can construct the
correspondingClifford bundle, Cliff(E), as follows. The sections of CIiff(E) are constructedfrom
sectionss(x) ands’(x) of E by introducingthe Clifford multiplication

ss’+s’s=~2(s,s’), (4.23)

where (s,s’) is thevectorbundleinner product.Cliff(E) is thena 2” -dimensionalbundlecontainingE as
a sub-bundle.The Clifford algebraactson itself by Clifford multiplication; relativeto a matrix basis,this
action admits a 2” x 2” dimensionalrepresentationof the algebra. For k= 1, we find a 2 x 2 Pauli
matrix representation,while for k 2, we havethe 4 x 4 Diracmatrices.

We note that thereis a natural isomorphismbetweenthe exterior algebrabundleA *(E) and the
Clifford bundle,Cliff(E). For example,the 16 independentDirac matrix components1, y~,y~,~ and
[y,~,yr,] can be matchedwith the elements1, dx’ A dx2 A dx3 A dx4, dxi’, ~ df’ A dxA n dx” and
dxi’ AdX~of A*.

For furtherdetails,see Chevalley[1954]andAtiyah, Bott andShapiro[1964].

5. Connectionson fiber bundles

So far, we haveonly consideredfiber bundles as global geometricconstructions.The notion of a
connectionplays an essentialrole in the local differential geometryof fiber bundles.A connection
definesacovariantderivativewhichcontainsa gaugefield andspecifiesthe way in which a vector in the
bundle E is to be parallel-transportedalong a curve lying in the baseM. We shall first describe
connectionson vector bundles and then proceedto treat connectionson principal bundles.We shall
give severalexamples,including the Diracmonopoleand the Yang—Mills instanton.

5.1. Vectorbundleconnections

TheLevi—Civita connectionon a surfacein R3
The modern concept of a connection arose from the attempt to find an intrinsic definition of

differentiation on a curved two dimensionalsurfaceembeddedin the threedimensionalspaceR3 of
physicalexperience.We takethe unit sphereS2 in R3 as a specificexample.Let the coordinates

x(0,4)) = (sin 9 cos4), sin 9 sin 4,, cos9), 0 � 0 ~ ir, 0 � 4) � 2ir
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parametrizethe sphere.We observethat x(0, 4,) is also the unit normal. The Riemannianmetric
inducedby the chosenembeddingis given by:

(8~~x.8~x8x~8~x\ (1 0
g~1— “~8~x. 8,~x ~ . 8,~x)— \~0 sin

2 0

so that

ds2= do2+ sin2 0 d4)2.

The two vectorfields

U, = t9
0x = (cos 9 cos4), cos0 sin 4), —sin 0)

= 8~,x= (—sin 0 sin4), sin 0 cos4), 0)

are tangentto the surfaceandspanthe tangentspaceprovidedthat0< 0 < ir (i.e., away from thenorth
andsouthpoles,wherethis parametrizationis singular).Clearly, any derivativecan be decomposedas
shown in fig. 5.1 into tangentialcomponentsproportionalto u1 and u2, and a normal componentñ
proportionalto x. We identify u, andu2 with the bases8/80and 8/84) for the tangentspacebecause

of(x)/80= u, 8f/ax, 8f(x)/84)= u2~öf/öx

wheref(x) is a function on
Our goal is now to differentiatetangentialvector fields in a way whichis intrinsic to the surfaceand

not to the particularembeddinginvolved.
First we computethe ordinarypartial derivatives

89(u,)= (—sin 0 cos4), —sin 0 sin4), —cos0) = —x

cosO
8,~,(u1)=80(u2)=(—cos9sin4),cos0 cos4),O)=—-—~u2

8,,,(u2)= (—sin0,cos4), —sin 0 sin 4), 0)= —sin
2 Ox —cos 0 sin 0u

1.

We define intrinsic covariantdifferentiationV,,~with respectto a given tangentvectorX by taking the

Fig. 5.1. Normal direction ñ and tangentialdirectionsu1 and U2 at apoint (0, q~.)of S
2embeddedin R3.
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ordinaryderivativeandprojectingbackto the surface.V,,~is thenthe directionalderivativeobtainedby
throwing away the normalcomponentof the ordinarypartial derivatives:

V~,(u,) 0

V~,(u2)= V~,(u,)= cot 0 u2

V~,(u2)= —cos9 sin Ou,.

V is the Levi—Civita connectionon S
2 Using the identification of (u,, u

2) with (8/80,0/04)), we write

va/so vu1, vaia..~

Now the Christoffel symbol is definedby

V~,(u1)= UkF ,J or V4(8~)= 1k

8k

where8, = 8/89, 82 = 8/84,. Then,in our example,we find

12,2 = 122! = cot 0, Fy22 = —cos 9 sin 0, 12,~= 0otherwise.

Geodesicequation:Supposex(t) is a curve lying on S2 This curve is a geodesicif thereis no shear,i.e.,

the accelerationi hasonly componentsnormal to the surface.This conditionmaybe written

V
1(i)=0. (5.1)

For example, if we consider a parallel to latitude 1(t) = x(0 = 9~,4) = t) then I = u2 and V~(i)=
—cos0~sin9~u,. This curve is a geodesicon the equator,9~,= ir/2. The curvesx(t) = x(0 = t, 4) =

alwayssatisfy the geodesicequationsbecausex = u, andV~(I)= 0; theseare greatcirclesthrough the
north and southpoles.

Parallel transport: TheLevi—Civita connectionprovidesa rule for the paralleltransportof vectorson a
surface.Let x(t) be a curvein ~2 andlet s(t)be a vectorfield definedalongthe curve.We saythat s is
paralleltransportedalongthe curve if it satisfiesthe equation

VE(s) = 0,

i.e., ~ is normal to the surface.Given an initial vector s(t0) and the connection, s(t) is uniquely
determinedby the paralleltransportequation.

Parallel translationaround a closed curve need not be the identity. For example, let x be the
geodesic triangle in S

2 connecting the points (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1). x consists of 3 great
circles:

(cos(t), sin (t), 0) t E [0, ir/2]
x(t) = (0, sin (t), —cos(t)) t E [ir/2, ir]

(—sin (t), 0, —cos(t)) t E [ir, 3ir/2].
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Let s(0) be the initial tangentvector

s(0)=(0,a,/3)

at (1,0, 0). When we paralleltransports(0) alongx(t) usingthe Levi—Civita connectionwe find

(—asin (t), a cos(t), (3) t E [0,ir/2]
s(t)= (—a, /3 cos(t), /3 sin(t)) t E [ir/2, ir]

(a cos(t), —/3, —a sin(t)) t E [ir, 3ir/2].

Onemayverify that s(t) is continuousat the cornersir/2, ir andsatisfiesVs(s) = 0, since 8s/8t is normal
to the surface.Parallel translationaround the geodesictriangle changess from s(0)= (0,a,/3) to
s(3ir/2) = (0, —/3, a), which representsa rotationthroughir/2 (seefig. 5.2). Note that ir/2 is theareaof
thesphericaltriangle.

Holonomy: Holonomy is the processof assigningto each closed curve the linear transformation
measuringthe rotationwhich resultswhen a vector is paralleltransportedaroundthe given curve. In
our example,theholonomymatrix changings(0) to s(3ir/2) is

fi 0 0
11,1=10 0 —1

~0 1 0

The setof holonomymatricesformsa groupcalledthe holonomygroup. The non-triviality of holonomy
is relatedto theexistenceof curvatureon thesphere:paralleltransportaroundaclosedcurvein a plane
gives no rotation.

Generaldefinitions of the connection
In the generalcase,thereis no naturalembeddingof a manifold M in Euclideanspace.Thus,even

for the tangentbundle, it is meaninglessto talk aboutnormalsto M. The problemis evenmoredifficult
for a generalvector bundle. Therefore,we now proceedto abstract the intrinsic featuresof the
Levi—Civita connectionwhich allowedus to discussparalleltranslation.

(0,0,1)

(0,1,0)

Fig. 5.2. Paralleltransportof avector aroundasphericaltriangle.
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Background:Let E be a generalvector bundle.On eachneighborhoodU we choosea local frame
{e,,e2 ek} and expressvectorsin ir’(U) in the form

Z = ~ e,f.

This gives a local trivialization of ir’(U) U X F anddefines local coordinates(x, z). The vectorse,
themselveshavethe form

e,=(0 0,1.0 0)

in each local frame. This, however,doesnot meanthat e is a constantvector on M since the local
framesmaybe different in eachneighborhood.The dependenceof e on x due to the changeof the
local frame is dictatedby the rule of covariantdifferentiationdescribedbelow. A local section to the
bundleis a smoothmapfrom U to the fiber andcan be regardedas a vector-valuedfunction,

s(x) >~e,(x) z’(x).

The tangentspaceT(E) andthe cotangentspaceT*(E) of the bundlemaybe assignedthe local bases

T(E): (8/Ox”. 8/Of)

T*(E): (dx”, dz’).

We now give a seriesof equivalentdefinitions of a connectionon a vectorbundle.
(1) Parallel transportapproach.The Levi—Civita connectionlets us takethedirectionalderivativeof a

tangentvector field andget anothertangentvector field. We generalizethis conceptfor vectorbundles
as follows: Let X be a tangentvectorand let s be a sectionto E. A connectionV is a rule V~(s)for
taking the directional derivative of s in the direction X and getting anothersection to E. The
assignmentof a connectionV in a generalvectorbundleE providesa rule for the parallel transportof
sections.

Let x(t) be a curve in M; we saythat s(t) is parallel-transportedalongx if s satisfiesthe differential
equation

V1(s)=0. (5.2)

There always exists a unique solution to this equationfor given initial conditions. The generalized

Christoffel symbolsr’~,giving the actionof a connectionV on a frame of the bundleE are definedby

VS/AX~(e,)= ~

We recall that we mayassociatethe operatord/dt with I” because

df(x)/dt = x” Of/Ox
TM.
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In termsof the Christoffel symbols,the parallel transportequationtakesthe form

V(s) = Vd/d,(e,z’)= Vd/dl(e,)z’+ e1f

= i”(V315~~(e,)z’+ e1 O~z’)

= .~“e1(F’~z+ 8~z’)= 0.

Note: we haveimplicitly madeuseof variouspropertiesof V~(s)which we will formalize later.
(2) Tangentspaceapproach.Parallel transport along a curve x(t) lets us comparethe fibers of the

bundleE at differentpointsof thecurve. Thusit becomesnatural to think of lifting a curvex(t) in M to
a curve

c(t) = (x”(t), z’(t))

in the bundle.Differentiation alongc(t) is definedby

d_.~8 .,8

~7-X ~—~+Z ~7’

wheref is given by solving the paralleltransportequation:

1’ + T’,~1,~”z~= 0. (5.3)

Thus we maywrite

F’
d~_x ~—~-— ~z ~—7—x

where

8

D~=~—~-—F~1zTa—;. (5.4)

is the operatorin T(E) knownas the covariant derivative.
We are thus led to define a splitting of T(E) at xE U into vertical componentV(E) with basis

{818z’} lying strictly in the fiber anda horizontalcomponentH(E) with basis {D~}:

T~(E)=V~(E)~H~(E)

18

basis= ~—, D~
This splitting is illustratedschematicallyin fig. 5.3.
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vertical

V ~ D~ hoontala ~Fig. 5.3. SplittingthetangentspaceT(E) of thebundle into verticalandhorizontalcomponents.

(3) Cotangentspace approach. In the cotangentspaceapproach,one considersa vector-valued
one-form

= dz’ + F’,~1dx” z’ (5.5)

in T*(E) whichis essentiallythe deviationfrom the paralleltransportlaw given above.We observethat
w’ is the uniquenon-trivial solution to the conditions

(w’,D~)0.

(w’, 8/8z
1)= 8,~. (5.6)

Conversely,theseconditionsdetermineD,. if cv’ is given. The connectionone-formcv’ annihilatesthe
horizontalsubspaceof T(E), andis, in somesense,dual to it.

We now introducethe matrix-valuedconnectionone-formF, where

P
1 = F~jJdx”.

The total covariantderivativeV(s) is definedby

V(s) = e,® dz’(x)+ e~® F’1z’(x) (5.7)

which mapsC~(E)to C~(E® T*(M)). Notethat this is thepullbackto M (usingthe sectionz(x)) of a
covariantderivativein the bundlegiven by

e,®cv’, (Z = e•z’ E ir’(U)),

where cv’ belongs to T*(E) rather than T*(M). The total covariant derivative containsall the
directionalderivativesat the sametime in the sameway that df = (of/ax”) dx” containsall the partial
derivativesof I

(4) Axiomaticapproach. We beganthis sectionby discussingcovariantdifferentiationas a direc-
tional derivative.We now formalize the propertiesof covariantdifferentiationthat we havebeenusing
implicitly in the previousapproaches.The axiomaticpropertiesof theconnectionV~(s)are
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1. Linearity in s:

V~(s+ s’)= Vx(s)+Vx(s’)

2. Linearity in X:

V~+~(s)= V~(s)+V~.(s)

3. Behaveslike a first-orderdifferentialoperator:

V~(sf)=sX(f)+(Vx(s))f

4. Tensorialityin X:

Vix(s)fVx(s)

wheres(x) is a section to E, X is vector field on M andf(x) is a scalarfunction. Theseare clearly
desirable properties which are straightforwardgeneralizationsof the featuresof the Levi—Civita
connection.

The axiomaticpropertiesof the total covariantderivativeV are:

1. Linearity in s:

V(s + s’)= V(s)+V(s’)

2. Behaveslike a first-orderdifferentialoperator:

V(sf)=s®df+V(s)f.

The relationshipbetweenthesetwo differentialoperatorsis given by

1. V(s)=VS,SXM(s)®dx”

(5.8)
2. Vx(s)=(V(s),X),

whereX EC°°(T(M))andV(s)E C~(E® T*(M)).
Onecan extendtotal covariantdifferentiation to p-form-valuedsectionsof E by the rule

V(s®0)=V(s)nO+s®dO (5.9)

where s EC°~(E)and 0 EC~(A”(M)).V thus extendsto a differential operatorwith the following.
domainandrange:

V: C’~(E®A”(M))-*C’~(E®A”÷’(M)).
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(5) Changeofframeapproach.Under a changeof frame,

e~= e.’PJ’(x), z” =

andsectionsareinvariant:

s(x)=e1z’=ez’ =s’(x).

We see that

V(e~)= V(e,)® ~J’ + e ®d~J’= e~F’1’

where

F1 = ‘t~,k1,~1~!J+ PIk ~ (5.10)

so the connection1-form F’1 transformsas agaugefield rather thanas atensor.We mayin fact definea
connectionas a collection of one-forms[“i obeying the transformationlaw (5.10).

Using eq. (5.10), we can check that V is independentof the choiceof frame andis thus well-defined
in the overlapregion U fl U’. We find

V(s)= V(e,z’)= e1 ®F’,z’ + e1 ®dz’ = e’1 ®F”~z”+ e’1 ®dz”.

5.2. Curvature

The curvatureof a fiber bundlecharacterizesits geometry. It can be calculatedin severaldifferent
equivalentwayscorrespondingto the different approachesto the connection.

(1) Parallel transport. Curvaturemeasuresthe extentto whichparalleltransportis path-dependent.If
the curvature is zero and x(t) is a path lying in a coordinateball of M, then the resultof parallel
transportis always the identity transformation(this neednot be true if the pathenclosesa hole,as we
shall see later whenwe discusslocally flat bundles).For curved manifolds,we get non-trivial results:
parallel transportarounda geodesictriangle on S

2 gives a rotationequalto the areaof the spherical
triangle.

A quantitativemeasureof the curvaturecan be calculatedusingparallel transportas follows: Let
(x’, x2,. . .) be a local coordinatechartand takea squarepath x(t) with vertices,say, in the 1—2 plane.
Let H,

1(r) be the holonomy matrix obtained by traversing the path with vertices (0,0, 0,. .

(0, r”
2, 0,.. .), (r~’2, r~2, 0,. . .), (r~2, 0, 0,. . .). Then the curvaturematrix in the 1—2 planeis

R
1(1,2) = ~—I~Ijj(r)I,o. (5.11)

The correspondencebetween this curvature and those to be introduced below may be found by
expandingthe connectionin Taylor series.

(2) Tangentspace.The curvatureis definedas the commutatorof the componentsD,. of the basisfor
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the horizontalsubspaceof T(E),

[Dy,Dj = —R’1~,.z’8/8z’, (5.12)

whereR’1~,,can be expressedin termsof Christoffel symbolsas

R’1~,.= 8~.F~— 8,. F’~1 + F’~kF~— F’,.kF”~1.

Note that the right-handside of eq. (5.12) hasonly vertical components.R’1~,.is interpretableas the
~obstructionto integrabilityof the horizontalsubspace.

(3) Cotangentspace.In this approach,the curvatureappearsas a matrix-valued2-form

R’1 = dF’1 + F’,. A F”1 = ~R’J~,.dx” A dxv. (5.13)

We observethat R’1z’ is the covariantdifferentialof the one-formcv’ ET*(E):

R’1z’ = dcv’ + F’, n cv’.

Note that althoughcv’ hasdz” components,theycancelout in R’1.
(4) Axiomaticformulation. Curvaturemeasuresthe extentto which covariantdifferentiationfails to

commute.We definethe curvature operator as

R(X, Y)(s)= V~Vy(s)—VyV~(s)—V1xy1(s), (5.14)

where

R~ ~ (e,) =

The axiomaticpropertiesof the curvatureoperatorare

1. Multilinearity:

R(X+X’, Y)(s)=R(X, Y)(s)+R(X’, Y)(s)

2. Anti-symmetry:

R(X,Y)(s)=—R(Y,X)(s)

3. Tensoriality:

R(fX, Y)(s)=R(X,fY)(s)=R(X,Y)(fs)

~r~fR(X,Y)(s)

whereX and Y arevectorfields, s(x) is a sectionandf(x) is a scalarfunction.
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The total curvatureR is a matrix-valued2-form given by

R(s)= V2(s) V(e,,®F’
1z’ + e1 ®dz’)

= ek ®F’~A F’,z’ +ek ®(dF”,z’ —Fe’, A dz’)+ek ®Fk, A dz’ +0

=ek®Rz. (5.15)

The matrix R = IIR’11t is alsogiven by

R=~R(~z,a~)dx”Adx’

actingon a sections. The axiomaticpropertyof R is just thestatementthat it is a 2-form valuedlinear
mapfrom E—*E.

(5) Changeofframe. By using (5.13),wefind that R’, transformsas

R”, =

under the changeof frame(4.6) and(5.10). Henceby (5.15) R(s) is in fact invariant undera changeof
frame.

The curvaturecan be regardedas an obstruction to finding locally flat (i.e., covariantconstant)
frames.Givene~,let usattemptto find a new frame e’, = e,”b~ which is locally flat. If we setV(e’,) = 0,
we find the matrix differentialequation

PF~+~d~’=0.

This equationis solvedif F is a pure gauge,

F’1 = —(d~’)’,.,,j,,k = (~‘Y,.di~’1.

If Fobeysthisequation,the curvaturevanishes.Conversely,by the Frobeniustheorem,if the curvature

vanishes,F can bewritten as a pure gauge.
5.3. Torsionand connectionson the tangentbundle

Oneadvantageof the cotangentspaceformulation(5.7) of the vectorbundleconnectionV is that it is
independentof the coordinatesystem{x”} on M. Furthermore,multiple covariantdifferentiationof an
invariant one-form such as p~dx” is independentof the connectionchosenon the cotangentbundle
T*(M). However,if we chooseto differentiatethe individual tensorcomponentsz’;~ of the covariant
derivativeof a sections (x) = e,z’ (x) of a vector bundle,we must specifyin addition a connectionon
T*(M) to treatthe “s” index. (Wewill show in the nextsectionthat connectionson T(M) givenatural
connectionson T*(M), andvice-versa.)Torsion is a propertyof the connectionon the tangentbundle
which must be introduced when we examine the double covariant derivative. We have already
encounteredtorsionin section3 whenwe studiedmetric geometryon Riemannianmanifolds.Herewe
extendthe notion to generalvectorbundles.
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Let {F’~,,}be the Christoffel symbolson the vectorbundleE, andlet {‘y~} be theChristoffel symbols
on T(M). We define the componentsof the doublecovariantderivativeof a sections(x)= e,z’(x) as

= 8,.(8~z’ + F’~1z’)+F’,,,(8~z’+ F’~~z”)—7A (85f + F’AJz’).

~Fhesign in front of 7A~~follows from the requirementfor lowering indices to get the connectionon

T*(M).) The commutatorof doublecovariantdifferentiationon a sectionyields the formula
— z’.,..~= —R’1~,.z’— TATM,.z~A, (5.16)

wherewehaveintroduceda new tensor,the torsion,

TA — A — A

— 7 ILP 7 P~L

Multiple covariantdifferentiationcan bewritten schematicallyin the form

C~(E).!~.C’°(E® T*(M)) -~C°°(E® T*(M)® T*(M)),

which againemphasizesthe requirementfor a connectionon T*(M), or equivalentlyon T(M).
Note: We remark that the multiple covariantderivative treatedhere is not the operatorV

2 used to
define the curvature2-form, sinceV2 is independentof the connectionon T*(M) and hasvalues in
C°°(E®A2(T*(M))).

Axiomaticapproachto torsion: We definethe torsionoperatoron T(M) by

T(X, Y)=V~Y-V~X-[X, Y].

This is a vectorfield with components

/8 ~\ A A

~ ~

Levi—Civita connection:Once a metric (X, Y)= g~~x”y” hasbeenchosen,the Levi—Civita connection
on T(M) is uniquelydefinedby theproperties

1. Torsion-free: T(X, Y)= 0 (5.17)

2. Covariantconstancyof metric: d(X, Y)= (VX, Y)+ (X, V Y).

Theseconditionswerediscussedin detail in section3.

5.4. Connectionson relatedbundles

Dual bundles:If E andE* aredual vectorbundleswith dual framebases{e,} and{e *i}, the connection
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on E* is definedby the requirementthat the natural inner productbetweensectionss and s’ be
differentiatedaccordingto the following rule:

d(s, s”) = (V(s),s”) + (s,V*(s*)).

In other words,

V(e,) = e1[’~, dx”

V*(e*) = _e*sF~~,dx”.

If E has a fiber metric, we may identify E with E* using a conjugate linear isomorphism. The
connectionV is said to beRiemannian if V = V*, i.e.,

= —F’~, (5.18)

relative to an orthonormal frame basis.The curvatureof a Riemannianconnection relative to an
orthonormalframe basisis anti-symmetric:

R1 = —R’1. (5.19)

The Levi—Civita connectionon T(M) is the uniquetorsion-freeRiemannianconnection.

Whitney sum bundle: If E and F are vector bundleswith connectionsV and V’, thereis a natural
connectionV ® V’ definedon E® F by the following rule:

(V®V’)(s ®s’) = V(s)®V’(s’).

In other words,

(V® V’) (e, ®f~)= ek ®F”~,dx” ®f~® F”,~,dx”. (5.20)

The curvatureis givenby the direct sum of the curvaturesof E andF.

Tensorproductbundle: Thereis a naturalconnectionV” definedon E®F by the following rule:

V”(s ® s’) = (V® 1 + 1 ® V’) (s ® s’) = V(s)®s’ + s ® V’(s’).

The curvatureof V” is given by

R”=R®l+l®R’. (5.21)

Pullback bundle: Let f: M —~M’ andlet V’ be a connectionon the vector bundleF over M’. Thereis a
naturalpullback connectionV = f*VI with Christoffel symbolswhich arethe pullbackof the Christoffel
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symbolsof V’, that is:

F’~,= F”~1

The curvatureof V is the pullbackof the curvatureof V’:

/,~ “.~ i13 ,~~ ifS

R’ -‘R”2 )afS~\8x~Ox
T — OxT Ox”

Projectedconnections:Let E be a sub-bundleof F andlet ir: F —~E bea projection. If V is aconnection
on F, we can definethe projectedconnectionV’T on E by

V’T(s) = ir(V(s))

where s is a section of F belonging to the sub-bundleE. Note that the curvatureof V’T may be
non-trivial evenif the curvatureof V is zero. (Our introductory example deriving the Levi—Civita
connectionon S2 embeddedin R3 was in fact of thistype.)

If ir is an orthogonalprojection relative to some fiber metric and V is Riemannian,then V’T is
Riemannian.

Examples5.4
1. Complexline bundleofP

1(C). Let L be the line bundleoverP,(C)definedin example4.2.2.This
is a naturalsub-bundleof P1(C)x C

2. We denoteapoint of thebundleL by (x; z
0, z,),where (zo,z,) lie

on the line in C
2 correspondingto the pointx in P,(C).The natural fiber metric on L is given by

((x; z
0, z,), (x; w0, w,))= z0ii’

1
0 + z,~,.

(This is inducedby the canonicalmetric on C
2.)

Now let

h(x; z
0,z,)= z0~

2+ z,12

be the lengthof a point in L andform a connectioncv lying in T*(L) given by

2
0dz0+2,dz,

cvh ah= IzoI
2+Iz,12

Thecurvaturethenis

1=dcv+wAw=(3+~)(h’8h)+O=—3ä~lnh.

In order to carry out practicalcomputations,we choosea gauge(that is a local sectionof L) with
coordinates(x; ~ 1).
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Here

= z0/z,= u + iv

for u, v E R. Thenwecompute

h = 1+ u
2+ v2

— ~1 2 2_ 2iduAdv

——38 n~+u +V (1+u2+v2)2

We recognizethis from section3.4 on Kählermanifoldsas (2i) timesthe Kähler form for S2 = P,(C).
We thuscan readoff the metric directly from [1.
Remark1: In somesensecv = h~Oh is a“pure gauge”with respectto a curvatureinvolving only 8. We
find non-trivial full curvaturebecause(1 involvesd = (0 + 0).
Remark2: The Fubini—Studymetric on P~(C)can bedefinedin this samemannerby taking

h(x;zo,z,,..

Remark3: The sameconstructionworks for an arbitrary holomorphic line bundle over an arbitrary
complexmanifold oncea fiber metric is chosen.

2. Vector bundlesoverS~.If we let n = 21, the trivial bundleS~x C2’ can be split into a sum of
non-trivial bundlesEn, by constructinga projectionoperator11±:5” xC2’ —*E±.To accomplishthis, we
embed5” in R”’’ using coordinates(x,,.. . , x~+~)ER”” and considerthe set of 2’ x 2’ seif-adjoint
complex matrices{A

0, A,,.. . , A,,} obeying

A,AJ+AJA, =2~

A~A,...A~=i’I

whereI is the identitymatrix. The {A,} are Paulimatrices(A0 = r~,A, = r,,A~= 72) for 1 = 1 and Dirac
matrices(A0 = y~,A, = y,, A2= 72, A3 = y~,A4 = y~)for I = 2. We now definethe complexmatrix

A (x) =

with {~}lying on 5”, so that

A
2(x)=I.

A(x) is a mapfrom C2’ to C2’ which dependson the point x of the basespace5”. SinceA2(x)= I, we
maydecomposeits actionon vectorszE C2’ into the two eigenspaceswith eigenvalues±1,

A(x)~z = ±z.
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We thenchooseasour projectionthe matrix

[I±(x) = ~(1±A (x))

which selectsthe2’-’ dimensionalvectorspacein C
2’ with A . z = ±z.

We denoteby E~thecomplexvectorbundlesover S” whosefibers at eachpoint xE 5” aredefined
by theactionof lr±(x).If I = 1, we obtain complexline bundlesover S2 Clearly

E±~ E =5” x C21.

We chooseasour connectionson E~theprojectionV±of the flat connectionV acting on a sectionof
E±.To carryout this procedure,we choosea constantframee°÷of E+ at a point x

0 andgeneralizeit to
arbitraryx using theprojection;

e÷(x)= I1±(x)e~.

is a frame of E+ everywhere.Since11÷(xo)e+(xo) = II+(x0) e°+ e±(x0),we maytakee+(x0) = e°±.The flat
connectionjust actsby exteriordifferentiation,V(e) = de;while the projectedconnectionis difficult to
calculatein general,it can beevaluatedat x,, astheprojectionof the flat connectionsincee±(x0)= e~,

V±(e±)I~= 11±de±I~,,= (IL1, dI1±)I~,,e°±.

The curvatureis obtainedin a similar way;

(V±)
2(e±)I~,, = 11±d(11±dfl’± e°±)= 11±dIl± A dH±e°±.

Hencethe curvature2-form at x
0 is

11±(x,,)= I1±(x,,)dH±(x,,)A dIl±(x,,).

Remark1: Note that althoughtheconnectionandcurvaturematricesusedherearedoublethecorrect
dimension,all tracesof productsof thesematricesinvolve only themeaningfulportionof thematrices.
The rank of thematricesequalsthe fiber dimension.
Remark2: To evaluatean invariantpolynomialof i2~,it in fact sufficesto performthecalculationat x0
alone.Onemaythus showthat

Tr(D±’)= n!(2i,)’ d(vol),

where d(vol) is the n-form volume elementof S”. This formula will be used later to examinethe
characteristicclassesof this bundle.
Remark3: If I = 1, theassociatedprincipal bundlesto E±describethe Dirac magneticmonopole.

5.5. Connectionson principal bundles

Werecall that a principal bundleP is afiber bundlewhosefiber andtransitionfunctionsboth belong
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to the same matrix group. The gauge potentials of Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetismand
Yang—Mills gaugetheoriesareidentifiable with connectionson principal bundles.Herewe give a brief
treatmentof the specialaspectsof connectionson principal bundles.

Maurer—Cartanformsand the Lie algebra: We let G be a matrix groupand ‘~ be its Lie algebra.The
Maurer—Cartanform g’ dg is a matrix of one-forms belonging to the Lie algebra ~. This form is
invariant underthe left action by a constantgroupelementg0,

(g,g)’ d(gog)= g’ dg.

Let {~1~a}be a basisfor the left-invariantone-forms.We thenexpressthe Cartan—Maurerform as

g’ dg = ba ~, (5.22)

whereAa/2~is a constantmatrix in ~. Sinced(g’ dg)+g’ dg n g’ dg = 0, we find that ~ obeysthe

Maurer—Cartanequations
d~a+ ~jfabc~Pb A = 0, (5.23)

wherethe tab,, arethe structureconstantsof ~.

The dual of ~Pa is the differentialoperator

/ Aa 8\ 1 8

La =Tr~,,g~Ta~’r)=~gj,.[Aa1,.i ~j

obeying

(~a,Li,) = 8db, [La, Lh] = fabeLc. (5.24)

{La} is aleft-invariantbasis for the tangentspaceof G.

The correspondingright invariant objectsaredefinedby

dgg’ ~ La =Tr(~g~ir) (5.25)

where

dtPa ‘~fabc’~PhA ~ =0

(&~Lb) = ‘5ab, [La, Li,] = fabcLc. (5.26)

That is, all structureequationshavea reversedsign. Note that La andL~commute:

[La, Lh] = 0. (5.27)

La and Lb generalizethe familiar physicaldistinctionbetweenthe space-fixedandbody-fixed rotation
generatorsof a quantum-mechanicaltop.
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Parallel transport: Let P be a principal bundle. If we choosea local trivialization, then we have
coordinates(x, g) for P, whereg EG. A local sectionof P is a smoothmapfrom a neighborhoodU to
G. The assignmentof a connectionon a principal bundleprovidesa rule for the parallel transportof
sections.A connectionA of a principal fiber bundleis a Lie-algebravaluedmatrix of 1-formsin T*(M),

A(x)=A0,.(x)~~dx~~. (5.28)

If x(t) is a curve in M, the sectiong,1(t) is definedto be parallel-transportedalongx if the following
differentialequationis satisfied:

g1~+ A,.1,(x)1” g1~= 0, (5.29)

whereA,. is the connectionon P. We mayrewrite this as:

‘~+ ‘I’A” (x-~-—~=0
g dt g ~

Tangentspaceapproach:Paralleltransportalongacurvex(t) lets us comparethe fibers of P at different
points of the curve. In analogyto the methodsused for vector bundleconnections,we may lift curves
x(t) in M to curvesin P. We definedifferentiationalong the lifted curve by

~i.=~’ ~ gki i—) =

wherewe haveusedthe paralleltransportequationfor ~. Now the covariantderivativeis definedas

D,. zzr/_~-_A~(x)La. (5.30)

We are thus led to define a splitting of T(P) into horizontalcomponentH(P) with basis D,., and a
verticalcomponentV(P) lying in T(G):

T(P)=H(P)® V(P).

This splitting is invariant underright multiplicationby the group.
The curvatureis definedby

[D,.,D,,1 =

where

F”,.,, = O,.A”~— 3,.A,~+fabcA~A,,. (5.31)

As expected,the commutatorof covariantderivativeshasonly vertical components.
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Cotangentspaceapproach: We may regard the connectionon P as a ~-valuedone-formcv in T*(P)

whoseverticalcomponentis the Maurer—Cartanform g’ dg. In local coordinates,we maywrite

cv =f’Ag+g’dg,

where A(x)= A~(x)(AaI2~)dx”. We observethat, as in the vector bundle case, cv annihilatesthe
horizontalbasis of T(P) and is constanton the verticalbasis:

(w,D,.)=0, (cv,L~)—A~/2i. (5.32)

Underthe right actionof the group, g-+gg0,A remainsinvariant andcv transformstensorially,

cv -_~~g0’cvgo.

Thecurvaturein this approachis a Lie-algebravaluedmatrix 2-form definedby

f1=dw+cvncv=g’Fg (5.33)

where

F=dA+A AA =~F,.,.”~dx” Adx
T.

11 obeysthe Bianchi identity,

dfl+cvAfl—i’lAcvO. (5.34)

Note that11 hasno verticalcomponents.It transformstensoriallyunderright action,

(1

Gaugetransformation:The transitionfunctionsof a principalbundleacton fibers by left multiplication.
Let us considertwo overlappingneighborhoodsU and U’ and a transitionfunction ~ = ‘P. The
local fiber coordinatesg and g’ in U and U’ arerelatedby

g’ = ~g.

Then, in order for the connection1-form cv to be well-defined in the overlappingregion U fl U’, A

must transformas

A’=~A~+~dP’. (5.35)

We verify that

cv = g’Ag + g’ dg = g’’A’g’ + g’ dg’,

so cv is indeedwell-definedin T*(P). Thetransformation(5.35) is the gaugetransformationof A. Using
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(5.31),we find the gaugetransformationof F to be

F’ =

It is easyto checkthat the curvature2-form 12 is alsoconsistentlydefinedoverthe manifold,

11 = g’Fg = g’’F’g’.

Pullback to basespace:By choosinga sectiong = g(x), onecan pull back cv and12 to the basespace.A
andF are equivalentto the puilbacksg*w andg*Q, which aresometimesdenotedsimply as cv andLi.
Gaugetransformationsof A andF correspondto changesof the section.

In the theory of gaugefields, the structuregroupG is called the gaugegroup: the choiceG =

for instance,gives the theory of electricity and magnetismand G = SU(3) gives the color theory of
stronginteractions.The (pulled-back)connectionA of a principalbundleis the gaugepotentialandthe
(pulled-back)curvatureF gives the strengthof the gaugefield. When matter fields are presentin the
gaugetheory, theyare describedby the associatedvectorbundles.

Examples5.5
1. Dirac magneticmonopole.We now put a connectionon the U(1) principal fiber bundleover the

basespaceS2 describedin example4.3.2. If we chooseaparticularconnectionwhich satisfiesMaxwell’s
equations,the physicalsystemdescribedcorrespondsto Dirac’smagneticmonopole.As before,we split
S2 into hemispheresH±and assignU(1) connection1-forms to eachhalf of the bundle,

JA÷+dt/i÷ onH÷
cv_lA+d~4, onH

(For U(1), we conventionallyfactor out the (i) arising from our conventionthat Lie algebrasare
representedby antihermitianmatrices:g’ dg = e”~de” = i d~i-~ dvi.) Thenthechoiceof the transition
function (4.21)

= e”’4’ e’~

implies the gaugetransformation,

A÷=A...+nçb.

GaugepotentialswhichsatisfyMaxwell’s equations(in R3 — {0}) andare regularin H±andH_ aregiven
by (seeexample2.4.3),

A±=~(±1—cos0)d~nxdy—ydx
2 2r z±r

The curvatureis given by

~
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It is easyto see that althoughthe A~are regularin H±,they havea string singularity in H-~.We will
allow A±to be usedonly in its regular neighborhood.It is clear that F is closed but not exact,since
dA±is only definedlocally in H±.
Remark1: We shall see in the nextsection that the monopolechargeis minusthe first Chernnumber
C, characterizingthe bundle:

_Ci=_Jci=+~JF=+~[J F++J F~]=n.

Remark2: It is instructive to carryout the abovecalculationsusingthe S2 metric (dx2 + dy2)/(1 + x2 +

y2)2 = (dr2 + r2 d~2)/(1 + r2)2 obtainedby projectionfrom the north or southpole onto R2. In this case
the “string singularity” occurs at r = 0 or r = ~. This treatmentclosely resemblesthe instantoncase
describedbelow.

2. BPSTInstantonin SU(2) Yang—Mills (Belavin etal. [1975]).The instantonsolutionof Euclidean
SU(2) Yang—Mills theory is a connectionon a principal bundlewith

BaseM = S4, Fiber G = SU(2)= S3.

We takethe 54 metric (seeexample3.2.3)

2 2 ~‘ ‘ 2 3

d 2_ dx,.dx,. ,dr +r(u;+o;+o
2)_v j a\2

— (1 + r
2/a2)2 — (1 + r2/a2)2 — ,~,~e ,,

obtainedby projectionfrom the north or southpoleonto R4.
As in example4.3.3, we split S4 into “hemispheres”H±.In the overlapregion

H+ fl I-L

we relatethe SU(2) fibers by the transition functions

g_ = [h(x)1” g,,

wherek is an integer,h = (t — iA . x)/r andA are the SU(2)Pauli matrices.We notethat

h’ dh = iA~o,.= iAkfl”,.,~x,.dx,,/r2

dh h’ = —iAkôk = —iAk~”,.,.x,.dx,./r2

where i~,,~are ‘t Hooft’s etatensors(‘t Hooft [1977];seeappendixC).
The connection1-formsin the two neighborhoodsof the bundlethenmaybe written as

_fgi,i’Ag++gi~i’dg÷ onH+
cv ~gI’A’g_+gI’dg onIL
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where

A’(x) = h”(x) A(x) h~”(x)+h”(x) dh~”(x).

In the casek = 1, we havethe single instantonsolution,

2 2r —, r
H+: A = r2 + a2~h dh = r2 + a21 Akuk

which is singularat the “south-pole” at r = ~, andthe gauge-transformedsolution,

H_: A’ = h[
2~.2 h’ dh] h’ + h dh

1 = 1+r2/a2 = 1+r2/a2

which is singular at the “north-pole” at r = 0. (Note: A and A’ are the Yang—Mills analogsof
the two gauge-equivalentDirac monopole solutions with Dirac strings in the upper and lower
hemispheresof s2)

The field strengthsin H±areeasilycomputedto be

H±: F÷=dA+AAA=iAk4(e0Aek+~Ekjje~ne’)

H: F..=dA’+A’AA’—hF÷h’.

SinceF is self-dual,

the Bianchi identities imply that the Yang—Mills equations

DA*F=d*F+A A *F—*F n A=0

are satisfied.Replacingh(x) by h’(x) and interchanging0’~and k throughoutwould give us an
anti-self-dualsolution.
Remark1: In the next section,wewill seethat the “instanton number” k is minusthe secondChern
numberC

2characterizingthe bundle:

k=-C2=-J c2=_j
1-~JTrFAF

=~~~-i-4JTrF±AF±+JTrFAF]=_~(_~)J e°Ae’ne2Ae3=-l-1.

(Recallthat the volume of 54 with radiusa/2 is ir2a416. SeeappendixA.)
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Remark2: Note that A(~)= A~±)(Aa/2i)for k = ±1are derivable from the self-dual or anti-self-dual
combinationsof the 0(4)connectionsWah of S4given in example3.2.3,

(r/a)2A(+) = W

111 — W23 = —2u~1 + (na)
2’ cyclic,

A~_)= +W,,l — W

23 = — + (r/a)
2’ cyclic.

Here the diameter2R of 54 is identified with the instantonsize a. This is relatedto the fact that the
k = 1 bundleis the Hopf fibration of 57,

Remark3: Under an 0(4) transformation,the k = I instantontransformsinto itself up to a gauge
transformation.Under an 0(5) transformationof S4, it also transforms into itself up to a gauge
transformation;the BPST instantonsolution is unique in possessingthe 0(5) symmetry (see, e.g.,
Jackiwand Rebbi [1976a]).

6. Characteristicclasses

We havenow seenexplicitly how the constructionof nontrivial fiber bundlesinvolvescertainintegers
characterizingthe transition functions. Furthermore,we observed in passing that when we put
connectionson the bundles, these same integers correspondedto integrals involving a bundle’s
curvature. In this section,we will develop more thoroughly the conceptof the characteristic classes
distinguishinginequivalentfiber bundles.The manipulationof characteristicclassesplays an essential
role in index theory,which is the subjectof the nextsection.

In the preceding sections we have been careful to distinguish among connection 1-forms and
curvature2-forms usedfor differentpurposes:w”,, andR”,, were usedfor Riemanniangeometryin an
orthonormalframebasis,F’

1 andR’1 were usedfor vectorbundles,andA andF wereusedfor principal
bundles.The notation cv was alsoused for connectionslying in T* of the bundleratherthan in T* of
the base,while .0 was usedfor the correspondingcurvature.In this section,we loosenthesedistinctions
for notationalconvenienceandemploy thesymbolscv and(1 to denotethe valuesof the connectionand
curvatureforms pulled backusingsectionsof a bundle.

We shall deal with the following four categoriesof characteristicclasses.
1. Chern classesc,. . . , ck are definedfor a complexvectorbundleof dimensionk (or equivalently

for GL(k, C) principal bundles).c, E H
2’(M).

2. Pontrjagin classesp Pi are definedfor a real vectorbundleof dimensionk (or equivalently
for GL(k, R) principal bundles).p E H41(M). (j = [k/2] is the greatestintegerin k/2.)

3. TheEuler cl,~sse is definedfor an orientedbundleof evendimensionk with a fiber metric (or
equivalentlyfor SO(k’) principal bundles).e EH”(M).

4. Stiefel—Whitneyclassesw
1 Wk are defined for a real vector bundle of dimension k (or

equivalently for GL(k, R) principal bundles).They are Z2 characteristicclassesand are not given by
curvature.w, E H’(M; Z2).

6.1. Generalpropertiesof Chernclasses

We beginour studyof characteristicclassesby examiningthe Chernclassesassociatedwith bundles
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havingGL(k, C) transitionfunctions.Many of the methodswe discusswill thenbe applicableto other
groupsandcharacteristicclasses.

Invariant polynomials:Let a be a complexk xk matrix andP(a) be a polynomial in the components
of a. P(a) is called an invariant polynomialor a characteristicpolynomialif

P(a)=P(g’ag) (6.1)

for all g E GL(k, C). If a haseigenvalues{A, Ak}, P(a) is a symmetricfunction of the eigenvalu’es.
If S1(A) is thejth symmetricpolynomial.

S1(A)= ~ A•A, A~1,
I.C,:<

thenP(a) is a polynomial in the S,(A):

P(a)= a + bS,(A)+cS2(A)+d[S(A)]
2 +

Examplesof invariant polynomialsare

Det(I+a)= I+S,(A)+S
2(A)+~. ~ (6.2)

andTr(expa), which are usedto definethe Chernclassand the Cherncharacter.
If a matrix-valuedcurvature2-form Li is substitutedfor the matrix a in an invariant polynomial,we

find the following properties:
(1) P(t1) is closed
(2) P(Q) has topologically invariant integrals.

We will prove theseassertionsfollowing Chern [19671.SupposeP(a, a,) is a homogeneous
invariant polynomial of degree r, Using the invariance of the polynomial under an infinitesimal
transformationg = I + g’, we can deduce

P(a,, . . . , g’a, — ag’ a,)= 0.

Then if 0 is a k xk Lie-algebravalued matrix of 1-forms and the {a,} are k xk Lie-algebravalued
forms of degreed, we find

~ (_~)dl4~ +d,-1 P(a,,..., 0 A a,,..., a,)— ~ (~l)”~“~ P(a, a A 0 a,)= 0. (6.3)

Thereforeif we choose0 to be the connection1-form cv, we may write

dP(a, a,)= ~ (—1)’~”’ +d,, P(a, Da, a,)
, �,

where

Da, = da, + cv A a, —(—1)”a, A cv

is the covariantderivativeof the form a.
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If a, = 11, the curvature2-form, we concludethat

dP(Q)=0

becauseof the Bianchi identity (5.34).
Now let cv andcv’ be two connectionson the bundleand11 and12’ their curvatures.We considerthe

interpolationbetweencv andcv’,

w,cv+t77 0�t�1,

where~ =w’—w.

Then
17,=dw,+w,Aw,=12+tDfl+1277A77,

whereD
77 = d77 + cv A i~+ ~ At,).

Let P(a, a,) be a symmetricpolynomial andlet

q(/3,a)=rP(f3,a,...,a).

r— 1

Then

A

On the otherhand

Dli, = tD
2

77 + t
2(D

77 A ~7’1 A D77)=t((l A ~1’7 A Q)+ t
2(D

77 A 77 77 AD77)

= t(f1, A 77 77 A 11,),

so that

dq(-q, (2,)= q(D77, (2,)—r(r — l)P(77,DA”1,, (2,,. . . ,ul,)

= q(D77,11,)—r(r — 1)tP(77, (12, A 77 —77 A 12,), 11,,. . . ,11,).

Eq. (6.3) with 0=a,=77,a2=~~~=cr,=11,gives

2q(77 A 77,fl,)+r(r—1)P(77,(fl,A77—77A12,),(1,,...,11,)0.

Combiningthe last two equations,we get

dq(~,12,)= q(D”q, 12,)+2tq(~A 77, 11,)=
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Hence

P(12’)— P(ul)= dJq(cv’ — cv, 11,) dt dQ(cv’, cv). (6.4)

SinceP(fl’) andP((2) differ by an exactform dQ, their integralsover manifoldswithout boundarygive
the sameresults.Thus we haveprovenboth properties(1) and (2).

Chernform: The Chernform of a complexvectorbundleE overM with GL(k, C) transition functions
~anda connectioncv is obtainedby substitutingthe curvature2-form 11 E gl(k, C) into the invariant
polynomial Det(1 + a). We define the total Chernform as

c(12)= Det(I + ) = 1+c,(!I) + c~(Q)+~‘, (6.5)

wherethe individual Chernforms c1(11) arepolynomialsof degreej in 12:

c0 = 1

c, =_!_Trul

AQ-Tr.0 ATrQ}
- 8ir

cn=~L{—2Tr.0Al? A.0+3(Tr.0 Al’l)ATr.0—Tr.0 A Tn? ATrQ}

The explicit expressionsfor c1 areobtainedfrom the eigenvalueexpansionof a = diag(A, Ak):

Det(I+_~_a’~=(1+_!_AI’~(1+_LAn”~...(1+—i_Ak21T/ 2ir j\ 2irj \ 2ii

= 1 +~—S,(A)+(~)2S
2(A)+...

wherethe 51(A) are the elementarysymmetricfunctionsdefinedearlier.For example,

(i)
2 ~ A

1A, = (i)
2 (1) ((‘Fr a)2 — Tr(a2))

givesc
2 if the matrixa is replacedby 11. Sincec,(fl)E A

21(M),we seethat

c~=0 for2j>n=dimM.

Thus c(l1) is alwaysa finite sum.
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Since any invariant polynomial P(a) can be expressedin terms of the elementary symmetric
functions,P(a)can be expressedas a polynomial in the Chernforms. Thus the Chernforms generate
the characteristicring.

Chern classesand cohomology:SinceP(l’2) is closed,anyhomogeneouspolynomial in the expansionof
an invariant polynomial P(11) is closed:

dc,(11)=0. (6.6)

We mayverify thisexplicitly usingthe Bianchi identities; for example,

dc,(fl)=~-Trd(dw+cv A cv)=~—Tr(liA W —WA

We concludethat the Chernforms c,(Q) define 2jth cohomologyclasses,

c1([l)EH
2’(M). (6.7)

This cohomologyclass,which we will often denoteby c
1(E), is independentof the connectionbecause

P(12) — P(11’) is exactfor anycharacteristicpolynomial.

Chernnumbersand topological invariance: It is aremarkablefact that the cohomologyclassesto which
the Chernforms c1(fl) belongareactually integer classes.If we integrate c1(l1) over any2j-cycle in M
with integer coefficients,we obtain an integer which is independentof the connection.The Chern
numbersof a bundlearethe numberswhich result from integratingcharacteristicpolynomialsover the
entire manifold; for example,if n = 4, theonly two Chernnumbersare

C2(E)=J c2(l1)

C~(E)= J c,(Q) A c,((l).

Characteristic classesof unitary bundles: One can show that the U(k) and GL(k, C) characteristic
polynomialscan be identified.Thereforetheir characteristicclassescan beidentified.This is not true for
GL(k, R)and0(k)orSO(k).The SU(k)charactenisticclassesaregeneratedby (c2 ck)becausec = 0.
Notethatif c, � 0for acomplexvectorbundleE, thereis no associatedSU(k)principalbundle.(Warning:
thereexist bundleswith c, = 0 whichalso do not admit an SU(k) structure.)

Chern classesof compositebundles: Let c(E) = c0(E)+~ + ck(E), with c1(E)E H
2’ (M), denote the

total Chernclassfor a k-dimensionalcomplexvectorbundleE over M. Thenwe find
(1) Whitneysum:c(E~ F) = c(E)A c(F).
(2) c,(L® L’) = c,(L)+ c,(L’) for L, L’ = line bundles.
(3) Pullbackclass:c(f*E)=f*c(E), wheref: M’~MandE’ =f*E is the pullbackof E over M’.
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Thesepropertiesplus the requirementthat C,(L) = —1 for the line bundleL over P,(C)aresometimes
usedas an axiomaticdefinition of the Chernclass.

The Weil homomorphism:It is well-known that the “Casimir invariants”or polynomialsin the centerof
a Lie algebra~ with matrix basis{X,} aregeneratedby the determinant

Det(t~I+a,X,)= ~ tkP~(a,).

The Chernclassesare thusobtainedby substitutingthe Lie-algebravaluedcurvature2-formsinto each
of the resultingcharacteristicpolynomials.

6.2. Classifyingspaces

We motivatetheconceptof classifyingspacesfor fiber bundlesby showinghow thestandardcomplex
line bundleL overP~_1(C)maybe usedto classifyotherline bundles.Let E be a complexline bundle
overM andassumethat we can find a complementarybundleE suchthat

E®E=MxC”

for somen > 1 (this is alwayspossible).The fibers of E arethenlines in C”. We definea mapf(x) from
the pointsx EM to P,,,(C)which associatesto eachpointx the line in C” given by thefiber F~.Then
the line bundleE is isomorphicto thepullbackof the natural line bundleL overP,,

E=f*L.

We can generalizethis constructionby consideringthe Grassmannmanifold Gr(m, k, C) of k-planesin
Cm; just as the points of Gr(m, 1, C)EPm_i(C)correspondto lines through the origin in Cm, each
point of Gr(m, k, C) correspondsto a k-plane through the origin. The natural k-plane bundle
L(m, k,C) over Gr(m, k,C) has as its fiber the k-plane in Cm over the correspondingpoint in
Gr(m, k,C); L(m, 1, C) is just the naturalline bundleL over Pm_i(C).We now quotewithout proof a
basictheorem(see,e.g., Chern[1972]):

Theorem:Let M be a manifold of dimensionn andE any k-dimensionalcomplexvectorbundleover
M. Then thereexistsan integermo (dependingon n) suchthat for m � m1>,

(a) thereexistsa mapf: M~Gr(m,k, C) such that E =f* L(m, k, C);
(b) givenanytwo mapsfandg mappingM-*Gr(m, k,C), thenf* L(m, k,C)=g* L(m,k,C) if and

only if f andg arehomotopic.
As a consequenceof thistheorem,the setof isomorphismclassesof k-dimensionalvectorbundlesis

itself isomorphicto the set of homotopy classesof maps from M to Gr(m, k, C); in this manner,
questionsabout the classificationof vectorbundlesarereducedto questionsabouthomotopytheory in
algebraictopology.

Classifyingspacesof principal bundles: P(m, k, C), the bundleof framesof L(m,k,C), is a principal
GL(k, C) bundleoverGr(m, k, C). For m � m0, very large,P(m, k,C) andL(m, k,C) aredescribedby
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thesameset of homotopyclassesof mapsfrom M ~ Gr(m, k,C). In fact, we canmakethe identification

Gr(m, k, C) = GL(m, C)/GL(k, C) x GL(m - k,C)
(6.8)

P(m, k,C) = GL(m, C)/GL(m— k,C)

where the projection i~:P(m, k, C)—*Gr(m, k.C) projectsout the fiber GL(k, C). Clearly similar
constructionscan be carried out for GL(k, R) principal bundles, SO(k) principal bundles, SU(k)
principal bundles,etc.

Universal classifying spaces: We define the universalGrassmannianGr(co, k,C) by taking the union of
the natural inclusion mapsof Gr(m, k, C) into Gr(m + 1, k,C). We denote the universal classifying
bundlescorrespondingto Gr(~,k,C) by L(x, k,C) andP(~,k, C). The cohomologyof Gr(co,k,C) is
simpler than that of Gr(m, k,C) and is a polynomial algebrawith generatorsc = c(L(c/~,k, C)) =

c,(P(x,k,C)). Givena k-dimensionalbundleE anda map

f: M-÷Gr(ce,k,C)

f* L(~,k,C)=E,

we seethat

c(E)=f*c,.

f is defineduniquelyup to homotopyso thecohomologyclassesareall well-definedanddependonly on
the bundleE.
Note: from this approach,it is obviousthat U(k) bundlesand GL(k, C) bundlesboth have the same
classifyingspaceGr(c13,k,C), andthusthe samecharacteristicclasses.

6.3. The splittingprinciple

Algebraic identities involving characteristicclassesare a centralpart of index theory.Such manipu-
lations are madevastly simpler by the use of a tool called the splitting principle (seee.g. Hirzebruch
[1966]).

We gaveabove a brief descriptionof the characteristicclassesc,(E) using our knowledgeof the
cohomologyof the classifyingspacesGr(m, k, C), the Grassmannmanifolds.This is an approachbased
on algebraictopology; from this viewpoint the splitting principle is the idea that eventhougha given
bundleis not, in general,a direct sum of one-dimensionalline bundles,characteristicclassmanipula-
tions can be performedas though this were the case.We also discussedthe characteristicclassesusing
invariant polynomials and curvature. From this differential geometricpoint of view, the splitting
principle is simply the assertionthat the diagonalizablematricesare dense.

We illustrate the conceptsof the splitting principle with the familiar identity

Det[a] = exp(Trln[a]).
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If a is a diagonalizablematrix with eigenvalues{A,}, thenit is clear that

Det[a] = fl A, = exp(~In A~)= exp(TrIn[a]).

Since both sides of this equation are continuousand since we can approximateany matrix by a
diagonalizablematrix, this identity holdstrue for anymatrix. Thus to prove an invariant identity of this
sort, we mayin fact assumethat the matrix a is diagonal.

Now let (‘2 be an n x n matrix of curvature2-forms. If we imagine that 1? is diagonalizableinto n
2-forms(l~,thenthe Chernclass becomes

0

c(E)= Det(1 + ~— (1) = Det ( 2ir

\ 0 1+~—11~ (6.9)

=~ (1+i.01)=ñ(1+x1)
IT

wherewe will henceforthusethe formal notation

= ~— 12,,.

Eachof the terms(1 + x1) can be interpretedas the Chernclassof a one-dimensionalline bundleL1,

If we imagine that a k-dimensionalvectorbundleE hasa decomposition

then

c(E)= fl c(L1)= fl(1 + xi).

Thus c,(E) can be thoughtof as the lth elementarysymmetricfunction of the variables{x1}:

= x1, c2 = x•x1, ..., ck = x,x2.. . Xk. (6.10)

Sumsofbundles:If A andB arematrices,then

Det(A~B)=DetA~DetB.
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Consequently,if E andF arevectorbundles,then

c(E~F)=c(E)A c(F),

sincethis is true on the form level whenwe use theWhitneysum connection.Fromthepoint of view of
algebraictopology, this identity is first proved for bundlesE andF which actuallysplit into a sum of
line bundles.The splitting principle is theninvokedto deducethe identity for the generalcase.

Chern character: Many essentialmanipulationsin index theory involve not only Whitney sums of
bundlesbut alsotensorproductsof bundles.The total Chernclassbehaveswell for Whitney sums,but
not for productbundles.We arethus motivated to put asidec(E)= H~(1+ x1) andto find someother
polynomial in the {x,,} which has simple propertiesfor productbundlesas well as Whitneysums. One
such polynomial is the Cherncharacterch(E). In terms of matrices,the Cherncharacteris definedby
the following invariant polynomial:

ch(a)=Trexp(~—a)=~
4j~Tr(~—a). (6.11)

Since

ch(a ~/3)=ch(a)+ch(f3)

ch(a®f3) = ch(a)ch(f3),

theseidentities still hold when we substitutethe curvature2-form 11 to define ch(E). Note: since
Tr(fl~= 0 for j> n/2, we in fact havea finite sum.

The Cherncharacterof E hasthe splitting principle expansion

ch(E) =~ ex = k + c,(E)+~(ci2_2c
2)(E)+.... (6.12)

Other characteristicpolynomials:Using the splitting principle,we maydefine characteristicclassesby
their generatingfunctions. For example, the total Chernclass hasthe generatingfunction 11(1 + x1),
while the Cherncharacterhasthe generatingfunction ~ exj. Another classwhich appearsin the index
theoremis the Todd classwhich hasthe generatingfunction

td(E)= ~q1 —~-~ =1+~c,(E)+ ~Jc~+ c2)(E)+~.. (6.13)

The Todd class is multiplicative for Whitneysums,

td(E~ F) = td(E) td(F).

We can define other multiplicative characteristicclassesby using other generatingfunctions. Two
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other suchfunctionsare the HirzebruchL-polynomial

L(E) = 171 tan~ (6.14)

which appearsin the signatureindex formula, andthe A polynomial

A(E)— 171 sinh(x1/2) (6.15)

which appearsin the spin index formula.

Examples6.3
1. Chern classof P,(C) line bundle.Let L be the natural line bundleover basemanifold M = S

2 =

P,(C)(seeexample5.4.1)with the naturalcurvature

11 = —th9 ln(1 + 1z12) = ‘~ ~

Then

L __!~l2— 1 dxAdy — IrdrAdOc,( 2IT 1r(1+x2+y2)2IT(1+r2)2’

so the Chernnumbercharacterizingthe bundleis

C
1(L)=J cI(L)=_~J(1~)2JdO=-1.

Dual line bundle: The naturalcurvatureon the dual line bundleL* is the complexconjugateof thatfor
L,

f1(L*) = t~(L) = —.0(L),

so that the Chernclass reversesin sign:

ci(L*) = —c,(L)

C,(L*)=fci(L*)= +1.

Alternatively,wemayderive thisresult from the fact that the tensorproductbundle

L* ®L = I [trivial complexline bundleoverP,(C)]
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is trivial becausethe transitionfunctions(z,/z1)(z1/z,)= 1 are trivial. Thus we know that the total Chern
classis

c(L* ® L) = c (trivial bundle)= 1 + 0.

But thenthe Cherncharacterformula for productbundlesgives us our result:

0 = ci(L* ®L) = c,(L*)+ c1(L).

TangentandcotangentbundlesofS
2 = P,(C): We showedin example4.2.3 that

T(S2)= T~(P
1(C)) L* ® L*

T*(S
2)= T~(P,(C))=L®L.

Fromthe productbundleformulawe immediatelyfind

C,(T(S2))= C,(L*)+ C
1(L*) = +2

C,(T*(5
2))= C,(L)+ C,(L) = —2.

2. Chernclassesof P,.(C). We next considerthe natural line bundleL overP~(C) and its dualL ~

Choosingthe Fubini—Studymetric (example3.4.3)on P~(C),we computex from the Kähler form,

x = ci(L*) = ~ l1(L”) = -~-K (Fubini—Study).

The factor i/2rr is chosenso that the integral of x over P
1(C) is equalto 1. It can be shownthat the

integral of x” over P~(C) for any n is also1. The 2-form x generatesthe cohomologyring of P~(C)with
integercoefficients.The Betti numbersare

b,=b3=~~~=b2~_,=0

andthe Eulercharacteristicis

= ~ (~1)”bk= n + 1.

To computethe Chernclassesof P~(C),we first considerthe bundleE~±1consistingof the Whitney
sum of (n + 1) copies of L The total Chernclassis then

c(E~÷1)= c(L* ç~L*~. . . ~ L*) = (1 + x)”~’.

There is a naturalembeddingof TC(P~(C)) in E~+~. The quotientor complementarybundleis trivial.
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Thus

~

Thereforewe find that

c(E~+,)= (1 + x)”~’= c(T~(P~(C))). c(I) = c(T,(P~(C))).

It is customaryto define the Chernclass of a complexmanifold to be the Chernclass of its complex
tangentspace,

c(M)= c(T~(M)).

Thusin particular,

c(P~(C))= (1 + x)”’~’.

We notethat c~(P~(C))=(n + 1)x”, so

J c~(P~(C))=n+1.
P,,(C)

It is no accidentthat this is the Eulercharacteristicof P~(C). The expression

J c,,(M)= ~(M)

is, in fact, the Gauss—Bonnettheoremfor a complexmanifold of complexdimensionn.
3. Vectorbundlesover5”. Let n = 21 andlet E±bethe complexvectorbundlesover S” introducedin

example5.4.2.We recall thatE±was definedusingtheprojectionoperator11±,thatE±® E_ = 5” xC2’
andthat thefiber of E±hasdimension21_1. Choosingthe curvatureQ±(xo)= H±(xo)d.H±(xo)A dH±(x

0),
we recall that

Tr(IL.)
t = ±n!(2i)’ d(vol).

Consequently

J ch(Q±)= ±i”,

wherewe takeonly the lth component(the .n-form portion) of the ch polynomial. This showsthat the
bundlesE±are non-trivial.

If n = 2 (1 = 1), the fiberdimensionis one andwe havecomplexline bundleswith (the2-form part of)
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ch equalto c,(E±),so

Jc,(E±)=÷1.

The associatedprincipal bundlesfor theseline bundlesare the magneticmonopole bundlesdiscussed
earlier with charge±1.
Remark:While the matrix A(x) definedin example5.4.2 mapsS” ~GL(2’, C), the projection [L(x)
actsas

H±(x):5” —*Gr(2’, 2’’, C).

The vectorbundlesE±are simply the pullbacksunderH±of the classifyingbundles,H±*L(20,21_I, C).
This example illustrates the relationship between the homology of the embedding of 5” in
Gr(2’, 21_I,C) andthe cohomologyof the bundlescharacterizedby the Chernclassesof the classifying
space.

4. Chernclass of U(1) bundle.We now turn from vectorbundlesto the Chernclassesof principal
bundles.We recall that for a U(1) principal bundleP the curvatureis purely imaginary.Thus we may
write

~2=iF

andso find the total Chernclass

c(P)=Det(1+~~!_u1’~=1+-1--iF= 1—-~’-.

\ 2ir j 21T 21T

Hence

c,(P)= —F/2’Tr.

We notedin example5.5.1 that the integral of c, for the Dirac monopole U(1) bundleover S2 was the
integergiving the monopolecharge,

C, = J c, = —n.

Proof of topological invariance: The first Chernclass of the monopolebundle(M = S2,F = S’ = U(1))
dependsonly on the bundletransition functionsand is independentof whetherthe connectionA(x)
satisfiesMaxwell’s equations.

As before,the gaugetransformationon the equatoris given by

A+(x)=A_(x)+n d~.
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Applying Stokes’ theorem,we obtain,

_Jco=~[f dA++J dA]=~J(A+_A)~

where the sign changeoccursbecause3H_ = S1 has the oppositeorientationfrom o9H±= 5’. Using the
relationbetweenA~andA_,we find

—C
0~z~_Jndçb=n.

Only the gaugetransformation entersinto the computation.
5. Chern class of G-bundle. Let A~/2ibe a matrix basis for the adjoint representationof the Lie

algebra~ of thegroup G with Tr AaAb =
2&b. Thenthe curvatureis written as

12 =g_1Fa(x)~g.

Sincethe factorsof g’ andg annihilateone anotherin the determinant,the Chernclassof a principal
G-bundleP overM is

c(P)= Det(1 +~tAaF’~).

For G = SU(2), we can take theA,, to be Pauli matrices.We find

~ F)

so that

c,(P)=0

c
2(P) = ~-~—yTr(F A F).

We notedin example5.5.2 that the integralof c2(P) for the self-dualYang—Mills instantonconnection
on an SU(2)bundleover S

4 was

—C
2 = —J c2 = +k,

wherek is the “instantonnumber”.
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Proof o,f topological invariance: Let us demonstratethe topological invarianceof c2 for the instanton
G-bundle. We take M = S

4 to be covered by H±,with H+ fl H_ S3, and consider the gauge
transformation

A=~A÷’P’+~d~’

F =

Usingthe Bianchi identitiesandTr(A A A A A A A) = 0, onecan show

Tr(F A F) = dTr(F A A — ~A A A A A).

Then,by using Stokes’ theorem,we see that

C
2=J c2=~-~-r[JTr(F÷AF+)+J’Tr(FAF)]

=~-1-~J[Tr(F+ A A+ —~(A+)3)_Tr(F A A__~(A)3)].

Whenwe substitutethe expressionsfor A_ andF_ usingthe gaugetransformation,we find

C
2 = J c2 =8-’-rJ Tr[~k d ~ A I17 d~’ A ~ d~’—d(A+ n dP’

=~-~JTr(Pd1r’)
3.

The entire value of C
2 is given by the winding numberof the gaugetransformation ~ d~’ at the

equatorH+ fl H_ S
3.

Remark:Clearly the transitionfunctions ~(x) of the topological bundlefall into equivalenceclasses
characterizedby the valueof the integerC

2. If C2 is unchangedby taking

CP(x)—*h(x)~(x),

h(x) is referred to in the physics literature as a small gauge transformation; such functions are
homotopic to the identity map. If C2 is altered,h(x) is called a large gaugetransformation;choosing
sucha transitionfunction modifies the topology of the bundle.A typical largegaugetransformationin
an SU(2)bundleis

h(x)=t_~t 1, {A}=Paulimatrices.

If ~ = h”, wefind that the bundlehasC2 = —k.
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6.4. Othercharacteristicclasses

6.4.1. Pontnjagin classes

We now discuss the characteristicclassesof real vector bundles and their associatedprincipal
bundles. The bundle transition functions and the fibers of the principal bundles then belong to
GL(k, R). If one puts a fiber metric on a real vector bundle, the bundletransition functionscan be
reducedto 0(k). The associatedbundleof orthonormalframesis an 0(k) principal bundle.Thereare
some subtletiespresentin the real casewhich are absentin the complexcase.While the characteristic
forms of real vector bundles whose structure groups are 0(k) and GL(k, R) are different, their
characteristicclassesare in fact the same.

Sincewe can alwaysreducethe structuregroupto 0(k)andchoosea Riemannianconnectionon the
bundle,we first considerthiscase.

The total Pontrjagin class of a real 0(k) bundleE with curvature11 lying in the Lie algebraof 0(k)
is definedby the invariant polynomial

p(E)= Det(I — ~_ ii) = 1 + P’ + P2~~’ (6.16)

Since1? = —if, the only non-zeropolynomialsareof evendegreein (1. Thus p1(11)E A
4’(M) andthe

series expansionof p(E) terminateseither when 4j> n = dim M or when 2]> k = dim E. p~,(Q)is
alwaysclosedand the cohomologyclass it representsis independentof the metric and the connection
chosen;we let p

1(E) denotethis cohomologyclass. It is clear that the total Pontrjaginclassobeysthe
Whitneysum formula

p(E~3F)= p(E)p(F).

Any invariant polynomial for a real bundle can be expandedin the Pontrjaginforms p,,, in the
following sense:if 0(11)is aGL(k, R)-invariantpolynomial and(1 is agl(k, R)-valuedcurvature2-form,
then

0 =R(p1,p~,.. . ,pmax)+S(fl)

where R is a polynomial and S = 0 when 1? lies in 0(k). Furthermore,the cohomology class
representedby S(11)(for example:S= Tr 12) will always be zero, eventhough S(1’2) � 0 on gl(k, R).
Thus the GL(k, R) and 0(k) characteristicclassesare the same,while their characteristicforms may
differ.

Pontrjagin classesin terms of Chern classes:In many applications,it turns out to be convenientto
expressthe Pontrjaginclassesof areal bundlein termsof the Chernclassesof a complexbundle.If E is
a real bundle,we can defineE~= E ~ C as the complexificationof E. (This is definedby the natural
inclusionof GL(k, R) into GL(k, C).) If A is a skew-adjointreal matrix, we have the identity:

det(I+~—A)= 1 —p,(A)+p2(A)...
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wherethe factorsof —1 arisefrom the i2 terms. This yields the identity:

Pk(E) = (— I )‘~c2k(EJ. (6.17)

Conversely,given a complexbundleE of dimensionk. we canform the correspondingreal bundleE.
of dimension2k by forgettingthe complexstructureon E. (This is called the “forgetful functor”.) If we
then form (E,)~.this is a complex vector bundleof complexdimension2k. Let E denotethe complex
conjugatebundle,which is. in fact, isomorphicto the dualbundleE*. Then

(Er)cE~EE®E*.

Since

c(E)= 1 -c
1(E)+c2(E)-c1(E).

we find

c((Er)c) = 1 — pi(Er) + p2(Er)— . ‘ = c(E)c(E)

i[1—ci(E)+c2(E)...1.

Half the terms cancelout. Identifying the remainingtermsyields:

p1(E,)=(c~—2c2)(E)

p2(Er) = (c~— 2c,c1 + 2c4) (E), etc.

Using the splitting principle,we find the equivalentpolynomial expressions:

p2(E,)= ~ ~ (6.18)
i<j

and so forth. The form of these polynomials is related to the fact that the eigenvaluesof a
skew-symmetricmatrix occurin complexconjugatepairswith purely imaginaryeigenvalues.
Example:P~(C).The total Pontrjaginclassof a complexmanifoldsuchas P~(C)is computedby using
the forgetful functor to obtain the real tangentspace T(P~(C))from the complex tangentspace
T,(P~(C))andcomputingthe Pontrjaginclassof T(P~(C)).Fromexample6.3.2,we know that

c(T,(P~(C)))= (I + x)”~’

c(T~(P~(C)))=(1 —x)”~’

wherex is the generatorof the integral cohomologyof P~(C).Thenwe find
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c(T(P,,(C))~~C) = c(T~(P,,(C)))c(’t~(P,,(C)))= (1 — x2)nf 0

= I —p1(T(P,,(C)))+p2...

so that the total Pontrjaginclass is

p(T(P~(C)))=l+p’+p,+~’ =~(1+x
2)”~’.

6.4.2. TheEuler class
The transitionfunctionsof an orientedreal k-dimensionalvectorbundleE can always be reducedto

SO(k) transition functions.If k = 2r is even,we can define an additional S0(k)-invariantpolynomial
e(a)calledthePtaffian.Thispolynomialis notinvariantundertheorientation-preservinggroupGL+(k, R).
Thus the correspondingcharacteristicclasscan only be computedusinga Riemannianconnection,not a
general linear connection.There exist bundles E with e(E)� 0 which neverthelessadmit flat non-
Riemannianconnections.We recall that, in contrast,the Pontrjaginforms could be computedusinga
generallinear connection.

Let a
111 be a real anti-symmetrick x k matrix,in the Lie algebraS0(k). Taking {z’} to be local fiber

coordinatesin E. We constructthe 2-form

a = ~a,1dz’ A dz’.

e(a) is thendefinedby the r-fold wedgeproduct

=e(a)dz
1A A dz”. (6.19)

The Pfaffian e(a) is SO(k)-invariant.The Euler form of the bundleE is found by substitutingthe
bundle’sS0(k)-valuedcurvature2-form 11 for a:

Eulerform = e(11).

The Euler form is always closed and the characteristicclass e(E) is independentof the particular
Riemannianmetric andconnectionchosen.

Propertiesof the Euler class: While a real anti-symmetricmatrix like a
1, cannotbe diagonalized.it can

be put in the form

/ 0 x,
—x, 0

0 x~
—x, 0
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The splitting-principle formula for e(E) is thus

e(E)=x,x2.. .Xr.

Since

p,(E)=x~x~..

we concludethat e(E) is a squareroot of thehighestPontrjaginclass.If we changethe orientationof E,
we replacee(E)by —e(E),andchangethe sign of the squareroot.

It is clear that e is multiplicative for Whitneysums:

e(E~F)= e(E)e(F),

wherewe define e(E)= 0 for odd-dimensionalbundles.

Complex bundles: If E is a complex vector bundle of dimension r, then its real 2r-dimensional
counterpartE. inherits a naturalorientation.Thenwe know that

e(E,)
2= pr(Er) = c,(E)2.

In fact, the signs work out so that e(Er) is just the top Chernclassof E,

e(Er) = [pr(’Er)1’’2 = cr(E).

Gauss—Bonnettheorem: The Gauss—Bonnettheorem for an even-dimensionalmanifold M relatesthe

Eulercharacteristicto the Eulerclassby

x(M)=J e(T(M)). (6.20)

(If M is odd-dimensional,both e(T(M))= 0 and~(M) = 0.) The exampleof P~(C)was workedout in
6.3.2.

Stableand unstablecharacteristicclasses:In somecircumstances,the Eulerclassmaybe non-zeroeven
for bundleswith vanishingPontrjaginclasses.For example,considerthe tangentbundleof the sphere
T(Sm)for evenm. Sincex = 2, the Gauss—Bonnettheoremgives

e(T(Sm))= 2~V(S”),

where V(Sm)EHm(S”)is the normalized~m volume element.Since

T(Sm)~IJI=
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is a trivial bundleover Stm,we find

p(T(Sm)~JI)=p(T(Sm)).p(I)=p(T(Sm))=p(Im±O)=1.

Thus the Pontrjaginclassesof T(Sm)are trivial. Pontrjaginclassesare stablecharacteristicclasses,
while the Eulerclass is an unstable characteristicclass; stabilization is the processof addinga trivial
bundleto eliminatelow fiber-dimensionalpathologiesof which the Euler characteristicis an example
(seethe discussionof K-theorygiven below).

Examples:The Eulerclassesfor two or four-dimensionalRiemannianmanifoldsM aregiven by

n=2: ~

n = 4: e(T(M))= ~abcd~ A R~,

whereR’~’ is the curvature2-form in the orthonormalcotangentspacebasis.Since ~ as a matrix
belongs to so(n), we can see from the Weil homorphismconstructionhow e(T(M)) emergesas a
“squareroot” of a Pontrjaginclass which would itself be zero whencurvatureswere substituted.For
n = 2, we have

1 110 All A2
Det~I—~~_Aojj=1~j~=~P1,

sowe takeA = R,
2 to find

e = = R,2

For n = 4, with R4 = E,, R1,, = ~E~kBI,we have

/0 B3—B2E,
li—B3 0 B, E2Det I — 2ir ~ B2 —B, 0 E3 = 1+Pi + P2

\—E, —E2 —E3 0

_1+~~2(E+BY1~”yi(EB)

= 1 ‘~Rat,Rba +(2)464(EabcdRR).

Hencewe find the first Pontrjaginclass

pi=-~-~TrRAR
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andthe Eulerclass

e(T(M)) = (P2)”2 = 32IT~E~h~dR A R~.

Similar formulashold for all evendimensionalcases.
Remark:Clearly the existenceof the Euler class as a “square root” follows from the fact that the
determinantof an anti-symmetriceven-dimensionalmatrix is a perfectsquare.Forodd dimensions,this
determinantvanishes,and,in fact, the Euler classfor n odd is alwayszero.

6.4.3. Stiefel—Whitneyclasses
The Stiefel—Whitney classesof a real bundle E over M with k dimensional fiber are the Z

2
cohomology classes.In contrastto the other characteristicclasseswe havegiven earlier, theyare not
integral cohomologyclassesand are not given in terms of curvature. We identify the Stiefel—Whitney
classesas

‘w,EH(M;Z2) i=l n—i.

For i = n (n even), w,, hasvalues in Z ratherthanZ2 and is identifiable with the Eulerclass discussed

above.The total Stiefel—Whitneyclassis, as usual,definedby

The first Stiefel—Whitneyclass ‘~i,(T(M))is zeroif andonly if M is orientable.
The secondStiefel—Whitneyclass w2(T(M)) is of greatimportancein physicsbecauseit determines

whetheror not parallel transportof Diracspinorscan be globally definedon E = T(M). If

= ~w2(T(M))= 0,

then spinorsarewell-definedandM is a spin-manifold.If

w2(T(M))� 0,

then there is a sign ambiguity when spinors are parallel-transportedaround some path in M: such
manifoldsdo not admita spin structure.
Example1. Stiefel—Whitneyclassesof P~(C):The Stiefel—Whitney classescan be computedin closed
form from the expressionfor the cohomologyof T(P~(C)).The total classis just (Milnor andStasheff
[1974])

lv(T(P~(C)))= (1 + x)”~’= 1 + W2 + JV4 + ‘~ + 1l’2~,

wherex is the 2-form c1 of the naturalline bundleandall coefficientsof x” are takenmod2 exceptfor
w7~.Hencewe find for P~(C)

10 nodd
~v2—(n+1)Imod2’x 1i ‘x neven.
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In particular, P2(C), P4(C),... do not admit a spin structure,while P,(C), P~(C),... , do. Since
= (n + 1)’ x, we recoverour previousresult that the Euler characteristicis (n + 1). In addition, all

the manifoldsP~(C)are orientablesince w, = 0.
Example2: The total Stiefel—Whitneyclassof 5” is

u’(S”)= 1 +(i +(—l)”) V(S”)

where V(S”) is the normalizedn-form volume element. Hence ‘w2 = 0 and all n-spheresare spin
manifolds.
Remark:For S

2 = P,(C), ‘w
2 = 2x plays a doublerole: the Eulercharacteristic= 2, and2 (mod 2)= 0

implies that a spinstructureexists.

6.5. K-theory

K-theory is concernedwith the studyof formal differencesof vectorbundlesand plays an essential
role in index theory. From the standpointof algebraictopology, K-theory is an exotic cohomology
theory.althoughwe shall not adoptthis viewpoint here(see,Atiyah [19671).

Problems with formal differencesof vector bundles: In the precedingsections we have studied the
propertiesandcharacteristicclassesof Whitney sum bundlessuchas E ~ F. If E~ F E’ ~ F, thenit
is temptingto introducea formaldifferenceoperationwhich would allow us to cancelthe vectorbundle
F from both sides of this equationand to concludethat E F. Unfortunatelythis cancellationdoes
not work in general,as we maysee from the following example:

Considerthe manifold M = S
2 to be embeddedin R3, and let T(52) and N(S2)be the tangentand

normal bundles,respectively.Letting I” denotethe trivial real vector bundleof dimensionk, we note
that N(S2) I, the trivial line bundle.Thenwe find that

T(S2)(~jN(S2)= T(R3) I’~

I2~jN(S2)=I2~jI=I3.

If we couldperformthe formal cancellationof N(S2), thenwe would concludethat T(S2) 12, which is
false.Therearesimilarexamplesalsofor complexbundles.

Stable equivalenceof vectorbundles: The problemswith formal differencesof vector bundlescan be
resolvedby replacingthe notion of vector bundleisomorphismby the broaderrelationshipof stable
equivalence.If E andE’ are two vectorbundles,not necessarilyof the samedimension,we saythat E
andE’ arestablyequivalentandwrite E ~ E1 providedthat

E~I’ =E’~I’

for some integersI andj.
Taking the Whitney sum with trivial bundlesservesto eliminatepathologiesarisingfrom low fiber

dimension; this process is called stabilization. Two vector bundles of the same fiber dimension
k > dim(M) arestablyequivalentif andonly if they are isomorphic;thesetwo notionscorrespondif the
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fiber dfmensionis large enough. Since E ~ E’ and E’ ~ E” implies E ~E”, then ~‘ is an equivalence

relation.

Definition ofK0(M): If E ~ F E’ ~ F, thenE neednot be isomorphicto E’, but it is stablyequivalent

to E’,

E~E’.

If we defineK0(M) to be the set of stableequivalenceclasses,then formal differencesarewell-defined
on K0(M). Thus, for example, T(S

2) j2 and T(S2) is stably trivial. Let Vectk(M) be the set of
isomorphismclassesof vector bundles of fiber dimension k. We say that k is in the stable range
providedthat:

k > dim(M) (if we areworking with real vectorbundles)

k> ~dim(M) (if we areworking with complexvectorbundles),

where dim(M) denotesthe real dimensionof M. We can identify Vectk(M) with K
0(M) in the stable

range.In other words, oncek is large enough,given any bundleE thereis a bundleE’ with fiber
dimensionk such that E ~ E’. Furthermore,if E ‘~ E” is anothersuch bundle, thenE’ and E” are
actuallyisomorphic.

If E is a vectorbundle,we can alwaysfind a complementarybundleF suchthat E®F I’ is trivial
for someinteger I. The isomorphismclassof F is not uniquelydefined,but thestableequivalenceclass
of F is uniqueand definesan elementof K0(M). Since Ii representsthe trivial or “zero” elementof
K0(M), F is the formal inverseof E. We thus havea group structureon K0(M). Formal subtractionof
the bundleE is defined by taking the Whitney sum with the complementarybundleE’ = F. Since
K0(M) = Vectk(M) for k in the stablerange,this alsodefinesa groupstructureon Vectk(M).

UnreducedK-theory: K0(M) doesnot distinguishbetweentrivial bundlesof differentdimensionsince
I’ jk for anyk and1. We define a new groupK(M) usingthe following constructionof Grothendieck
(seeAtiyah [1967]).If E andF are vector bundles,we define the virtual bundleEe F representing
their formal difference.K(M) is the Abeliangroupwhoseelementsarevirtual bundles.Thus T(S

2)and
j2 representthe sameelementof K(S2).

The virtual dimension of EeF is dim(E)— dim(F). K
0(M) can be identified as the subgroupof

K(M) with vanishingvirtual dimension.
Note that the tensorproduct is distributive with respectto the Whitney sum and thus definesa

multiplicationor ring structureon bothK(M) andK0(M).
RationalK-theory.We defineK(M) by allowing objectsof the form jE wherej could be 0, positive

or negative.If j is positive,thisis justE~ . . (~3E,while if] is negative,thisis aformal objectinvolving
formal differences.It is convenientto considerothercoefficient groupsin this context just as we did for
homology andfor cohomology.K(M; 0) andK0(M; 0) arethe groupswhich arisewhenwe consider
objectsof the form qE whereq is rational:

K(M; 0) = K(M) x 0 K0(M; 0) = K0(M)x 0.
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So far, we havenot really distinguishedbetweenthe complexand real caseexceptto note that the
stable range is greaterin the complexcase.We shall reservethe notationK(M) and K,0(M) for the
group of complexbundlesand shall use the notationK

1(M) andK~(M)for the groupof real vector
bundles.

The Chern isomorphism: The Chern characterprovides the bridge betweenrational K-theory and
rationalcohomology.We recall that the Cherncharactersatisfiesthe identities

ch(E~ F) = ch(E)+ch(F), ch(E® F) = ch(E)ch(F).

We can, in fact, extendthe Cherncharacterto K theoryso that

ch(EeF) = ch(E)— ch(F).

This relationshipis oneof the importantconsequencesof the Grothendieckconstruction.
The Cherncharacteris a ring isomorphismfrom K(M; 0) to the even-dimensionalcohomologyof

M; it is a map

ch: K(M;O)’-*~H21(M;O).

If we restrictthe Cherncharacterto the subgroupK
0(M;0)~thench providesan isomorphism

ch: Ko(M;0)= ~ H
21(M; 0).

J>0

In otherwords,if M hasnon-trivial evencohomology,thenM will havenon-trivial vectorbundles.In the
realcase,c,(E)= 0 if j is oddso

ch: Kr(M; ~ ~JH41(M;0).

Thus,for example,any real vectorbundleover S2 is stably trivial sincethereis no real cohomologyin
dimensionsdivisible by 4 aboveH°.On S4, by contrast,thereare manynon-trivial bundleswhich are
parametrizedby the first PontrjaginclassPi becauseH4(S4 Q) = Q.

Torsionin K-theory: Supposek>~dim(M) is in the stablerangeandconsiderthe set of all cohomology
classesof the form ch(E) as E rangesover all possiblebundleswith fiber dimensionk. This setspans
the evenrational cohomology of M. Furthermore,if ch(E)= dim(E) (i.e., c,(E)= 0 for I >0), then
somemultiple of E is stably trivial: thereexistsan integerj suchthat

Ec~y.~E_JJ.d1m(E)

In otherwords,jE = 0 in K-theory so E is a torsion elementof K(M). The Cherncharacterpermitsus
to computeK(M) modulo torsion.

The existenceof torsionelementsin K-theory can be illustrated by the following example:consider
P

2(R),whichis 52 modulothe identificationof antipodalpoints,x —‘x. We defineL as thebundleover
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P2(R) obtainedby identifying (x. z) (—x, —z) in S
2 xC (this is a generalizationof the Möbius bundle).

A sections of L over P
2(R) is simply a function s on S

2 satisfying theidentity —s(x)= s(—x). Sinceany
such function must have a zero, L is non-trivial (and in fact is not stably trivial so L representsa
non-zero element of K(P

2(R))). A frame for L~~Lis just a map g: S
2—~GL(2,C)such that

g(x) = —g(—x). If we define:

/ x, x
2+ix3

g(x)=~.

then g(x)
2 = I for xE S2 Thus L ~ L = j2 on P

2(R) andL representsa torsionelementof K(P~(R)).
If M has only evendimensionalfree cohomology,thenthereare no torsionelementsin K(M) so we

can identify K(M) with ~j1H
2’(M;Z) additively (the ring structuresare different). Since both S” and

P~(C)satisfythesehypotheses,we concludethat:

K(S”)= {Z~Zifniseven K(P~(C))=Z~. .~ (n + 1 times)

K(S”) = K~(P~(C))= Z ~‘ ~Z (n times).

For example:if n is oddand if dim(E)>~n,thenE is trivial on 5” sinceK
0(S”) = 0. If n is evenandif

k > ~n,we may identify

Vectk(S”)= K,,(S”) = Z.

In other words, the stable equivalenceclass of any bundleE over 5” can be determinedfrom the
integer

J c,(E)

The bundlesconstructedin example5.4.2 give the generatorsfor K00(S”) if n is even.
Bottperiodicity is the statementthat the stablehomotopygroupsof U(k) are periodic. This means

that:

IZ for I oddand1< 2k
~0forj evenandj<2k.

This is relatedto the calculationof K0(S”’~’)= Vectk(S”~’)as follows: let E be a k-dimensionalbundle
overS”~’andlet D~.be theupperandlower hemispheresof S”~’.Thesearecontractibleso E is trivial
over thesesets.Let e±be unitaryframesfor F overD±andlet e_ = g(x)e+ on 5” = D~fl D_. g(x) is
the transitionfunction defining F andgives a mapg: S” —* U(k) which representsan elementof U(k).
This mapis in fact an isomorphismin the stablerange.Therefore:

~, ~, ~ — ,. ,,÷,~— 7 if n + 1 is even (i.e. n is odd)
— K,,~S ~ — . . .~0 if n + usodd (i.e. n is even).
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For example,we find that ir,(U(k))=Z, so Vectk(52)=Z for all k. Since ir
2(U(k))=0, we conclude

that Vectk(53) 0 for all k.
Another way of statingBott periodicity is to take k = x andwrite

rr~(U(x)) ir~±2(U(x)).

A similarbut somewhatmoreinvolved argumentfor the real groups0(k) leadsto the formula

ir,, (0(x)) = ir,, ~(0(x))

Remark:Difference bundlesof the typetreatedby K-theoryplay anessentialrole in the mathematical
definitionof high-spinfields, suchas the spin ~Rarita—Schwingerfield. K-theory is implicitly used in the
applicationsof index theoremsto high-spinfields describedin section 10.

7. Index theorems: Manifolds without boundary

The index theorem states the existenceof a relationship between the analytic propertiesof
differential operatorson fiber bundlesand the topological propertiesof the fiber bundlesthemselves.
The simplestexample is the Gauss—Bonnettheorem,which relatesthe numberof harmonicforms on
themanifold (Betti numbers)to the topologicalEulercharacteristicgiven by integratingthe Eulerform
over the manifold. In this case,the relevant differential operatoris the exterior derivative mapping
C~(A”)—*C~(A”~’),andthe analyticpropertyin questionis the numberof zero-frequencysolutionsto
Laplace’sequation.In general,theindex theoremgives analogsof the Gauss—Bonnettheoremfor other
differentialoperators.The index of an operator,determinedby the numberof zero-frequencysolutions
to a generalizedLaplace’sequation,is expressedin terms of the characteristicclassesof the fiber
bundles involved. Thus the index theorem gives us useful information concerningvarious types of
differential equationsprovided we understandthe topology of the fiber bundles upon which the
differential operatorsare defined.

We will first discussthe generalformulationof the index theoremand then apply it to the classical
elliptic complexes.We work out the index theoremexplicitly in dimensionstwo and four for the de
Rham,signature,Dolbeaultandspin complexes.The indextheoremsfor thesecomplexescorrespondto
the Gauss—Bonnettheorem,the Hirzebruchsignaturetheorem,the Riemann—Rochtheorem,and the
index theoremfor the A-genus.We concludewith a discussionof the Lefschetzfixed point theoremand
the G-index theorem.

7.1. The index theorem

We begin for the sake of completenesswith a fairly abstractdescriptionof the index theorem of
Atiyah and Singer [1968a,b; 1971a,b]. The readerwho is interestedin specific applications may
proceeddirectly to the appropriatesubsequentsections. For an alternative treatment using heat
equationmethods,see,for example,Gilkey [1974],andreferencesquotedtherein.

Let M be a compactsmoothmanifold without boundaryof dimensionn. We will considerthe caseof
manifoldswith boundary in section 8. Let E and F be vector bundlesoverM and let D: C~(E)—~
C”(F) be a first-orderdifferentialoperator.We chooselocal bundlecoordinatesfor E andfor F, with
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{x,} being local coordinateson M. Then we can decomposeD in the form

D = a•(x) t9/t9x1 + b,

wherethe a and b are matrix-valued.

Symbolofan operator:The symbolof an operatoris its Fourier transform.Let (x, k) be local coordinates
on T*(M); we regardk asthe Fourier-transformvariable. Let f(k) be the Fourier transformof f(x) and
recall that

Df(x) = a~(x)-~+bf3x1

= J [ia~(x)k1 + b]J(k)e~dk.

The leading symbolD of D is the highest-orderpart of its Fourier transform,

15(x,k)=oi(D)(x,k)=ia1(x)k,.

This is a linear mapfrom E to F.

Elliptic complexes:If F = F andif 1
5(x,k) is invertible for k� 0, thenD is saidto be an elliptic operator.

A similardefinition holds for higher orderoperators.
Let {E~}be a finite sequenceof vector bundlesover M andlet D~:C~(E~)—~C~(E~+,)be a sequence

of differential operators.We assumethat this sequenceis a complex,i.e., D
0±,D0= 0. Figure 7.1 gives

the standardgraphicaldepictionof such a complex.Now let D: C~(E0±1)—~C~°(E~)be the dual map
andlet

~

be the associatedLaplacian.The complexis elliptic if i&,, is anelliptic operatoron C~(E0).Equivalently,
the complexis elliptic (or exacton the symbol level) if

Ker 1
5~(x,k) = image15

0,(x,k), k� 0.

cJIIIII~
~ E~+1

Fig. 7.1. A piece of acomplex with D~D~_,= 0. The hatched areais Im D~_,.The dotted area is KerD1,/hnDr..,.
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Herethe exactnesson the symbol level playsa role analogousto that playedby the Poincarélemmain
de Rham cohomology.Thesepropertiesdefine an elliptic complex,denotedby (F, D) = ({E~},{D~}).

Cohomologyof elliptic complexes:Thereis a generalizationof the Hodgedecompositiontheoremfor an
elliptic complex(E, D). If f~EC(E~), thenf~can beuniquely decomposedas a sum

.c _r’i .e ~ri*t L1..
Jp ‘p_,Jp_1~”~=’pJp+0~”rip

where h~is harmonicin the sensethat ~i0h0= 0.
We observethat

Ker D~3 ImageD~_,

becauseD,,D0_, = 0. We maythus definecohomologygroupsfor the elliptic complex(E, D) by (seefig.
7.1)

H~(E,D) = KerDr/ImageD~_,. (7.1)

As in de Rham cohomology,eachcohomologyclass containsa uniqueharmonicrepresentative,so we

havean isomorphism

H~(E,D) Ker ii,,. (7.2)

Thesecohomologygroupsarefinite-dimensional.
Theindexof an elliptic complex(E, D) is

index(E, D)= ~ (—1)” dim H~(E,D)

= ~ (—1~’dim Ker 4,. (7.3)

Example:Let E~= A°(M)andlet D0 = d be exteriordifferentiationon p-forms.Then

H~(E,D) = H°c,R(M) = H
t’(M; R)

by the de Rham theorem.The index of this complexis thereforethe Euler characteristic,

index(A”, d) = ~ (~1)1’dim H~(M;R) = ~ (—1~’b

0 = ~(M). (7.4)

Note that the leadingsymbolof the Laplacianis 1
5(x,k) = +1k 2, so the complexis indeedelliptic.

Rolling up the complex:It is possibleto constructa convenienttwo-termelliptic complexwith the same
index as a given complex(E, D). Let

F
0 = ~ E2~ F, = ~
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be the even andodd bundles,respectively.Thenwe considerthe operators

A=~(D2~+D’~,,)

A* =~(D~~+D21,,)

whereA: (‘~(F)—~C~(F,)andA*: C~(F,)—*C’~(F,). The associatedLaplaciansare

= A*A = E~i~

0 = AA* =

Therefore

index(F, A) = dim Ker~, —dim Ker LI

= ~ (—1)” dim Ker 4, = index (E, D). (7.5)

We note that if k� 0, the leading symbol A(x, k) of A is an invertible matrix mappingF0 to F,. In
particular,thesetwo bundleshave the samedimension.
Example:Let (E, D) = (A *, d) bethe de Rhamcomplex.ThenF is the bundleof evenforms, F, is the
bundleof odd forms, and A = d + 5. The Euler characteristicis the sum of the even Betti numbers
minusthe sum of the odd Betti numbers.

The index theorem: The general index theorem may be described as follows: Let (x, k) be local
coordinatesfor T*(M) andchoosethe “symplecticorientation”dx, A dk, A A dx,, A dk,,. Let D(M)
be the unit disk bundlein T*(M) defined

D(M) = {(x, k): k1
2 < 1}

andlet the unit spherebundleS(M).

S(M)= {(x, k): 1k12 = 1}

be its boundary.Now take two copiesD±(M)of the unit disk bundlesand glue them together along
their commonboundaryS(M) to define a new fiber bundle ~P(M) overM with fiber S”. V’(M) is the
compactifiedtangentbundleof M. The orientationon !P(M) is chosento be that of D+(M). Finally, let
p be the projection,

p: 1P(M)~o~M (7.6)

andlet p±be the restrictionsof p to the “hemispherebundles”D±(M),

p~:D±(M)—~M. (7.7)
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Giventhis structure,we wish to computethe index of an elliptic complex(E. D), whichwe roll up to
form a two-term elliptic complex (F, A). Let A(x,k) be the leading symbol of the operatorA. Now
considerthe pullbackbundles

F÷= p*÷(Fo) overD±(M)

(7.8)
F_ = p~(F,) overD_(M).

Intuitively, we are placing the two bundlesof the complexover the two hemispheresof 111(M). We
would now like to glue thesebundlestogetherto form a smoothbundleover 111(M).

We can regard A(x, k) = o1(A)(x. k) as a map from F+ to F_ over S(M)= D+(M) fl D_(M).
Becausethe complex is elliptic, A(x, k) is an isomorphicmap from F±to F over S(M). We use this
isomorphismto definethe vectorbundle1(A) obtainedby gluing F±to F_ usingthe transitionfunction
A(x, k) over S(M).1(A) is sometimescalled the symbol bundle.

Let td(M) be the Todd class of T(M) and ch(1(A)) be the Cherncharacterof the symbol bundle.
Thenthe Atiyah—Singerindex theoremstatesthat

index(E,D) = index(F,A) = J ch(1(A))A p~’td(M). (7.9)
‘I’(M)

We include in the integrandonly those terms of dimension2n = dim 111(M). For the four classical
elliptic complexes,this formulareducesto the form

index(E,D) = (_1)n(n+1w2 J ch(~(—1Y’E~)td(M)~ (7.10)

wheree(M) is the Eulerform andthe division is heuristic.
Note: The index of anyelliptic complexover an odd-dimensionalmanifold is zero; this would not be
true if we consideredpseudo-differentialoperators.For example,let

M=S’

F0 = F, = 5’ xC

A = e’’°(—i3,~+ (_3~2)1/2)— (i ~ + (.....a~2)i/2)

A(o,k)= e’°(k+ IkI)+ (k — Iki).

This is a pseudo-differentialelliptic complexwith index= 1.

7.2. Thede Rhamcomplex

The exterior algebraA *(M) can be split into two distinct elliptic complexes.In this subsectionwe
discussthe first, the de Rham complex,which is relatedto the Eulercharacteristic.We will discussthe
second,the signaturecomplex,in the following subsection.
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The de Rham complex arisesfrom the decompositionof the exterior algebrainto even and odd

forms:
4 even = 4 0 ~ 2 ,

4 odd = ~ ,4 . .

The operatorfor this elliptic complexis d + 6 where

(d + 6): C(A~~)-*C(A0~).

Theindexof the de Rhamcomplexis the Eulercharacteristic~(M),

index(A~en0~,d + 6) = ~(M). (7.11)

Whenwe apply the index theoremto the de Rham complex,we recoverthe Gauss—Bonnettheorem,

e(M), (7.12)

wheree(M) is the Eulerform. Using the resultsof the previoussection,we mayexpresse(M) explicitly
to show

n = 2:

11
x(M)=~j R011dvol

11• 11
I Ea~Rab —‘—j R,2,4irj 2ir

M M

n = 4:

= ~j7j~’~ ,,f (~R~Rk,k,—
2RIIEkR

0,k + ~RIIk,R0kI) d vol

11
= J �,,i~ R,,,, A Red,

whereRab is the curvature2-form of M.
It is worth noting that we can use theseintegralsto evaluate~(M) evenif M is not orientableby

regarding(d vol) as a measureratherthanas an n-form. The remainingindex theoremswill only apply
to orientedmanifolds.
Examples:(1) If M = S~,thenx = 0 for n = odd,x = 2 for n = even.(2) If M = P~(C),thenx = n + 1.
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7.3. Thesignaturecomplex

The secondsplitting of the exterior algebraleads to the signaturecomplex.We restrict ourselves
henceforthto oriented manifolds of evendimension,n = 2!. We recall that the Euler characteristic
~(M) can be regardedeither as a topological invariant or as the index of the de Rham complex.
Similarly, the signaturecan beregardedeither topologically, or as the index of an elliptic complex.

Topologicalsignature. Let 0 and ~ belongto the middle cohomologygroup H’(M; R) and define the
innerproduct

r(0~~J0 A

This inner product is symmetric if I = even (so n is divisible by 4) and anti-symmetric if I = odd. By
Poincaréduality, this innerproductisnon-degenerate:for any0�0, thereisa fr suchthat o-(0, ~) � 0. The
topologicalsignaturer(M) is definedas the signatureof thisquadraticform, i.e., the numberof positive
eigenvaluesminusthenumberof negativeeigenvalues.Note that if I = odd (i.e., n wasnot divisibleby 4),
then r(M) vanishesautomatically.

If n = 4k, we mayrelate the signatureto the spaceof harmonicforms H21~(M;R). Since *2 = 1 on
H21’(M; R), we may decomposethe harmonicforms into subspacesH~(M;R) with eigenvalues±1
under the action of Hodge *. Sinceo(0, t,b) is relatedto the standardinner productby

0 A

the decompositionof H2” into H~diagonalizesthe quadraticform. Therefore,we mayexpressthe
signatureof M as

r(M) = dim H~(M;R)— dim H~’(M;R)

(7.13)

wherewe havesplit the middle dimensionBetti numberinto b2k = b 2k + b ~

Examples: (1) If M = 520 then n = 21 and b, = 0, so r = 0. (2) If M = P,,(C), then n = 41 and
b

2, = b~, = 1, so ‘r = 1.

Signaturecomplex:We may use the aboverelationshipto computer(M) as the index of an elliptic
complex.We definean operatorw actingon p-formsby

(0 = ~ ~,

where &o = * on 42k if n = 4k. It is easyto show that

(02 = +1
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(Note that (—i)”’2w is just Clifford multiplication by the volume form.) Now let A~be the ±1
eigenspacesof w. Since U) anticommuteswith D = d + 6, we may define the elliptic complex

(d+6): C(A~)—~C(.4).

This is the signaturecomplex.The contributionsof the harmonicforms with eigenvalues±1under w
cancelexceptin the middle dimension.The indexof the signaturecomplexis the signaturer(M),

index(A~,d+ 6) = dim H~(M;R)— dim H~”(M;R) = r(M). (7.14)

When we apply the index theorem to the signaturecomplex, we recover the Hirzebruchsignature

theorem,

T(M)J L(M), (7.15)

whereL(M) is the HirzebruchL-polynomial

= 1+~p,+~(7p
2_p,2)+....

We only evaluatethe integralfor the part of L(M) which is an n-form, andso r(M) = 0 if n is not a
multiple of 4. Sincethe formula dependson the orientationof M, T(M) changessign when we reverse
the orientation.Usingthe resultsof the previoussection,we mayexpressL(M) explicitly to show

n = 2:

r(M)0

n =4

J p,(T(M))= - ~2 J Tr(R A R).

Twisted signature complex (Atiyah, Bott and Patodi [1973,1975]). Although ‘r(M) = 0 for n =

2, 6, 10 we can obtain a non-trivial index problem by taking coefficients in anothervectorbundle
V. We can extend(d + 6) to an operator(d + 6)~,,where

(d+8)k~: C(A~®V)-~C(A®V).

The index theoremthen becomes

index(A ® V. (d+ 6)~)= J L(M) A ch(V), (7.16)
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whereth is the Cherncharacterwith 11 replacedby 2(1. i.e.,

-= / ‘

ch(V) = ~ &—) ~ Tr(Q~). (7.17)
k ~~7T i...

Thus,in particular,we find

n = 2:

index= J 2c,(V)= TrIl

n =4:

index = dim(V)~JPo + I (2c~’(1/)—4c2(V))

dirn(V)JTR AR5LJ TrQA(1

where11 is the curvatureof the bundleV. (Recallthat if F is a 2-form correspondingto physicalgauge
field strengths,then 11 = iF for U(1) bundles,11 = (A”/2i)F,, for SU(n)bundles,etc.)

If we perform the correspondingconstructionfor the de Rham complex to define (d + 6)~.:
C(A~”~’®V)_,.C(Abddf® V), thenthe index of this elliptic complexis just dim(V)x(M); the twisting
is not detectedby the de Rham complex.However, the signaturecomplex is quite sensitive to the
twisting, which can be usedto producean elliptic complexwith non-zeroindex evenin dimensionsnot
divisible by 4.

7.4. TheDolbeault complex

If M is a complexmanifold of real dimensionn (complexdimensionn/2), we maysplit the exterior
algebrain yet anotherway. In section3.4, we examinedcomplexmanifolds and definedthe operator

8: C(A”
4)—* C(A”~).

The Dolbeaultcomplexis obtainedby taking p = 0. We write the index of this complexas

n/2
index(8) = ~ (—l)~dim H°”(M),

q =0

where ~ is the cohomologygroup of ~ on C(flh~~),The index of the Dolbeault complex is the
arithmetic genusof the manifold and is the complexanalogof the Eulercharacteristic.If the metric is

Kähler, thereis a naturalidentification
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H”(M;LR)= ~
P ~q ~-k

so that the H” can be regardedas a refinementof de Rhamcohomology.
When we apply the index theorem to the Dolbeault complex, we recover the Riemann—Roch

theorem:

index(~)= J td(T~(M)), (7.18)

where T~(M)is the complex tangentspaceintroducedin section3.4 andtd is the Todd class:

td(T~(M)) = ~ I = 1 + c, + (c~+ c~)~

In the specialcasesn = 2 andn 4, we canrelatethe arithmeticgenusto the signatureandthe Euler
•characteristicas follows:

n = 2:

index(8)=

n = 4:

index(8) = ~(~(M)+ r(M)).

Examples:(1) If M = P,,(C), index (8) = 1. (2) If M = 5’ x S’, index (a) = 0.
Remark:We can use theseformulas to show that certainmanifolds do not admit complexstructures.
For example,if M = S

4, thenx = 2, r = 0 andindex (a) = ~,which shows54 is not complex.P
2(C)with

the properorientationhasindex (a) = ~(3+ 1) = 1 andis complex;P2(C)with the oppositeorientationis
not complexsinceindex (8) = ~(3— 1) =

TwistedDolbeault complex:Just as in the caseof the signaturecomplex,we can considerthe tensor
productbundleflO,~® V andobtaina correspondingelliptic complex.The indextheoremthenbecomes

index(~v)=Jtd(T~(M))A ch(V) (7.19)

where ch(V) is the ordinary Chern characterof V without any additional powers of 2. Thus, in
particular,we find

n = 2:

index(~~)= dim(V) f c,(T~(M)) + J c,(V)

=~dim(V)x(M)+~—JTrO
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n = 4:

index(a~)= dim(V) J [c2(T~(M))+ c~(T~(M))I+ ~ J [c1(T~(M))n c,(V)+ c~(V)— 2c2(V)].

In particular,if we take V= 4P.O then we can compute~ (1)” dim Htr~(M)for anyvalue of p. not
just for p = 0.

7.5. Thespin complex

The spin complex is perhapsthe most subtle andinterestingof the classicalelliptic complexes.The
deepestinsight into its mathematicalstructurecan be achievedusingClifford algebrabundles(Atiyah.
Bott and Shapiro [1964]).Clifford algebrasalso provide a unified context for treatingall four of the
classical elliptic complexes.In fact, one mayuse the Clifford algebraapproachto show that the spin
complexis interpretableas the square-root ofplus or minusthe de Rhamcomplex.Here we shall give a
moremundanetreatmentof the spin complex.

We begin by restricting ourselves to a four-dimensional Euclidean-signatureRiemannian spin
manifold M. We chooseDiracmatricesobeying

{ya ~b} ~ayb + ~b~a =

andtakethe representation

ya = (0 laa) aa = (I, iA), t~a= (I, iA)

where {A} arethe 2 x 2 Pauli matrices

/0 1\ /0 —i\ /1 0
A,~1 o)’ A2~. o)’ A3=~0 —1

Then the chiral operator~5 is diagonal,

0021 /1 0
y5=yyyy=~\0 —I

andwe maysplit the spaceof Dirac spinors{~‘~}into two eigenspacesof chirality ±1:

= ±~(±.

The Dirac operator D is defined using the covariant derivative with respect to the basis of
orthonormalframesof T~(M). Thus we take

D = y~E,,~(x)D~(x)

= yaE~‘(x)(_~_...+~~Yb~c]w~(x))~
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whereE,,M is an inversevierbeinof the metricon M andw~dxi’ is the spin connectionintroducedin
section3. We observethat

DtD = DDt = ~ + ~[y,,,Yh14[Ye’ yd]R

g 3x~’8x~

so the leadingpart of the operatoris elliptic for metricswith Euclideansignature.
Clearly the spinors ~i+ (x) upon which D acts are the analogsof C°°sectionsof the fibers of the

bundleswe treatedin previousexamples.We thereforemust introduce a pair of correspondingspin
bundlesii±overM with local coordinates

zl=: (xi’, 1/14

Thus we finally arrive at the following definition of the spin complex

D: C~)-*C~i)

Dt: CL)-*C~(z.l+).

Theindex of thespin complexis

index(~L,D) = dim Ker D — dim Ker D’

(7.20)

where

n.. = (numberof chirality = ±1normalizablezero-frequencyDirac spinors).

Whenwe apply the index theoremto the spincomplex,we find

n+ — n = J A(M) (7.21)

wherethe A-roofgenusis given by

L sinh(x
1/2) = 1 —hp,+~~(7p,2_4p2)+...

whenn = dim M is a multiple of 4. For n = 4, we find

n+ — n = —~P, ns_~Jp,(T(M))= ~24 .877.21 Tr(R A R).

HenceP, is a multiple of 24 for anycompact4-dimensionalspin manifold without boundary.
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Twistedspin complex:As for the othercomplexes,we can take the tensorproductof the spin complex
with a vectorbundleV to producea twistedspin complex,

~® V.

The Dirac spinors then have two sets of indices, one set of spinor indices for ~ and one set of
“isospin” indicesfor V. In a typical physical application,the connectionon V would be takenas

A~(x)~

where A~.is the Yang—Mills connectionon the associatedprincipal bundle and {t’~}are dim(V) x
dim(V) matricesgiving a representationof the correspondingLie algebra.When the Dirac operatorD
is extendedto the operatorD~including the connectionon V, the indextheorembecomes

index(~L® V, D~)= J A(M) A ch(V). (7.22)

The index itself is the differencebetweenthe numberof positive and negativechirality spinorsin the
kernelof the combinedDirac—Yang—Mills operatorD~,

index(~~1+® V)~v~—

For n = 2, the index theoremfor the twistedspin complexreducesto

v+-ii=J ci(V)=~_J TrQ.

For n = 4, we find

— = — d~VJ pi(T(M))+~J(c1(V)
2—2c

2(V))

= +2~’~8’~’2J Tr(R A R)-~-~-rJTr(fl A 11).

Examples: 1. U(1) principal bundlein 2 dimensions.Since 11 = iF where F = ~ dx’~A dx’ is the
Maxwell-field 2-form, we have

11
‘.‘+—i’_—— j F.2ir j

M
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2. SU(2)principal bundleoverS4. We choosespinorstransformingaccordingto the spin ~represen-
tation of SU(2), so dim V = 2. SinceTr R A R = 0 for S4 andc

1 = 0, we find for the index

~~—v=- f c2(V)=—~ I Tr(Q A Q)~k
J

8,TT.-J
M M

where11 = ~(Aa/2~)F~,.df’ A dxv. Note that the “instanton number” k definedby k= — ii- is minus
the 2nd Chern number;k is positive if 11 is self-dual and negativefor anti-self-dual[1. In the actual
instantonsolutions. p~= 0 for k<0, k > 0, respectively.

For spinors i/i belonging to a (2t + 1)-dimensional representationof SU(2) labeled by t =

0, 1/2, 1,3/2 the curvature11, must be expressedas a matrix in the representationof ~i. If we
define

k=_~-~JTr(QA 11)

where (2 = (11/2 is a matrix in the spin 1/2 representation,then the index theorem for (2t + 1)-
dimensionalSU(2)spinorscan be shownto be

Tr(12, A fl,)=~t(t+1)(2t+1)k.

SeeGrossman[19771for solutionsof the Diracequationwith arbitraryk andan explicit verification of
the index theoremfor the twistedspin complex.

7.6. G-indextheorems

The G-index theoremis a generalizationof the ordinary index theorem.It is applicablewhen oneis
given in addition to the elliptic complexa suitablemapf which takesthe basemanifold into itself, f:
M —~M,andwhich thereforeactson the cohomologyof the complex.For the deRham complex,!may
be any smoothmap; for thesignaturecomplex,f mustbe an orientation-preservingisometry;f mustbe
holomorphicfor the Dolbeaultcomplex,and, for the spin complex,f mustbe an orientation-preserving
isometrywhich alsopreservesthe spin structure.

The ordinaryindex theoremcomputesthe alternatingsum of dimensionsof the cohomologygroups
of the elliptic complexin termsof characteristicclasses;the G-indextheoremcomputesthe alternating
sum of the trace of the action of f on the cohomology groups (the Lefschetznumber) in terms of
generalizedcharacteristicclasses.

We first examinethe Lefschetzfixed-point theorem,which is a specialcaseof the G-index theorem
for the de Rham complex.Then we briefly outline the applicationof the G-index theoremto eachof
the classicalelliptic complexesand presenta numberof examples.

7.6.1. Lefschetzfixedpoint theorem
Lefschetznumbers:Let M be a compact real manifold of dimension n without boundaryand let
H”(M;R) be the pth cohomology class of M. Let f: M—~Mbe a smooth map and let f~be the
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pull-back map on Ht’(M; R). Then if we choosea suitablebasis,f~:H”(M; R)—*H~(M;R) can be
representedas a matrix with integerentries.The LefschetznumberL(f) is the integer

L(f) = ~ (—1~’Tr(f~).
p = 1)

L(f) is ahomotopyinvariant off. If f(x)= x is the identitymap,thenf~= ‘dim(H~) is the identitymapon
so

L(identity) = ~ (—1)” dim(H~)= ~(M)
p 0

is the index of the de Rhamcomplex.Thus theLefschetznumbercan be thoughtof as a generalization
of the Eulercharacteristic.

Lefschetzfixed-pointtheorem: We considerfirst the specialcaseof an isometryf: M -÷M.Then the
fixed point set of f consistsof totally geodesicsubmanifolds~ of M. Lefschetzprovedthat

L(f) x(j.L~). (7.23)
I)

(If f is not an isometry,thereareadditionalconditionswhichf mustsatisfy;in thissituation,the terms
in the sumaresignedaccordingto the direction of the normalderivativeof f.) Whenf is homotopicto
the identity andhasonly isolatedfixed points,thenthe Eulercharacteristicof M equalsthe numberof
fixed pointsof f,

~(M) = (numberof fixed pointsof f).

Vectorfields: Let V = V(x) 3Iax~’be avectorfield with isolatednon-degeneratezeroeson amanifoldM
andlet the mapf(t, x) be the infinitesimalflow of V:

f~’(O,x)= xM

(t, x) = ~ (f(t, x)).

f(t, xo) is the trajectoryof the flow of V beginningat x
0. Sincethe flow is homotopicto the identitymap,

the Lefschetznumberof the flow is the Eulercharacteristicof the manifold M. Furthermore,thefixed
points of the flow correspondto the zeroesof the vectorfield. We concludethat the Eulercharacteristic
of M is equalto the numberof zeroesof V:

~(M) = (numberof zeroesof vectorfield). (7.24)

We note that if the flow is not an isometry(i.e., V is not a Killing vectorfield), thenthe zeroesof V
haveassociatedplus or minussigns;the Eulercharacteristicis then the signedsum of the zeroesof V.
Example:S

2= P
1(C). We know that~(S

2)= 2.
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Case(I) The mapz

is an isometry which is the flow of a vector field ra 3/80 where z = r e~°.It has two fixed isolated
non-degeneratefixed pointsat z = 0 and z = ~. eachof which appearswith a positivesign.

Case(2) The mapz — z + I

is the flow of thevectorfield 3/3x, where z = x + iy, andhasa degeneratedoublefixed point at ~.

7.6.2. G-indextheorem
For the remainderof this section,we will only consider mapswith non-degenerateisolated fixed

points, although there are correspondingformulas for mapswith higher dimensional invariant sets.
With this restriction,we treatthe G-index theoremfor the four standardelliptic complexes.

We beginby choosinglocal coordinatesXM E U on M such that themapf can be written in the form

f~(x)=f~(x~)+(x~— x~)8f’~(x1)/8x’~+~“

where x11 is a fixed point of the map. We denotethe Jacobianmatrix f’ of the map by

f’(x) = Iaf~(x1)/8x~.

We assumethatf is non-degenerate,i.e., thereare no tangentvectorsleft infinitesimally fixed by f’ at
x~.This is equivalentto requiringthat f’ doesnot havethe eigenvalue1:

Det(I —f’) � 0.

Let (E+, E_) denote the rolled-up elliptic complex under consideration,and let f” denote the
pull-backoperationmappingE±—~E±.Let H~denotethe cohomologyof the elliptic complexandlet f*
acton thecohomologyby the pullback.The Lefschetznumberof the elliptic complexis thendefinedto
be

LE(f)nsTr(f*H+)_Tr(f*H_).

The G-index theoremexpressesthe global invariant LE(f) in terms of local geometricinformation:

L — ~ Tr 1* (xo)E+ — Tr f* (xo)E_~
{fixed poifliS x5} ~ J ~

We next apply this formula to the four classicalelliptic complexes;for moredetails,see Atiyah and
Singer[1968b].

de Rhamcomplex.Let E÷= A~VCfl(MR), E = Aodd(M R). Thenthe G-indextheorembecomes

~T’ It*Aeven\.....’T’ If*Aodd

L (f\ — ‘ç~ iru ~ iru 11

de\~h~m— IDet(I —1)1
{points}
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After somealgebra,an applicationof the splitting principle showsthat

L (f) = ~ Det(I _f = ~ signDet(I —f’).
fixed et( f) fixed

point’, points

Whenf is an isometry, Det(I _f’) = 1, 50 LdeRham(f) is just the numberof fixed pointsoff.
Example:Analysisoflocal behaviorof an isometryneara fixedpoint. Let n 2 andlet f bean isometry
which hasthe local form

(f1\_(coso —sin0\(x
V2)\sino coso)\y

(Note: We need not specify M globally, becauseany orientation-preservingisometry has this local
form.) f’ is arotation aboutthe fixed point at the origin:

= (cos0 —sin 0
‘ \~sin0 cos0

As basesfor fleven.odd we choose

seven — I I \ flodd — (dx
~.~dxAdy)’

Then

*Aeven( 1 \f1 0\( I
— ~df1A df2) — ~0 1) \dx A dy

odd — fdf1\ — (cos0 —sin 0 \ (dx
\dfJ~sin0 cos0)~dy

so Tr(f*A even~— Tr(f*A odd) = 2 —2 cos0.
We verify that this agreeswith Det(I — f’) = 2 — 2 cos0. There is onelocal fixed point at x= y = 0, so the
contributicnto the Lefschetzformula is

2—2cos0 —

12—2cos 01

Signature complex: Let M be an oriented manifold of even-dimensionn 21 and let f be an
orientation-preservingisometry. Let E~ A ±(T*(M))be the signaturecomplex and let H~be the
correspondingcohomologygroups.We define

Lsign(f) = Trf*H+ — Trf*H_ = Trf*Hi~— Trf*H~,

since all ,termscancelexceptthosein the middledimensionalcohomologyclass.The G-indextheoremis
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then

T ~ 4“~ T ‘~‘A
Lxign(f) = r~. rJ

fixed i.et~i j

points

where the determinantis positivebecausef is an isometry.
Example:Let n = 2 andlet! be the samelocal map usedin the de Rhamcomplexexample.As bases
for .4 we choose

A~={dx±idy).

We verify that under theactionof the signatureoperatorw = i *, the basesbehaveas theyshould:

w(dx±idy)±(dx±idy).

Applying the pullback map,we find

f*A+df+idfe+iO(dx+idy)

f*fl— =df1—idf2=e~’°(dx—idy).

Again, thereis one fixed point at the origin, so the contributionto the G-signaturetheoremreads

e±tO— e~ . sin 0
= +1 = i cot(0/2).2(1—cos0) 1—cos6

We may extend this result to higher evendimensionsn = 2! as follows: Let f’ be an orthogonal
matrix which we may think of as a rotation about a fixed point at the origin. We decomposethis
rotation into a productof commuting2 x 2 rotationsthrough angles0~,j = 1 1. Then we may show
that the local contributionto the fixed point formula at the fixed point is

I a IlslnUi
=flicot(01/2).

~=t cos,1 ~

Dolbeault complex.Let M be a holomorphic manifoldand letf be a holomorphic map.Let E÷= ~

andE_ = Ao.0c~be the bundlesof the Dolbeault complex.Then

LD0I(f) = Trf*Ho.e~~I~— Trf*HO0~k~

The G-indextheoremis

T 1* A 0,even P (* A 0,odd
.~ irj ~ — ~r1 ~‘

l-’Dol~J 3— r’~ti’, — p
fixed LJe~ks J

points
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Example:Let n = 2, takef to be the local rotationaboutthe origin usedabove,andchoosethe bases

= {1}, A°’°~= {d~= dx — i dy}.

Thenthe pullbackactsas

~ = 1, f*AO.Odd = df1 — i df2 = e_tO dZ.

The contributionto the 0-indextheoremis therefore
1 — e_lO

2—2cos 0.

In higher dimensionsthe contributionis givenby the productof suchterms.

Spin complex: Let M be a spin manifold and let f be an orientation-preservingspin isometry. Let
E±= ± bethe bundlesof the spincomplexandlet H

5~”~be the correspondingcohomologygroups(or
the harmonicspaces)of the Dirac operator.Then

= Trf*H~~~±— Trf*Hs~_,

andthe G-index theorembecomes

Trf*~i+_Trf*~_
L

5~1~(f)= f~d Det(I —1)1
points

Example:As before,let n = 2 andtake f’ to be the local rotationaroundthe origin. The spinorbases
for ~i_,

~+=(~)~~=(?)~
transformunder the rotationf’ as

(~)*e4~b0/2(t~), (?) ~e~0ul2(?).

Thus the contributionto the G-spintheorembecomes

e~
1812— e~°’2 i

=+ .

2—2cos0 2sin(0/2)

The contributionto the 0-spinindex for higher dimensionsis a productof suchterms.
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Examples7.6
1. Let G be a compact Lie group of dimensionn >0. Let g(t) for I E [0, 1] be a curve in G with

g(0) = I and g(t) � I for t > 0. Let f,(X) = g(t)~X. Then f11(X)= X so f~is the identity map and
L(f~)= ~(G). For I >0, f1(X)= g(t)~X� X since g(t) � I. Thus f has no fixed points, so .L(f,)= 0.
Since L(f~)= L(f1), ,y(G) = 0. This shows that the following Euler characteristicsvanish: ,y(U(k)) =

~(SU(k)) = ~(O(k)) = ~(SO(k)) = 0 for k> 1. If k = 1, thenwe cannotuse this argument;for example,
x(O(i)) = 2 since 0(1) consistsof two points±1.

2. Let M = P~(C)for n even(sothe dimensionof M is divisible by 4). Let x EH
2(P~(C);R) be the

generatordiscussedin 6.3.2; x’~EH21’(Pn(C); R) is a generatorfor k = 1,..., n. Let f: M—tM and
f*x = Ax. Since f* preservesthe ring structure.ft(x’~)=Akx~(Therefore

If n is even, this has no real roots so L(f) � 0. Thereforef must have a fixed point.
3. Let M = 5’ xS and let f(0,, 02) = (02, 0,) be the interchange.Let {1, do,,do

2, do, A dO,} be the
basis for H*(M; R) discussed earlier. Then

f*(1) = I f
t(dO,)= dO

2 f*(d02)= do, f*(dO, A d02)= —dO A do2

Trf~,=1 Trf~=0 Trf~=—1

so L(f)= 1 —0+(--1)=0.The fixed point set of f is the diagonalS’so L(f)=x(S’)=O. If g(0,,02)=
(—02, 0,) then

g*(1) = I g*(dO,) = —do2 g*(do,) dO, g*(dO, A do2) = do, A do2

so L(g)= 1 —0+ 1 = 2. g has two isolatedfixed points (0,0) and (ir, ir).
Let M = S

2x 52, The cohomology ring of M has generators 1 EH°(M;R) R, w,, (02 E

H2(M; R) R~ R, w, A w, EH4(M; R) R wherethe o, EH2(S2R) for eachfactor. If f(x, y)= (y, x)
then

ft(I)=I f*(~)~ ~ f*((0A(0)_(0A(0(0A(0

so L(f)= 1—0+1=2. The fixed point set of f is the diagonal 52 so L(f)=x(52)=2. If g(x,y)=
(—y, x), then

g*(1) = 1 g*((0,) = ~ g*(~.,)= (0~ g*(Wl A (02) = —w A W2

so L(g)= I —0+(—1)=0. In this case g has no fixed points.
4. Let M = S’ x S’ be the 2-toruswith generatorsdo, anddo

2. Then (with w = i *)

Ci) ~d0,jd92, Ci) ~d02=—id0,,

so (do,± i do2) spansH~(M;R). If f(O,, 02) = (0,, 02) is the identity map, thenTrf~— Trf~= 1 — 1 =

r(M) = 0. Supposethat g(0,, 02) (—02, 0~),then
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g* do, = —do2 g* do2= do, g*(do, A do2)= dO, n do2

g*(do, + i dO~)= i(dO, + i dO,)

g*(do, — i dO2)= —i(dO, — i dO2)

Lsign(g)= i — (—i) = 2i.

Since L’,ign(f) is a homotopy invariant, we use an argumentsimilar to that given for the ordinary
Lefschetznumberto show r(M) = 0 either if M is a compactLie groupor if M admitsa Killing vector
field withoutzeroes.

8. Index theorems: Manifolds with boundary

The applicationsof the index theoremdescribedin the previoussectionhold only for bundleswith
basemanifoldsM which areclosedandcompactwithoutboundary.Many interestingphysicalsituations
deal with base manifolds M which havenonemptyboundariesor which, for M noncompact.can be
treatedas limiting casesof manifolds with boundary. This section is devotedto the extensionof the
index theorem to manifolds with boundary carried out by Atiyah, Patodi and Singer
[1973.1975a,1975b, 1976].

Eulercharacteristicboundarycorrections: In order to understandmoreclearlythe necessityfor boundary
correctionsto a topological index, let us review the familiar case of the Euler characteristicof a
two-dimensionaldisc. The generalformula can be written

x[MM]=~JR+~J ~+~-~(ir-0).

Here R is the curvature2-form (essentiallythe Gaussiancurvature),i/p is the geodesic curvature on
the boundary and 0, is the interior angle of each vertex, as shown in fig. 8.1. We illustrate the
applicationof the formula to the threespecialcasesdepictedin fig. 8.2:
(a) Flat. n-sidedpolygon: We simply recoverthe fact that

~ 0, =(n—2)ir

implies

x=
0+0+1.

Fig. 8.1, An arbitrary two-dimensional surface with the topology of a disc. Fig. 8.2. Special cases: (a) polygon. (h) circle. (c) hemisphere.
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(b) Flat circle of radiusr; with ds = r d4 andp = r, only the geodesic term contributes:

x =0+1+0.

(c) Hemisphere: the geodesicsnormal to the equator are parallel at the equator, so p = ~, R =

(1/r2) r2 d~d cos0 andonly the Gaussiancurvatureterm contributes,

x = 1 +0+0.

Weconclude that although the Euler characteristicof a disc is alwaysx = 1, theGaussiancurvature
and the boundaryterms interact in complicatedways to maintain the topological invarianceof the
formula.
Remark:The areaof asphericalpolygon can be computedfrom the formulaaboveusingx = 1. Taking
the sphereto haveunit radius,we find

Sphericalarea= J R = ~ 0, — (n — 2)ir.
polygon

For flat polygons(sphereof infinite radius), the “area” vanishesandwe recover~ 0, = (n — 2)ir. On a
hyperboloid, the curvature is negative and the effective area is the angulardefect,

Hyperboloidalarea= (n — 2)ir — ~ 0~.

8.1. Indextheoremwith boundary

When we considermanifolds with boundary,we must first study the boundaryconditionswhich
determinethe spectra of the operators.Ideally, one would like to find an index theorem using
conventional local boundaryconditions such as those appearingin ordinary physical problems.
However, Atiyah and Bott [1964]have shown that in generalthereexist topological obstructionsto
finding good local boundaryconditions.The spin, signature,and Dolbeault complexesin particular do
not admit local boundaryconditions,althoughthe de Rham complexdoes.Thereforeif onewantsa
generalindex theoremfor a manifold with boundary,one mustconsidernon-localboundaryconditions.
Atiyah, Patodi and Singerdiscoveredthat appropriatenon-local boundaryconditionscould indeedbe
usedto formulatean index theoremfor elliptic complexesover manifoldswith boundary.

We now outline the general nature of the Atiyah—Patodi—Singerindex theorem. We begin by
consideringa classicalelliptic complex(E, D) over a manifold M with nonemptyboundary3M. For
simplicity, we assumethat {E} is rolled up to a 2-term complex, D: E,,—*E,. In order to formulatethe
index theorem,we require analyticinformationon the boundaryin addition to the purely topological
informationwhich sufficed in the casewithout boundary.

Boundarycondition: We assumefor the time being that M admits a productmetric

ds2 = f(ro) dr2 + g
0(ro, Ok) doi do’
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on the boundary,where r = r,, defines the boundarymanifold 3M. (We will deal later with the case
when M does not admit a productmetric.)Then we constructfrom D a Hermitian operatorwhose
eigenfunctionsqS are subjectto the boundarycondition

4—’e~ k>0 (8.1)

near the boundary.

Theindex: We now define cohomologyclassesW (E, D, 3M) whoserepresentativesobey the required
boundaryconditions.The correspondingindex is thentakento be

index(E,D, 3M) = ~ (—1~H”(E,D, 3M).

Form of the index theorem: The extendedindex theoremof Atiyah—Patodi—Singerfor manifolds with
boundarytakesthe form

index(E,D, 3M) = V[M] + S[3M] + ~[8M]. (8.2)

Here

V[M1 = the integral over M of the same characteristicclassesas in the 3M = 0 case. V is
computablefrom thecurvaturealone.

S[3M] = the integralover 3M of the Chern—Simonsform, describedbelow.S is computablefrom the
connection,the curvature,andthe secondfundamentalform determinedby a choiceof the
normal to the boundary.

~[3M] = c~[M] = a constant c times the Atiyah—Patodi—Singern-invariant of the boundary,des-
cribedbelow.The n-invariantis determinedby the eigenvaluesof the tangentialpart of D
restrictedto the boundary3M. For severalimportantcases,q can be computedalgebraic-
ally.

The surfacecorrection S[3M1 is presentonly if one usesa metric on M which doesnot becomea
productmetric at the boundary.The ~[3M1correctionis absentfor the de Rhamcomplex,but playsa
crucial role in the Dolbeault,signatureandspin complexindex theorems.

Generalnatureof the boundarycorrections: One can developan intuitive feeling for the natureof the
boundarycorrectionsto the index theoremby examininga pair of manifoldsM andM’ with the same
boundary

L = 3M = 3M’.

We give M andM’ eachametric andaconnectionandassumethat theyadmit thesameproductmetric
neartheir boundaries.Thus we maysew M andM’ togethersmoothlyalongtheir commonboundaryto
form a new manifold M U M’ without boundary.

Now assumeM and Ml are4-dimensionalandconsider,for example,the signature‘r of M U M’. By
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the no-boundaryindex theorem,

r(MUM’)--5 J Tr(QtJl)
M U M

where11 is the curvatureof the assumedmetricson M andM’.
Now we break the integral into two parts, one involving M, the other M’ with the opposite

orientationto its orientationin M U M’ (this gives M andM’ the samerelative orientation). If we call
(1’the curvaturein M’ with the new orientation,we find

MUM’ Tr(ulAQ)=JTr(QAI1)-J Tr(11’AQ’).

Sincewith our chosenorientationthe Novikov formulagives (see,e.g. Atiyah andSinger[1968b])

r(M U M’)= r(M)—r(M’),

we find

r(M) + ~ J Tr(11 A 11)= r(M’) + ~ J Tr((1’ A 11’).

Hence the quantity

iis[L] = r(M)+ ~j~5 J Tr(f1 A (1)

dependsonly on the metric on L = 3M. The index theoremgives an alternativeexpressionfor n~in
terms of the eigenvaluesof the signatureoperatorrestrictedto 3M.

Next, supposethat we havea metric ~ on M which is not a product metric on the boundary. Let ii
be the connectionobtainedfrom ,~,5andlet (1 beits curvature.Then,as shownin section6. thedifference
betweenTr 11 A 11 andTr (1 A (1 is a total derivative,

dQ(~,w)=(TrQn fl-TrllnIl),

where 1? is the curvatureof the metric g which is a productmetric on 3M. This expressiongives an
additional analyticcorrectionto the index,

o.

We now turn to a precisedefinition of the n-invariant.
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8.2. Then-invariant

We consider our 2-term elliptic complex (E, D) with D: E0—~E, a linear operatorobeying the
boundaryconditions(8.1). We chooset9I8T to representtheoutward normalderivativeon 3M We write
D as

D “AS 3+B8/3r=B(B~A. t9+3/t9r)

whereA andB are matricesandA . 8 representsthe tangentialpart of D. WhereasD itself might not
havea true eigenvaluespectrumbecauseE0 � E, in general,the operator

15= B’A

mapsE0—*E0 on 3M and doeshavea well-definedspectrum.We let {A~}denotethe eigenvaluesof the
tangentialoperatorD actingon 3M

The n-invariantof Atiyah—Patodi—Singeris then definedby examininga naturalgeneralizationof the
spectralRiemannzetafunction for non-positiveeigenvalues:

flD[5, 3M] = 5ign(A1)~~~~5,s> n/2 (n = dimM).
A~#0

It hasbeenshownthat, despitethe apparentsingularitiesat s = 0, this expressionpossessesaregular
analyticextensionto s = 0; thiscontinuationdefinesthe n-invariant:

77D[t9Ml ,j,,[s = 0, 3M]. (8.3)

Harmoniccorrection: If the elliptic operatorD in questionadmitszero eigenvalues(asdoes the Dirac
operator),thenonemust be carefulto accountfor the missingzeroeigenvaluesin the definition of flD.

The correctprescriptionis to add hD(3M), which is the dimensionof the spaceof functionsharmonic
underD

71D~?1D+hD.

Intuitively, it is clear that flD counts the asymmetrybetweenthe numberof positive and negative
eigenvalueson the boundary.Furthermore,~ is independentof the scaleof the metric, andhenceis
independentof the numericalvalues of the {A

1}. If the spectrum{A1} varies with someparameter,
typically a parameterspecifyingthe location of the boundarysurface,the smallestpositiveeigenvalue
(sayAk), may changesign at somepoint: one seesimmediately that then there is one less positive
eigenvalueandonemore negativeone,so

71D jumpsby two:

?7D ~871D —2.

(Clearly many jumps with either sign can occur.)However, we note that exactly at the point where
Ak = 0, we mustomit Ak from the sumandaddone, thedimensionhD of the new harmonicspace;thus
thereis no changein ~D until Ak <0.
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Computationof ‘qD: There are variety of special circumstancesin which ~ can be calculated directly,
e.g.,when D = the signatureor Diracoperator.The simplestsituationis that in which the metricon 3M
possessesan orientation-reversingisometry;in this case

?1D[8MI = 0.

(If. D is the Diracoperator,one mustalsoassumethat M is simply connected.)
Anothercasewhich hasbeencalculateddirectly is that where the metric on 3M is that of a distorted

S3,

ds2 = ~2 + o~2+ A 20z2.

Hitchin [19741hasshown by solving for the eigenvaluesof the Diracoperatorthat

flDirac = ~(1— A 2)2

When A2 = 1, the S3 metric hasan orientation-reversingisometryand ?loirac vanishes as it must.
If onetakesthe symmetric(A = 1) S3 metric and identifies oppositepoints to get a metric on P

3(R),
~ remainszero but

7lDirac maybe non-zero becauseP
3(R) is not simply connectedandpossessestwo

inequivalentspin-structures.In fact, the ~-invariantsfor thestandardoperatorscan be calculatedfairly
straightforwardiyusingG-index theory when the metric on 3M is that of S

3 modulo a discretegroup.
We define the Lensspacesof 53 by taking R4 = x R2 and identifying the first R2 with itself when
rotatedby &O1, then doing the samething for the secondR2 rotated by etO2, where 0, and 02 have
rationalperiods.The simplestcase,P

3(R), is obtainedby setting0, = 02 = ir.
Let mO,= m02= 2ir. Then the general formulas for the n-invariant correctionsto the indices for

Lensspaceboundariesare (Atiyah, PatodiandSinger[1975b];Atiyah [1978];HansonandRömer[1978]):

Signature: = cot ~k0,cot ~kO2
m k=1

(=0 forP3(R))

1”’ 1

Dirac: ~Dtrac = — 4m ,~‘, sin~k0,sin~k02

(=—~ forP3(R))
rn-I cos ,+ cos 2Rarita—Schwinger: ~RS = — ....L 2 k01 2~1k0 1

m k=t sin2k0, sin2k02

(=+~ forP3(R)).

(Seesection10 for additional caseswith physicalapplications.)

8.3. Chern—Simonsinvariantsand secondarycharacteristicclasses

In our treatmentof characteristicclassesin section6, we introducedthe expression
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Q(w’,co)rJP(w’_w~Qt,.. . ,u11)dt

derivedfrom an invariant polynomialP([i) of degreer with

= dw1+ ~, A W~.

w~ tw’+(l—t)w.

~Theexterior derivativeof 0 wasjust the differenceof the two invariantpolynomials,

dO = P(fl’)— P(fI).

If M hasno boundary,the integralof dOvanishes.However,if 3M� ,ø, thenby Stokes’ theorem,

JdQ=J o

isnot necessarilyzero.In thiscasetheforms Q(w’, w)arecharacteristicclassesin theirownright andareof
independentinterest(Chern[1972];ChernandSimons[1974]).

Yang—Millssurfaceterms: The Chern—Simonsformulas areequallyvalid for Riemannianconnections
andfor Yang—Mills connectionson a principal bundle.In the Yang—Mills case,if we set

P(F)=Tr(FAF)

F=dA+A AA

we find

Q(A,0)=Tr(A AdA+~AAAAA).

Thusthe familiar physicists’ formula

Tr ~ =

where

J~.= ~ Tr(A,,8~A7+ ~A,,A~AY)

is simply a specialcaseof the Chern—Simonsformula.
Other casesof the formulaappearin discussionsof Yang—Mills “surface terms” (see,e.g., Gervais,

Sakita and Wadia [1975]).Choosing A’ � 0 in the Chern—Simonsformula for Tr(F A F) and setting
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a = A — A’, we find

, 2
Q(A,A)Tr(2aAF—aAda—2aAAAa+~aAaAa).

Secondfundamentalform: Now let us considerthe Levi—Civita connectionone-form o on M following
from a metric which is not a productmetric on 3M. Then we choosea productmetric on M which
agreeswith the original metric on 3M; the connection one-form W~ of this metric will have only
tangentialcomponentson 3M The secondfundamentalform

0 = — W~j

is amatrix of one-formswhichis covariantunderchangesof frameandhasonly normalcomponentson
3M. As usual, we take

to,’tw+(1t)w
0, R1=dw,+w,Aw,,

and observe that

O=dw,/dt.

In four dimensionswith P = Tr(R A R), we find

Tr(R A R)= dO(w,Wo),

where

O(w, w,,) = 2 JTr(0 A R,)dt

=Tr(20 AR +~0A 0 A 0—20A WA 0—0A do),

andwe notethat Tr(R,,A R11)= 0 for a productmetric.The formula for 0 simplifies considerably at the
boundary, where the non-zero componentsof the matrix 0a~,are the normal componentsof the
connection~ab,

= ~01, 023 = 03~= 0t2 = 0.

Using R = dw + w A W, we find aftersomealgebrathat

Q(o.), W0)Iboundary = 2w~,A R1() = Tr(0 n R).

Surfacecorrections to the index theorem: We now use the Chern—Simonsformula to correct the
Atiyah—Patodi—Singerindextheoremfor the casewherethe metric is not a productmetric on 3M (for a
treatmentof the signaturecomplex,see Gilkey [1975]).Supposethe standardindex theoremintegral
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over curvaturecan bewritten in termsof aninvariant polynomialP(R)as

V[M]=cJP(R)

for someconstantc. Thenthe surfacecorrectionis

S[oM] = —c °~,Wo).

The correctionmaybe understoodintuitively by noting that

VIM] + S[19M] c J (P(R)— dO(w,co,,)) . (8.4)

is effectivelythe integral over cP(R0). But sinceM may not admit a productmetric with curvatureR0
away from 3M, P(Rt)) cannot always be integratedover M. The surfacecorrectioncircumventsthis
difficulty.

Locally flat bundles:The Chern—Simonsinvariantsappearin placeof ordinarycharacteristicclassesin a
variety of problemsinvolving odd-dimensionalmanifolds. One interestingcase is the study of the
holonomy of locally fiat bundles; this problem is closely related to the Bohm—Aharonoveffect in a
region free of electromagneticfields.

As a simple example,let us take a connection

Ci) = —iq dO

on a bundle E = S’ x C, where0< 0 <2ir are coordinateson the basespace5’. Then we choose
sections

s(0) = elI?
0

such that s(0) is parallel-transported,Vs = 0. As 0 rangesfrom 0 to 2ir, we find a holonomyor phase
shift e2’~resultingfrom the traversalof a circuit aroundthe basespaceS’. The secondarycharacteristic
class correspondingto the first Chernclassc, = (i/2ir) Tr Ii is

O(o,0)=—’-- Icodt=-~--d0.2irj
0

The Chern—Simonsinvariant is interpretableas a charge:

J Q(w,0)=q.
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Anotherexampleis provided by taking the flat connectionon the line bundleE = ~2 X C andusing
the induced connectionon the P3(R) line bundle E obtainedby identifying the points (x, z) with
(—x, —z) in E. If y is a path traversinghalf a great circle in S

3, it is a closed loop in P
3(R) which

representsthe non-zeroelementof ir,(P3(R))= Z2. A phasefactor of —1 is obtainedby integratingthe
secondarycharacteristicclassover y.

8.4. Indextheoremsfor the classicalelliptic complexes

Here we briefly summarize the results of the Atiyah—Patodi—Singer index theoremfor the classical
elliptic complexesin four dimensions.
de Rhamcomplex.Let R”b be the curvature2-form and Oab = (dab — (WO)°b the secondfundamental
form. Thenthe index theoremfor the de Rham complexis (seeChern [1945]),

�abcdR b A R~d ~abcd(
2Oh A Red ~°b A OCe A Oed). (8.5)

Signaturecomplex.For the Hirzebruchsignaturecomplex,we find the index theorem

Tr(R AR)+~-I--_
2 J Tr(0 A R)—i,~(3M). (8.6)

Dolbeault complex.The index theoremfor the Dolbeault complexwith boundaryinvolves additional
subtleties which we will not discuss here. See Donnelly [1977]for further details.

Spin complex.The index theoremfor the spin complextakestheform

index(zl±,D) = 24 ~8ir
2J Tr(R n R) 24 8ir2 J Tr(0 A R) ~E?1Dirac(3M)+ h(8M)I. (8.7)

Explicit examplesare workedout at the end of this subsection.
Twistedspin complex.The treatmentof twistedcomplexesover manifoldswith boundaryis straight-

forward in principle. We work out the index formulas for the twistedspin complexas an illustration.
Onefirst choosesa connectionand a combinedDirac—Yang—Mills operatorD~on the twistedcomplex
4±® V. The index is the difference in the number of positive and negative chirality spinorsin the
kernel of D~obeyingthe Atiyah—Patodi—Singerboundaryconditions. (Recall that theseare nonlocal
boundary conditions and thus may not correspondto thosewhich onemight be temptedto usefrom
physical considerations.)We write

index(4±® V. 3M) = v+(3M) — i’(3M).

The twisted n-invariant ~(4± ® V. 3M) must be computedfrom the appropriatespectrum{A,} of D~
restrictedto 3M; computing~ could in generalbe quite difficult. If the given metric is not a product
metric on the boundary,we choosethe desiredsecondfundamentalform and add the Chern—Simons
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correctionto the tangentbundle curvatureterm; no analogouscorrectionis requiredfor the vector
bundlepiece.Hencefor n = 4, we find the indextheorem

index(4±® V, 3M)ns v±(t9M)—v_(3M)

dim V I C
24~8ir2 ~J Tr(R n R)— J Tr(O A R)] (8.8)

M SM

— ~-r J Tr(F A F)—~[7)DV(z.1± ® V, 3M)+ hDr(zL.® V, 3M)].
M

Examples8.4
1. Self-dualTaub—NUTmetric (Eguchi, Gilkey andHanson[19781).Considerthe metric

2 r+m 2 2_m2)[tYx2+17y2+( 2m ~2 21ds= dr+(r 1 ~
r+mj j

r—m

andthe productmetric

2

ds
0

2= r
0+ m dr

2+(r(,2— m2)[ux2+uy2+ ( 2m ‘~cTz2].
\T

0+ mj
— m

The connectionsare

r r — 2m
2

= — 0x~ ~02 = — + m ~ ~03 — — 2r+m r (r+m)

m m (2m2 ‘~

21 )tr,O~x, (V3~=~ +m0~’ (O,2” (r+m)r+m r

and

2m2
21~Tz(Wo)o, = 0, (WO)t2 = ((p

0+ m) I

m m
(wo)~3= — O~, (Wo)~,= — r0 + m £T~.r0+ m

Hence the secondfundamentalform at the boundaryr = r0 is

______ r0 2m
2

r
0 + m00, = — ~ 002= — r,,+ m ~ 003= (ro+m)2°~~

023=031=012=0.
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Then the Dirac index is

index(Dirac, r(,) = 24 .8~.2( J Tr R A R— f Tr 0 A R) — ~ [i —2 (2:)2 + (ro2-~m)4]’
M(rij) S’at

wherewe usedHitchin’s formula [1974]for the n-invariant. Performingthe integrals(the r-integration
is from m to To), we find

14m3(m —2r
0) / 1 \] 2m

2(ro—m)2 1 1 8m2 16m4
index(Dirac,ro) = L 3(r

0+ m)
4 — ~ 12)1 — 3(ro+ rn)4 12 L1 — (ro+ m)2+ (ro+ rn)4

=0.

Thus the Atiyah—Patodi—Singerindex theorem statesthat thereis no asymmetrybetweenpositive and
negativechirality Diracspinorsobeyingthe appropriateboundaryconditions.

2. Indextheoremsfor the metric of Eguchi and Hanson (Atiyah [1978];Hansonand Römer[1978]).
We takethe metric treatedin example3.3.3,

ds2 = (1 —(aIr)4)+ r2(u,2 + o.~2+ (1 — (a/r)4)u~2),

whereo’~,o~,o~,rangeover P
3(R), andchoosethe productmetric at r = r,, to be

ds0
2 = (1 (/)4) + r

0(o~+ u~
2+ (1 — (a/r~)4)u

2
2).

The secondfundamentalform 0 = w — o at the boundaryr = r
0 is then

= —(1 — (a/r0)
4)”2u~, 002 = —(1 — (a/ro)4)”2o~~, 0o3 = —(1 + (a/ro)4)o~~

012 = 023 03t = 0.

We choosethe orientationdr A o~,n o~~ o~to be positive.
Integratingthe appropriateforms for the Eulercharacteristicover the manifoldM andits boundary

P
3(R)with r0-+~,we find both a 4-volumeterm anda boundarycorrection,

The integral of the first Pontrjaginclassfor thismetric is

Tr(R nR)=—3,
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while the Chern—Simonsboundarycorrectionvanishes,

Qi[3M—Ps(R)]=~-r J Tr(OnR)=0.
P3(R)

The signaturecomplexn-invariantcorrectionfor the P3(R) boundaryis

~ 2~

~~=~cot 1=0,

so the signatureis

The index of the spin ~Diracoperatoris

1112 = index(Dirac,3M) = —~Pt+ ~Dirac

For P3(R), ~Dirac is ~the G-index,

_1f i i \1
5~Dlrac — 2 ‘~2sin(ir/2) X 2 sin (ir/2)) — —

Thus thereis no asymmetrybetweenpositiveandnegativechirality Dirac spinors,

‘1/2 = —~(—3)— = 0.

The spin ~Rarita—Schwingeroperatorindextheoremreads

13/2 = index(Rarita—Schwinger,3M) = ~P, + 5~RS

where

— 1(2cosO1+2cosO2—1)

~ (2sin~0,)(2sin~02)

For P3(R) boundaries(0~= 02 = ir), we have

r 2ti ‘,s

~3/2— ~~1,3) + 8 — —

Hence

‘3/2 = 2r
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andtheredoes exist an asymmetrybetweenpositiveandnegativechirality Rarita—Schwingerspinorsfor
this metric.

9. Differential geometryandYang—Mills theory

In this section, we first give a brief introduction to the path-integral method for quantizing
Yang—Mills theoriesand then describesomeof the Yang—Mills instantonsolutions.The last part of the
sectioncontainsa list of mathematicalresultsconcerningYang—Mills theorieswhosedetailedtreatment
is beyondthe scopeof this article.

9.1. Path-integralapproach to Yang—Millstheory

The most useful approachto the quantizationof gauge theories appearsto be Feynman’spath
integralmethod.Froma geometricpoint of view, the pathintegral hasthe advantageof beingable to
take the global topology of the gaugepotentialsinto account,while the canonicalperturbationtheory
approachto quantizationis sensitiveonly to the local topology.

At present,a mathematicallyprecise theory of path integration can be formulated only for
spacetimeswith positive signatures(+, +, +, +); we refer to such spacetimesas “Euclidean” or
“imaginary time” manifolds.Physically meaningfulanswersareobtainableby continuingthe resultsof
the Euclideanpathintegrationbackto the Minkowski regimewith signature(—, +, +, +).

In the Euclideanpath-integralapproachto quantization,eachfield configurationq~(x)is weightedby
the “Boltzmann factor”, i.e., the exponentialof minusits EuclideanactionS[~]:

(contributionof 4(x))= exp(—S[~i]).

For Yang—Mills theories,the Euclideanactionis

S[A]=+~J F~F~g1’2d4x=_~JTrF A *F, (9.1)

which is positive definite. The contributionof eachgaugepotential or connectionA~(x) to the path
integral is thereforeboundedandwell-behaved.

The completegeneratingfunctionalfor the transitionamplitudesof a theory is obtainedby summing
(or functionally integrating)over all inequivalent field configurations.Since the first-order functional
variation of the action vanishesfor solutionsof the equationsof motion, theseconfigurationscor-
respondto stationarypointsin the functionalspace.Therefore,in the path-integralapproach,we first
seek solutions to the Euclideanfield equationswith minimum action and then computequantum-
mechanicalfluctuationsaroundthem.

The Yang—Mills field equationsfound by varying the actionmaybewritten as

d*F+A A *F—*F A A=0,

while the Bianchi identitiesare
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dF+A nF-FnA =0.

Thesetwo equationstogetherimply that thecurvatureF is harmonic in a suitablesense.

Minima of the action: In order to find the minimumactionconfigurationsof theYang—Mills theory,let

usconsiderthe inequality

J (F~.± *F~,)
2gI/2 d4x � 0.

This boundis saturatedby theself-dualfield configurations

F=±*F. (9.2)

In fact, thesefield configurationssolve the Yang—Mills field equationssincethe Bianchi identitiesimply
the field equations.The actionnow becomes

S=—~JTrFA *F=~JTrFAF=41rIk~~

where

—C
2=k=-~--JTrFAF (9.3)

is the integral of the 2nd Chern class. ‘t Hooft [1976a]called such special field configurations
“instantons” sincein the caseIkI = 1 their field strengthis centeredaroundsomepoint in space-time
andthusattainsits maximumvalueat some“instant of time”.

Physical interpretation of instantons: The instanton can be interpretedas a quantum-mechanical
tunnelingphenomenonin Yang—Mills gaugetheories.It inducesa transitionbetweenhomotopically
inequivalentvacua.The true groundstateof Yang—Mills theory then becomesa coherentmixture of all
thesevacuum states.For more details on this subject,see,for example, Jackiw [19771.One-loop
quantum-mechanicalfluctuationsaboutthe instantonhavebeenexplicitly calculatedby ‘t Hooft [1977],
whoshowedthat the instantonsolvedthe long-standingU(1) problemvia its couplingto the anomalyof
the ninth axial current.

9.2. Yang—Millsinstantons

The dominant contribution to the Euclidean path integral comes from the instanton solutions
obeyingthe self-dualitycondition

F= ±*F
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All gauge-potentialsor connectionssatisfying the Yang—Mills equationswith self-dual curvatureare
now, in principle,known (seesection9.3).

1. BPSTsolution (Belavin et al. [1975])[seeexamples4.3.3. and 5.5.2]. The instantonof Belavin,
Polyakov,SchwarzandTyupkin solvesthe Yang—Mills equationswith k = ±1. Although the spacetime
of the solutionappearsto be R4, the boundaryconditionsat ~ allow the spaceto be compactifiedto S4.
Hencethe BPSTinstantonis a connectionwith self-dualcurvatureon an SU(2) principal bundleover S4
with secondChernnumberC

2 = —1. Since the action of the BPST instantonis S = 4ir, it hasthe least
actionpossiblefor a nontrivial topology and thus is the most importantsolution in Yang—Mills theory.
We note that the BPST instantonis, in fact, a connectionon the Hopf fibering ir: 5~—~5~(Trautman
[1977])and for this reasoncan be obtainedfrom self-dual combinationsof the standardRiemannian
connectionson S

4 (seeexample5.5.2).
2. Multi-center SU(2) solutions. A special class of self-dual solutions of the SU(2) Yang—Mills

equationsfor arbitrary “instanton-number”k is obtainedby the following simple ansatz(‘t Hooft
[1976b];Wilczek [1976];Corrigan andFairlie [1977]),

~ (9.4)

where the constants ~,.and ~ are given in appendixC. Imposing the self-duality condition, one
obtains

LIIçb/çb =0.

‘t Hooft gavethe following solutionto this equation,

~(x) =1+ (x _x~)2

x andp~areinterpretedas the positionandthe size of the ith instantonandthe solutiondescribesthe
k-instantonconfiguration.The k-anti-instantonsolution is obtainedby replacingi~by i~.

This classof solutionswas furthergeneralizedby Jackiw, NohI andRebbi [1977]who noticedthat the
‘t Hooft solution is not invariant underconformal transformationsandcan, in fact, be generalizedas

k±l

cb(xY~~, (x—y,)2~

This solution againdescribesa k-instantonconfigurationandpossesses5k +4parameters(overall scale
is irrelevant).Here, however,the parametersA, andy, are not directly relatedto the size andlocation
of the ith instanton.In the specialcasesof k = 1 and2, the solution possesses5 and 13 parameters,
respectively,whenone excludesparametersassociatedwith gaugetransformations.

9.3. MathematicalresultsconcerningYang—Mills theories

There exist a variety of mathematicalresults concerningYang—Mills theories and differential
geometrywhosedetailedtreatmentis beyondthe scopeof this work. We presentherealist of assorted
mathematicalfactswhich we feel might be of relevanceto physics.
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1. Parameterspacefor instantonsolutions.Schwarz [1977]andAtiyah. Hitchin andSinger[19771have
applied the index theorem to an elliptic complex correspondingto the Yang—Mills equations.This
complexallows oneto analyzesmall self-dualfluctuationsaroundthe instantonsolution. Determination
of theindex of the complexthen allows one to computethe numberofpossiblefree parametersin an
instantonsolution.They found that for the k-instantonSU(2)solution,

no. of free parameters= 8k — 3.

in agreementwith the resultsof Jackiwand Rebbi [1977]andBrown, Carlitz andLee [19771who used
physicists’methods.Thus the Jackiw—NohI—Rebbisolutionexhauststhe numberof availableparameters
only for k = 1 and k = 2.

The analysisof small self-dual oscillationsaroundinstantonsolutionswas thenextendedto include
all Lie groups(Atiyah. Hitchin and Singer [1978];Bernard,Christ, Guth and Weinberg[19771).The
dimensionof the spaceof parametersfor irreducibleself-dualconnectionson principal G-bundlesover
S4with C

2 = —k is given in table 9.1 for eachG. We alsolist restrictionson k which musthold if there
are to exist irreducibleconnectionswhich are not obtainedby embeddingthe connectionof a smaller
group.

Table 9.)

Irreducibility
Group Dimension of parameter space condition

SU(n) 4nk _~:~ k �n/2
Spin(n) 4(n —2)k—n(n — 1)12 k �n14(n �7)
Sp(n) 4(n+1)k—n(2n+1) k�n

16k—14 k�2

F4 36k—52 k�3
E~ 48k—78 k�3

728—133 k�3
E~ 120k —248 k ±3

Thus,for example,SU(3)solutionshave12k — 8 parametersandfor k � 2 thereexist irreducibleSU(3)
solutionswhich are not obtainedfrom SU(2)solutions.

We remark that physicists often refer to the dimensionof the parameterspaceas the numberof
zero-frequency modes, while mathematicians mayrefer to the samethingas the dimension of the moduli
space.

2. Explicit solutions for the most general self-dual connections. The (5k + 4)-parameterJackiw—Nohi—
Rebbisolutionsfor SU(2) instantonsdo not exhaustthe (8k — 3)-dimensional parameter space for k � 3.
The problem of finding the mostgeneralsolutions(e.g.,with 8k — 3 parametersfor SU(2))was attacked
usingtwistor theory (Ward [19771;Atiyah andWard [19771),and the methodof universalconnections
andalgebraicgeometry(Atiyah, Hitchin, Drinfeld and Manin [1978]).It was shownthat the problem of
determiningthe mostgeneralself-dualconnectionfor virtually anyprincipalbundleover S

4 is reducible
to a problem in algebraicgeometryconcerning holomorphicvectorbundlesover P

3(C).
In fact, the wholeprocedurecan be reducedto ordinary linearalgebra.For example,to calculatethe

self-dual SU(2) connectionfor the bundle with Chern class C2 = —k one starts with a (k + 1) X k
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dimensionalquarternion-valuedmatrix

4 = a + bx.

(Physicistsmayprefer to think of a~1. b,~ andx as havingvalues in SU(2), so x = x°— i A ‘x etc., where
{A} are the Pauli matrices.)

Thenonedeterminesthe universalconnectionw = Vt dV by solvingthe equations

V~4=0

V
5V= 1

(9.5)

1 = ~

4 = a real number

for V. The numberof free parametersin Vt d V which arenot gaugedegreesof freedomturns out to be
exactlythe requirednumber.Thereare deepreasons,basedon algebraicgeometry,for the successof
this construction(seee.g. Hartshorne[1978]).Propagatorsin theseinstantonfields were obtainedby
Christ, Weinberg and Stanton [1978]and Corrigan,Fairlie, Templeton and Goddard [1978]which
generalizedthe result of Brown, Carlitz, Creamerand Lee [1977]for propagatorsin the ‘t Hooft,
Jackiw—NohI—Rebbisolution. We refer the readerto the original literaturefor furtherdetails.

3. Universal connections (Narasimhanand Ramanan[1961,1963]; Dubois-Violetteand Georgelin
[1979]).In the derivationof the mostgeneralself-dualconnections,the methodof universalconnections
playedan essentialrole. The theoremof NarasimhanandRamananshowsthat all fiber bundleswith a
given set of characteristicclassesareviewableas particularprojectionsof a moregeneralbundlecalled
a “universal classifyingspace”.Typical classifyingspacesare Grassmannianmanifolds Gr(m, k), the
spaceof all k-manifoldsembeddedin rn-space,with musuallytakento approachinfinity. Both the base
manifold and the fiber of a given fiber bundle are included in the classifying space;complicated
projectionsmustbe takento describebundleswith complicatedbasemanifolds.

Onecan write any connectionon a fiber bundle in terms of a projectiondown from a universal
connectionon the classifyingspace.In particular,for sufficiently large m, the connectionon a U(k)
principal bundlecan alwaysbe written in termsof an m x k complexmatrix V as

w Vt dV

where

VtV = 1k, VV~= P(x)= (m x mprojection).

Choosinga local cross-sectionV(x) of the classifyingspacegives the Yang—Mills potential in a certain
gauge,

A(x)= Vt(x)dV(x).
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A(x) is not a puregaugeherebecauseV is not a k x k matrix. The curvature

F=dA+A AA

=dV5(1 —P(x))dV

is, in general,non-trivial. Gaugetransformationsareobviouslyeffectedby multiplying V on the right by
a k x k matrix A(x),

V(x)-~’V(x)A(x)

so that

A’=(AtVt)d(VA)=At(VtdV)A +At(VtV)dA

=AtAA +Atlk di!.

The covariantderivativehasa straightforwardinterpretationin terms of the actionof the projection
P(x)= VVton the rn-dimensionalextensionof the k-dimensionalwave function !1’,

~= vip.

When one projectsthe exteriorderivativeof ~P,onefinds the extensionof the covariantderivativeof
the ordinarywave function !P:

PdV~’=PdVip+PVdip=V(VtdV1P+dip)nsVDip.

4. Compactifiability offinite-action Yang—Millsconnections(Uhlenbeck[1978]).SupposeA(x) is a
sectionof a connectionone-formon a manifold Mwhich is a compactmanifold M lacking the origin,
i.e.,

M=M—{0}.

Supposealso that F = dA + A A A is harmonicandthat the Yang—Mills action is finite.
Thenthereexist gaugetransformationsnear{0} which extendA to all M. In fact, it hasbeenshown

that all Euclideanfinite-actionYang—Mills solutionsover M — {0} aresmoothlyextendedto the compact
manifold M.

This theoremtells us that anyself-dualfinite-action solutionto the EuclideanYang—Mills equations
mustdescribea bundlewith a compactifiedspacetimebasemanifold.

5. Stability of all self-dual solutions (Bourguignon,Lawson and Simons [1979]).The stability of
Yang—Mills solutionshasalso beenstudied.Onecan show that if the basemanifold M is 54, all stable
Yang—Mills solutionsare self-dual.Combinedwith Uhlenbeck’stheorem given above, this theorem
allows us to concludethat all finite-action stable Yang—Mills solutions (connectionswith harmonic
curvatures)areself-dual.

6. Indextheoremsin open spaces(Callias [1978];Bott andSeeley[1978]).An extensionof the index
theorem to Yang—Mills theoriesin open Euclidean spacesof odd-dimensiond has been given by
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Callias.This result hasinterestingapplicationsto the Dirac equationin (d + 1)-dimensionalMinkowski
spacetime.

7. Meron solutions. Besides the instantons, which are non-singular solutions to the Euclidean
Yang—Mills field equations.there is a class of singular solutions called merons(Callan, Dashenand
Gross [1977])which were first discoveredby De Alfaro, Fubini and Furlan [19761.As comparedwith
instantonswhosetopologicalchargedensityç~~,,F~1,(x)F0~,(t)is a smoothfunction of x, the topological
chargedensityof meronsvanisheseverywhereexceptat the singular points.

For instance, the SU(2) 2-meron solution is given by

I —,A=~g, dg~+~g2dg2.

where

— (t—t1)—iA ‘(x—x,)
g — [(t — t)

2 + (x —

The topologicalchargedensityof this solution is a sum of two (5-functionscenteredat x, andx
2, eachof

which gives ~unit of the quantizedtopological charge. Therefore,in somesense,the meron is a split
instanton.

Glimm andJaffee [1978]consideredanaxially-symmetricmultimeronconfigurationandtheexistence
of a solutionfor this configurationwas provedby Jonsson,McBryan, Zirilli andHubbard[19791.

8. Absence of global gauge conditions in functional space of connections(Singer [1978a1).The
Feynmanpath-integral approachto the quantizationof field theories is based on the use of the
functional spaceof the field variables.In the caseof Yang—Mills theories,the fields in questionarethe
connectionson the principal bundle,which are definedonly up to gauge transformations.Hence the
functional spaceof connections is a complicatedinfinite-dimensional fiber bundle whose projection
carriesall gauge-equivalentconnectionsinto the samepoint in the basespaceor moduli space of the
bundle.

Physical quantitiesare calculatedby integrating over the moduli spaceto avoid the meaningless
infinities which would result from integratingover gauge-equivalentconnections.Gribov [1977,1978]
discoveredthat there exist gauge-equivalentconnectionswhich obey the Coulombgaugecondition, so
that defining functional integrationover the moduli spacecould be potentially troublesome.

The mathematicalnatureof the problem of defining the moduli spaceof the functional spaceof
connectionswas examinedby Singerusingtechniquesof global analysis.He hasshownthat for compact
simply-connectedspacetimesthe infinite-dimensionalbundlein question is nontrivial; hencea single
global gauge condition could never be used to define a global section, and thus could not unam-
biguouslydefinethe moduli space.He showedthat the manifolddescribedby any given gaugecondition
eventuallyturnedbackon itself to intersecta given fiber of the functional bundlean infinite numberof
times.Thus the moduli spaceover which thepath integrationfor gaugetheoriesmustbe performedcan
be definedonly in local patches.

9. Natural metric on thefunctionalspaceof connectionsand the Faddeev—Popovdeterminant(Singer
[1978b];BabelonandViallet [1979]).Before onecan integrateover a functional space,onemustknow
the measure of the integrationelement.To get the proper transformationpropertiesof the functional
measure,physicistsmultiply the integrandby a factorcalled the Faddeev—Popovdeterminant.It is now
known that this measure follows from a natural metric on the moduli spaceof the functional spaceof
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connections.The Faddeev—Popovdeterminantarisesnaturally asthe standardg”2 Jacobianmultiplying
the naivemeasure.

10. Ray—Singertorsion and thefunctional integral (Singer [l978c]~Schwarz[1978.1979a.bi). Func-
tional determinantsobtainedby calculatingthe quadraticfluctuations aroundinstantonsare essential
elements of the quantizedYang—Mills theory. Thus it is interesting to note that these functional
determinantsare intimately related to a mathematicalconstructionby Ray and Singer [1971,1973]
introducedmanyyearsago. Additional insightsinto the functionalintegral in Yang—Mills theory might
be gainedby the explorationof the Ray—Singeranalytictorsion.

10. Differential geometryand Einstein’stheory of gravitation

The intimate relationshipbetweenEinstein’s theoryof gravity and Riemanniangeometryhasbeen
thoroughly exploredover the years.Here we will attempt to outline someof the more recentideas
concerningthe physics of gravitationandthe relevanceof moderndifferential geometryto gravitation.
We begin with an introduction to current work on quantumgravity and gravitationalinstantons.We
then presenta list of mathematicalresultswhich are of specific interestto the studyof gravity.

10.1. Path integral approachto quantumgravity

Quantizationof the theory of gravitation is one of the most outstandingproblemsin theoretical
physics.Dueto the non-polynomialcharacterof the theory the standardmethodsof quantizationdo not
work for gravity. At present.Feynman’spath integralapproachappearsto be the mostviableprocedure
for quantizinggravity. Pathintegrationhasthe advantageof beingable to take into accountthe global
topology of the space-timemanifold as opposedto other quantizationschemes.However, since the
theory of gravity is not renormalizablein the usual sense,we always encounterthe difficulties of
non-renormalizabledivergencesin practicalcalculations.

As in the Yang—Mills case,we work with the Euclideanversion of the theory and the Euclidean
(imaginary time) path integral. Our field variables g,

4,. are metrics having a Riemanniansignature
(+, +. +, +), andthe (imaginarytime) gravitationalactionis given by

S - ~ “
2d~ 1 Kd3~+C (101)

g — l6irGJ g x 8rrG

where G is Newton’s constant,~ is the Ricci scalar curvature and K is the trace of the second
fundamentalform of the boundaryin the metric g. The secondterm is a surfacecorrection required
when 3M is nonempty(York [1972];Gibbonsand Hawking [1977]).C is a (possibly infinite) constant
chosenso that S[g] = 0 whenthe metric g~.is the flat spacemetric. Einstein’s field equationsin empty
spacearegiven by

— ~ = 0. (10.2)

As in the Yang—Mills theory, thereexist finite action solutionsto the EuclideanEinsteinequations
which possessinteresting global topological properties.We describe these solutions in the next
subsection.
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Non-positive-definiteness of the Einstein action: Unlike the Yang—Mills case,the gravitationalaction is
linear in the curvature and not necessarilypositive. In particular, by introducing a rapidly varying
conformal factor into a metric, one can makeits action negativeand arbitrarily large. This causesa
divergencein the path integration over the conformal factor. To get around this difficulty, Gibbons,
Hawking andPerry[1978]proposedthe following procedurefor the evaluationof the pathintegral:

— separatethe functional spaceof metricsinto conformalequivalenceclasses;
in eachclass,choosethe metric g for which the Ricci scalar~ = 0;

— rotatethe contourof integrationof theconformalfactor A to be parallelto the pureimaginaryaxis
in order to achievethe convergenceof the integration. Namely, we put A = I + i~and integrate
over real ~

— integrate over all conformal equivalence classes.

Positive action conjecture: For the metric in a given conformal equivalenceclass with ~ = 0, the
gravitational action consistsentirely of the surfaceterm. Since the physically reasonableboundary
conditionfor the metric is asymptoticflatness,one would hope that the action is positive in this case.
This leadsto the positiveaction conjecture (Gibbons,Hawking andPerry [19781):

S� 0 for all asymptoticallyEuclideanpositivedefinite metricswith ~ = 0.

AsymptoticallyEuclideanmetricsare thosewhich approachthe flat metric in all spacetimedirectionsat
~ andwhoseglobal topology is the sameasR4 at ~. It can beshown that S = 0 only for the flat metric
on R4 (Gibbonsand Pope[19791).The positive actionconjecturehasrecentlybeenprovenby Schoen
andYau [1979a].

A naturalmodificationof thepositiveactionconjecturewassuggestedby the discoveryof a new type
of metric (EguchiandHanson[1978])which is locally flat at ~, but hasaglobal topology different from
that of R4 at ~ (Belinskii, Gibbons,PageandPope [1978]).This classof metricsis called asymptotically
locally Euclidean(ALE). The generalizedpositive action conjecture (Gibbonsand Pope [19791)states
that

S � 0 for anycompletenon-singularpositivedefinite asymptoticallylocally Euclideanmetricwith
= 0; S = 0 if andonly if the curvatureis self-dual.

Spacetimefoam (Hawking [19781;Perry[1979];Hawking, Pageand Pope [19791):Since the theory of
gravity is not renormalizable,oneexpectsstrongquantumfluctuationsat short distances,i.e.,at the size
of the Plancklength. These fluctuationsmight be viewed as a “spacetimefoam” which is the basic
buildingblock of the universe.Thus the spacetimein quantizedgravity theory is expectedto be highly
curvedat smalldistances,while at largedistancesthe curvatureis expectedto cancelandgivean almost
flat spacetime.Spacetimefoam is an importantsubjectfor future researchin quantizedgravity.

10.2. Gravitational instantons

As in the Yang—Mills theory,therealso exist finite actionsolutionsto the classicalfield equationsin
the theoryof gravitation.Suchsolutionsarecalled gravitationalinstantonsbecauseof the closeanalogy
to the Yang—Mills instantons. A variety of solutions of Einstein’s equationswith instanton-like
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propertieshavebeendiscovered.Thosewith self-dual curvatureare especiallyappealingbecausethey
haveinterestingmathematicalpropertiesand bearthe strongestsimilarity to the self-dual Yang—Mills
instantons.For a review,seeEguchi and Hanson[1979].

1. Themetric ofEguchiandHanson [1978][seeexample3.3.3]. This is the metricwhich mostclosely
resemblesthe Yang—Mills instantonof Belavin et al. [1975].It has a self-dual Riemanniancurvature
which falls off rapidly in all spacetimedirections and has x = 2, r = —1. The boundary at ~ is
P3(R)= S

3/Z
2 (Belinskii et al. [1978]),and thus it is the simplestexample of an asymptoticallylocally

Euclideanmetric. The global manifold is T*(Pi(C)).
2. Multi-center self-dual metrics (Hawking [19771;Gibbons and Hawking [1978]).This class of

metricsis given by

ds
2=V~(x)(dr+o,‘dx)2+ V(x)dx ‘dx,

where

VV=±Vxw

V=e+2m ~iIx—x,i’

The connectionand the curvatureare both self-dual in this coordinatesystem.The case� = 1, k= I is
the self-dual Taub—NUT metric discussedin example 3.3.2, but in a different coordinateframe. When

= 1 for generalk, we find the multi-Taub—NUT metric. Thesemetrics approacha flat metric in the
spatialdirection x~-÷~,but areperiodic in the variable r.

When � = 0 the asymptoticbehaviorof the metric changescompletelyandthe metric g,~. approaches
the flat metric at 4-dimensional~ modulo the identificationof pointsof spacetimeunderthe action of a
discretegroup. Thecasee = 0, k = I turns out to bejust a coordinatetransformationof the flat space
metric. When � = 0, k = 2 the metric is a coordinatetransformationof the Eguchi—Hansonmetric
discussedabove(Prasad[1979]).For generalk, the metric representsa (k — 1)-instantonconfiguration
whoseboundaryat ~ is the lens spaceL(k, 1) of S~.(L(k, m) is definedby identifying the points of
S3= [boundaryof C2] relatedby the map

2,,’i/k ‘irimlk(z~,z
2)-’*(e zi,e z2).)

The � = 0 general-kmetric hasx = k, r~= k — 1. The possibility of self-dual metrics on manifolds
whoseboundariesaregiven by S

3 modulootherdiscretegroupshasbeenconsideredby Hitchin [1979]
andCalabi[1979]andwill be discussedbelow.

3. Fubini—Studymetric on P
2(C)(EguchiandFreund[1976];GibbonsandPope[1978])[seeexample

3.4.3]. The manifoldP2(C) is closedandcompactwithoutboundaryandhasx = 3. r = 1. Except for the
fact that P2(C) fails to admit well-definedDiracspinors,the Fubini—Studymetric on P2(C)wouldbe an
appealinggravitationalinstanton; this metric satisfies Einstein’sequationswith nonzerocosmological
constantandhasa self-dualWeyl tensor,ratherthana self-dualcurvature.

4. K3 surface. The K3 surface is the only compact regular simply-connectedmanifold without
boundarywhich admitsa nontrivial metricwith self-dualcurvature(Yau [1977]).While the explicit form
of the metric is not known, it mustexist; sinceits curvatureis self-dualit will solve Einstein’sequations
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with zero cosmological constant.For the K3 surface, ~‘ = 24 and r = —16. (Remark: The natural
structure on the K3 surface is, precisely speaking,anti-self-dual (see Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer
[1978]).)

5. Miscellaneous solutions. Among other interestingsolutions are the Euclidean de Sitter space
metric (i.e., the standardmetric on S4), the non-self-dualTaub—NUT metric with horizon and the
compact rotating metric on P

2(C)~P2(C)found by Page[1978a,bl,and the rotatingTaub—NUT-like
metric of GibbonsandPerry [19791.

10.3. Nuts and bolts

The gravitational instantonslisted above can be described in terms of interestingmathematical
structurescalled “nuts” and“bolts” by GibbonsandHawking [1979].Let us examinea generalBianchi
type IX metric of the following form

ds = dr + a(r)o~+ h
2(r)o’~+ c2(r)o~.

The manifold describedby this metric is regular provided the functions a, b and c are finite and
nonsingularat finite properdistancer. However, the manifold can be regular even in the presenceof
apparentsingularities.

Let us, for simplicity, consider singularitiesoccurring at r = 0. A metric has a removable nut
singularity providedthat nearr = 0,

a2 = b2 = c2 =

Thenthis apparentsingularity is nothingbut a coordinatesingularity of the polar coordinatesystemin
R4 centeredat r = 0. The singularity is removedby changingto alocal Cartesiancoordinatesystemnear
r = 0 and addingthe point r = 0 to the manifold. Nut singularitiesmay also be understoodfrom the
viewpoint of global topology as fixed points of the Killing vector field; by the Lefschetzfixed point
theorem(seesection7), eachsuchfixed point (or nut) adds one unit to the Eulercharacteristicof the
manifold.

A metrichasa removablebolt singularity if nearr = 0,

a2 = b2 = finite

c2 = n2r2. n = integer.

Here a2 = b2 implies the canonical S2 metric ~(dO2 + sin2 0 d~2)for the (a2u~2+ b2u~2)part of the

metric, while at constant(0, 43), the (dr2 + c2o’~2)part of the metric looks like
dr2+ n2r2~d4i2.

Providedthe rangeof ~fris adjustedso n~’i/2runsfrom 0 to 2ir, the apparentsingularityat r = 0 is just a
coordinatesingularity of the polar coordinatesystemin R2 at the origin. This singularity can againbe
removedusingCartesiancoordinates.The topology of the manifold is locally R2 x S2 andthe R2 shrinks
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to a point on 52 as r—~0.This S2 is a fixed surfaceof the Killing vector field. Accordingto the G-index
theorem (seesection 7), each such fixed submanifoldcontributesits own Euler characteristicto the
Eulercharacteristicof the entire manifold; thus eachbolt contributestwo units to the Eulercharac-
teristic.

The self-dualTaub—NUT metric (example3.3.2)

ds2 = ,‘+ “~dr2+~(r2_m2)(d02+sin20 d432)+m2(T— ~)(d43 +cos0 di/i)2

behavesat r = m + � as

ds2 dr2+ r2(u~2+ 0.2 + 0.2)

where r = (2m�)L’S.Thus the apparentsingularity at r = m is a removablenut singularity. In contrast,

the Eguchi—Hansonmetric (example3.3.3),

ds2 = —(air)4 + r2(0.~2 + u2 + (1 — (a/r)4)u~2),

behavesnear r = a, with fixed 0 and 43, as

ds2 ~(du2+ u2 d~i2),

where u2 = r2[l — (air)4]. Therefore, the apparentsingularity at r = a is a removablebolt singularity

provided that the rangeof ~ti is chosento be that of the usualpolar coordinateson

0�~i<2ir.

This explainswhy the boundaryof the manifold of this metric is P
3(R)= S

3/Z-~,ratherthan 53, which
would have0~ ~j’<4ir. Next, we examinethe P

2(C)metric (example3.4.3)

d 2 — dr
2+ r2o-

2
2 + r2(o’~2+ cr~,2)~ (1+Ar2/6)~ 1+Ar216

Near r = 0, we obviouslyhavea nut.On the otherhand,at large r andfixed 0 and43, the metricbehaves
as

ds2 (fl16Y2 (du2+ ~u2d4r2),

where u = I Ir. Thus the singularityat u = 0 (r —* cc) is a removablebolt singularity if

O~Sç1i<4ir.

Finally, we note that the Gibbons—Hawkingk-centermetrics can be shown to have k nut singular-
ities.
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10.4. Mathematicalresultspertinentto gravitation

Becauseof the closerelationshipbetweenEinstein’s theory of gravitationanddifferentialgeometry,
any distinction betweenphysical knowledgeaboutgravitationand mathematicalknowledgeis neces-
sarily somewhatarbitrary. In this section we collect a variety of useful facts pertinent to gravitation
which seemto us primarily mathematicalin flavor.

1. Restrictionsonfour-dimensionalEinsteinmanifolds. A numberof mathematicalresultsare known
which restrictthe typesof four-dimensionalEuclidean-signatureEinsteinmanifolds;theseare precisely
the manifoldswhich might be expectedto be importantin the Euclideanpath integralfor gravity.

We first restrict our attentionto compactsimply-connectedfour-dimensionalspin manifoldsM, and
notethat the Eulercharacteristicx andthe signaturer nearly characterizethe manifold uniquely(recall
that ri is a multiple of 8 for a spin manifold):

CaseA: ri � x —2 ~ M determinedup to homotopy

CaseB: ri = x —2 ~ unknownwhetherM is determinedup to homotopy.

It is not knownif theseconditionsdetermineM up to a homeomorphismtype.
It is instructiveto studya manifold’spropertiesin termsof its Betti numbers(b(, b1, b-,, b3, b4); b2 can

be brokenup into two parts,

b2 = b2~+ b2,

whereb2~is the numberof self-dualharmonic2-formsandb2 is the numberof anti-self-dualharmonic

2-forms.We know the following results:
(1) Poincaréduality for compactorientablemanifoldsimplies b~1= b4, b~= b5
(2) ~ = b4 = numberof disjoint piecesof M
(3) b1 = b3 = 0 if M is simply connected
(4) Xbbi+b2bs+b42bo2bi+b2~+b2
(5) r—b2

t—b
2.

Thus for M compactandsimply-connected,

x =2—0+b2~+b2

b2~ ~r+~—2)

b2 = ~(—r + x —2).

An Einsteinmanifold is definedas a manifold which admitsa metric which obeys

= Ag,,,,,.

We statethefollowing theorems:
I. (Berger[1965]).x � 0 for a 4-dimensionalcompactEinsteinmanifoldM with x = 0 only if M is

flat.
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II. (Hitchin [1974bfl.

x—>~iri

for a 4-dimensionalcompactEinsteinmanifold M, with

x=~iri

only if M is flat or its universalcoveringis a K3 surface.
III. (Hitchin [1974b]).If M is a compact4-dimensionalEinstein manifold with non-negative(or

non-positive)sectionalcurvature,then

x (3)3/21ri

with equalityonly if M is flat.
IV. (Gibbonsand Pope [1979]).SupposeM is non-compact,andits non-compactnessis completely

characterizedby removing N asymptoticallyEuclideanregionsfrom a compactmanifold M.
Then,if M is an Einsteinspace,

~(M)� N + ~ir(M)l
x(M) � 2N+ ir(M)i.

Examples:

Einstein: S4,~2 x S2 P
2(C), 2P2(C),3P2(C)

not Einstein: 5’ x S
3,2T4, nP

2(C)forn � 4.

2. K3 surface. The K3 surface and the four-torus T
4, are the only closed, compact manifolds

admittingmetricswith self-dualRiemanncurvature.(Conversely,all Ricci flat manifoldsare self-dualif
theyareclosedand compact.)For T4, the self-dualmetric is the trivial flat metric.For the K3 surface,
the self-dual metric is nontrivial but unknown,althoughYau [19781has, in principle, given a way to
construct it numerically. Other approachesto finding the K3 metric have been describedby Page
[1978c]and by Gibbons and Pope [1979].Only the K3 surfaceand the Enriques surface(whose
universalcoveringis K3) or the quotient of an Enriquessurfaceby a free antiholomorphicinvolution
with ir

1 = Z2 x Z2 saturateHitchin’s bound[1974b]

x=~iri

with x� 0. We show belowthatx = 24, rI = 16 andnote thatK3 is a complexmanifold with first Betti
numberb, = 0, b2~= 19, b2 = 3, and first Chern classc, = 0.

The K3 surfaceis definableas the solution to f4(z) = 0 wheref~is a homogeneouspolynomial of
degree4 in the homogeneouscoordinatesZtj, z,, z2, z3 of P3(C). It is thus instructive to examineit in
the generalcontext of polynomialsfm(Z) = 0 of degreem in P3(C) (Back, FreundandForger [1978]).
We let V be the correspondingtwo-dimensionalcomplexsurfacein P3(C) andsplit the tangentbundle
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of P3(C)in partsnormal andtangentialto V:

T(P3(C))= T(V)~ N(V).

The Chernclassesfor Whitneysumsof bundlesandfor P,,(C) itself are given by

c(T(P3(C)))= c(T(V)) c(N(V))

c(T(P,,(C)))=(1+x)”~,

wherex is c(L*), the normalizedKähler2-form of the Fubini—Studymetric on P~(C).Finally, we note
that if V is given by f,,,(z)= 0. the Chernclassof N(V) is given by

c(N(V))= I + mx,

sincem is the numberof Riemannsheetsof f,,,(z)= 0. Letting

R = i * x = projectionof the 2-form x onto V.

we combinethe equationsto give

(1 +R)
4=c(T(V))(l +mR)

anduse the splitting principle to get (with R —* r)

1+4r+6r2+’’’I + mr

=I+(4—m)r+(m2—4m+6)r2=1+c~+c
2.

Now, since

J R A R = m= numberof Riemannsheets

and

= c1
2—2c

2= [(4—m)
2—2(m2—4m+6)]R AR = (4— m2)RAR,

we can calculateall the propertiesof K3 by settingm= 4:

(1)c,=(4—m)R=0, c
2=(m

2—4m+6)RAR=6RAR

(2) r=~P=~Jpi=~m(4_m2)=_16
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(3)x=Jc2=m(m2_4m+6)24

~irI

(4) A=_~r=_~m(4_m2)=+2

(5) I~= ),~+r)zr.’,(24—16) +2.

We thus seefrom (4) and (5) that K3 can be aspin manifold and a complexmanifold.
3. Harmonic spinors. A very useful result concerningthe Dirac equationon curved Euclidean

(positivesignature)manifolds is Lichnerowicz’stheorem (Lichnerowicz[1963]):
If the scalarcurvature~ of a compactspin manifold is positive,

then thereare no harmonicspinors on the manifold.
However, thereis no expressionfor the dimensionof the spaceof harmonicspinorsin terms of the
topological invariantsof the manifold: Hitchin [1974a]has shown that althoughthe dimensionof the
spaceof harmonicspinors is conformally invariant, it dependson the metric used to define the Dirac
operator.

4. Spinstructures.As we observedin the sectionon characteristicclasses,one can define spinors
unambiguouslyon a manifold only if its secondStiefel—Whitneyclassvanishes:sucha manifold is called
a spin-manifold.However, the spinor phaseambiguity which occursfor non-spinmanifolds can be
cancelledby introducing an additional structuresuch as an electromagneticfield (a U(1) principal
bundle).This additionalstructure,the SP~flCstructure,gives a new typeof more generalspin manifold.
For instance,althoughthe manifold P2(C)doesnot admit a spin structure,onecan still define a 5P~flc

structureby introducingmagneticmonopoleswith half the Dirac charge(Trautman[1977];Hawking
andPope[1978]).Back, FreundandForger[1978]discussinterestingphysicalapplicationsof the ideaof
the spin,,structure.

5. Deformationsof conformallyself-dualmanifolds.Singer[1978d]hasexaminedthe generalcaseof
the numberof conformally self-dual deformationsof a compact conformally self-dual manifold. This
numberis interestingto a physicist becauseit gives the numberof free parameters,or the numberof
zero-frequencymodes,of a given solutionof Einstein’sequations.By constructingan appropriateelliptic
complex,Singerapplies the index theoremandfinds the numberof conformallyself-dualdeformations
to be the index of the complex:

I = ~(29IrI— iSx)+ dim(conformalgroup)+ (correctionfor absenceof vanishingtheorem if scalar
curvature� 0).

Note that scale factorsof the metric are not included here. This is the index of the gravitational
deformations(seeGibbonsandPerry[1978])taking solutionsto solutions,but thevalueof the actionis
not necessarilypreserved.
Examples:

A. 54, Here r = 0, x = 2, the conformal group is 15-dimensionaland since P~> 0, there is no
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correction:

I=~(—30)+15+0=0.

Thus a conformallyself-dualmetric on 54 hasno zero-frequencymodesasidefrom a scale.
B. P2(C). Here r = 1, x = 3, the conformal group is 8-dimensional and ~ > 0, so there is no

correction:

I=~(29—45)+8+0=0.

Thus the Fubini—Study metric, which has self-dual Weyl tensor,allows no conformally self-dual
deformationsapartfrom a scale.

C. K3 surface. For this manifold, ri = 16, x = 24, the conformal group is empty, but there is no
vanishingtheorem becausethe manifold is self-dual; it hasself-dual Riemanntensor in addition to
self-dual Weyl tensor.Singer has shown that there are 5 covariantconstant objects in W_, which
constitutethe vanishingtheoremcorrection.Thus

I=~(29x16—15x24)+0+5=57.

Including a scale,we get 58 parametersfor the K3 metric, in agreementwith Hawking andPope[19781.
Thissameresultmayalso be found by observingthat for the K3 surface,b2

t = 19, b
2 = 3, so that one

mayexplicitly constructthe requireddeformationsfrom the harmonicforms. Onefinds

J=3x19=57

as before.
The basicformula given above,of course,needsmodificationwhen the manifold in questionhas a

boundary.The numberof zero-frequencymodesfor self-dual (Riemanntensor)asymptoticallylocally
Euclideanspaceswith boundaryL(k + 1, 1) hasbeendeterminateddirectly (HawkingandPope[1978]).
Theresult is

I=3(k+1)—6=3k—3

plus a scale.Thus the Eguchi—Hansonmetric [1978],which has k = 1, possessesno self-dual defor-
mationsapartfrom a scale.

6. Asymptotically locally Euclidean self-dual manifolds. The general concept of manifolds with
self-dual Riemanntensorandasymptoticregionswhich arelensspacesL(k + 1, 1) of 53 was introduced
earlier (10.2.2). Hitchin [1979]and Calabi [1979]haveexaminedthe most generalpossible regular
self-dual manifoldswith asymptoticallylocally Euclidean(ALE) infinities. The completeclassificationof
the sphericalforms of S

3 is well-known (Wolf [1967]);the possiblespaceswhich correspondto ALE
infinities are:

SeriesAk: cyclic group of orderk (=lensspacesL(k + 1, 1))
SeriesDk: dihedral group of order k

T: tetrahedralgroup
0: octahedralgroup cubic group
I: icosahedralgroup dodecahedralgroup.
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A, correspondsto the Eguchi—Hansonmetric [1978]and Ak to the multicenter generalizationof
GibbonsandHawking [1978].We notethat onemustactuallyuse thebinary or double-coveringgroups
D~,T*, 0*, J* of Dk, T, 0, I to avoid singularitiesin physicalALE spaces.

Complex algebraicmanifolds whose boundariescorrespondto each spherical form have been
identified asfollows, wherex, y and z are all complex:

Group Algebraic4-manifold

= xy
Ak ~z~~~1+x2+y2=0

Dk ~ + x2+ y2z = 0 (10.3)
T x2+y3+z4=0
0 x2+y3+yz3=0
I x2+y3+z5=0.

Theseequationsare, in fact, prominentin algebraicgeometry(Brieskorn[1968]);theyarethe unique
set of algebraicequationsof their typewhich possessresolvablesingularities.

The Atiyah—Patodi—Singer,~-invariant,the Euler characteristic,and the signaturehavebeencal-
culatedfor eachof thesecasesby Gibbons,Popeand Römer[1979].They find (our signsdiffer):

X r “~1/2 = ~flDirac

Ak k+1 —k [(k+1)2—1]/12(k+1)

D~ k+1 —k [4(k—2)2+12(k—2)—1]/48(k—2)

T* 7 —6 167/288

0* 8 —7 383/576

1* 9 —8 1079/1440

The values of the spin ~index all vanish,while the spin ~index for eachcaseis 2r.
7. Proof of positivity of the energy and the action in general relativity (Schoen and Yau

[1978,1979a, b, c]). The positivity of the gravitationalmassor energyhas‘long been conjecturedon
physicalgrounds,but until recently,mathematicalproofs existedonly for specialcases.RecentlySchoen
and Yau produceda generalproof of the positive energyconjectureusingdifferential geometryand
classicalanalysis.

By usingthe observation(Gibbons,HawkingandPerry[1978])that thepositivity of theenergyin five
dimensionsis closely related to the positivity of the action in four dimensions,Schoenand Yau then
succeededin provingthe (original) positiveactionconjecturestatedin the previoussection10.1.

The Euclideanpath integral approachto gravity, which dependsin part on the positivity of the
action, is on a muchfirmer mathematicalfooting as a consequenceof theseresults.

8. Applications of the index theorems to gravity. We have already noted that the anomalous
divergencesof axial currentsnotedby physicistsare,when integrated,closely relatedto mathematical
index theorems.(The anomalousdivergenceof the axial vectorcurrentin anexternalgravitationalfield
was first computedusing physicists’ methodsbefore the relation of the anomalyto index theory was
realized.SeeDelbourgoandSalam[1972]andEguchiandFreund[1976].)A greatdeal of attentionhas
consequentlybeenpaid to the applicationof index theory to operatorsin the presenceof Euclidean
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gravity,i.e., operatorson Riemannianmanifolds(Eguchi,Gilkey andHanson[19781;RömerandSchroer
[19771;Nielsen, Römerand Schroer [1977,19781; Pope [19781;Christensenand Duff [1978];Nielsen,
Gnsaru, Römer and Van Nieuwenhuizen [1978];Perry [1978];Critchley [19781;Hawking and Pope
[1978b];HansonandRönier[1978];ChristensenandDuff [1979];Römer[1979]).Onecan, of course,also
treatthecasewhereconnectionson principalbundlesareincluded.Wepresenthereadiscussionof someof
the major results.A tabulationof formulasandthe index propertiesof variousmanifolds is given in the
appendices.
Eulercharacteristic: The Eulercharacteristicx is the index of the Eulercomplex,which dealswith the
exteriorderivativemappingeven-dimensionalforms to odd-dimensionalforms. The Eulercharacteristic
gives the numberof zeroesof vectorfields on the manifold. If the manifold hasa boundary,the index
formula has differential geometric surfacecorrections(Chern [1945]),but no nonlocal or analytic
corrections.
Hirzebruch signature: The Hirzebruchsignaturer is the index I~of the signaturecomplex,which deals
with the exterior derivativeoperatormappingself-dual forms to anti-self dual forms. The signatureis
nonzero in dimensionswhich are multiples of 4 and gives the difference betweenthe number of
harmonicself-dual forms and anti-self-dualforms of the middle dimension.The signatureis one-third
the PontrjaginnumberP1 in 4 dimensions,

Is = r =

If the manifold hasa boundary,thereexist both a local surfacecorrectionand a non-local Atiyah’-.
Patodi—Singer(APS) n-invariant correction; the meaningof the signatureis altered to include only
(anti)-self-dual harmonicforms whichobeythe APS boundaryconditions.
A genus(Dirac, spin 1/2 index): The A genusis the index 1I/2 of the Diraccomplex,which dealswith
thespin ~Diracoperatormappingpositivechirality spinorsinto negativechirality spinors.The A genus
is an integerif the manifold is a spin manifold,andgives the differencebetweenthe numberof positive
chirality and negative chirality normalizable zero-frequencysolutions to the Dirac equation. In 4
dimensionsthe Dirac index formula is relatedto the signatureby

11/2 = A = —~r=

If the manifold hasa boundary,thereare both local boundarycorrectionsand nonlocal n-invariant
corrections;the correspondingzero-frequencysolutions to the Dirac equationmust obey the APS
boundaryconditions.
Rarita—Schwinger,spin 3/2 index: This index theoremdealswith the spin ~Rarita—Schwingeroperator
mappingpositivechirality spin~wave functionsinto negativechirality spin ~wave functions.The spin ~
wave functionsarefamiliar to physicists,but the correspondingbundlesaremathematicallysubtle; the
acceptedpracticeatpresent(Römer [1979])is to definethe Rarita—Schwinger± chirality bundlesas the
virtual bundles (seesection6.5 on K theory)

z1T~2(M)= ~l,I/2(M)e2~l/21I(M)

4i~2(M)=

where

4m/2,n/2(MY’ S”4÷(M)®S”L1_(M).
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4i±(M)are the ± chirality bundles and ~r denotes the r-fold symmetric tensor product. The
Rarita—Schwingerindex is relatedto the signatureby

21 2!
13/2 = 57 = 24Pl,

where ‘3/2 is the difference betweenthe numberof positive chirality and the negative chirality zero
frequencysolutionsof the Rarita—Schwingerequation.If the manifold has a boundary,there are both
local boundarycorrectionsand nonlocal n-invariantcorrections,andthe correspondingzero-frequency
wave functionsmustobeythe APSboundaryconditions.Thecalculationof the n-invariantcorrectionsis
nontrivial; at present,they have beencomputedonly for caseswhere the G-index theorem could be
used to reduce the calculation to an algebraic form (Hanson and Rämer [1978];Römer [19791;Gibbons,
Pope and Römer [1979]).Direct construction of spin ~zero-frequency modes can be carried out using
the methodof Hawking and Pope [1978b1,but it is difficult to show that thereare no other solutions
satisfyingthe Atiyah—Patodi—Singerboundaryconditionswithout usingthe index theorem.
General spin index theorems: Christensenand Duff [1979]and Römer [1979]have examinedthe
general-spinelliptic complexes

D,,,12~12:~i,,12~12(M)—~

where ~,,,/2.n/2 was definedaboveandD,,/2,,/2 is an appropriate elliptic operator.They find that the index
theorem takesthe form

I,~I2~I2[M]= — (m + 1)(n + l){~(~+2)(3n
2+6n—14)— m(m+2)(3m2+6rn — 14)} P~[M]. (10.4)

In particular,one recoversthe Dirac results

11/2 1112.1) = — ~P
1[Al].

If themanifold hasaboundary,surfacecorrectionsandi’-invariant correctionsmustbe applied. Römer
[1979]hascalculatedthe i~-invariantcorrectionsfor avariety of interestingcasesusing0-indextheory.
For example,for the Eguchi—Hansonmetric [1978],which has P3(R) as the boundaryand no local
surfacecorrections,the non-localboundarycorrectionto the index is

= ~s(m+ 1) (n + 1) [(—1)”— (—1 )“ 1.

Whenoneincludesthe effectof a principal 0-bundleor vectorbundleVG with structuregroupG for a
4-dimensionalmanifold with no boundarycorrections.Römer[19791finds the full index

= dim VG ‘ I,,,12 ~12[M]+ ~(m+ I) (n + 1) [m(m + 2)— n(n + 2)] ch2(VG[MI), (10.5)

wherech2 denotesthe Cherncharacteron VG integratedover its A
4 component.
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Appendix A: Miscellaneousformulas

1. Manifolds.

Tangentframebasis: E,,. = ~-; E~= E~43’2,,

Cotangentframebasis: e’2 = dx’2 e”2 = (43)’~,,e”

Transitionfunction: ~ =

Innerproduct: (3/3x’2, dx”) =

Vectorfield: V = v’2 3/3f’

Covector field: P =p~dx’2

Boundary: If dim(M) = n, then dim(3M) = n — 1.

3aM = 0 (empty).

2. Differential forms. n = dimensionof manifold. w
1, = p-form.

Wedgeproduct: dx A dy = —dy A dx, dx A dx = 0

p form: w~=f~ ,,,,, dx’2’ A ... A dx’2~

Exteriorderivative: dw0 = d(f~,, (x) dx’2 A dx”...)

=

3Af~~(x)dx’~ n dx’2 A dx”~’~= (p + 1)-form

ddw~ 0

Dual: *(dx’2’ A A ~ ~, dx’2” A A dx’2~

Generalforms: w~A = (1)”wq A

d(w
0 A Wq) = dw~A (2)q + (—l)”W0 A dw~

**(~, (—1)~”~w0

Wp A *Wq=Wq A

Coderivative: 8w~= (—1)””~”~* d * = (p — 1)-form
(for positivesignaturemetrics)

~Wp = 0
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Innerproduct: Let a,, and/3,, bep-forms,M compact,3M = 0.

(a,,, f3,,) = (J3,,, a,,)= J a,, n * /3,,

(da,,,/3,,±~)= (a,,, ô$,,+,);(a,,, d/3,,_~)= (ôa,,,/3,~_i)

Laplacian: SO.,, = (d+ ô)2w,, = (d~iö,, + ô,,+i d,,)w,,= p-form

Coordinate
Laplacian: ~43(x)= ~IgL112a~(g’2”fgI”2 8~)43(x)

Stokes’
Theorem: J dw,,_~= J w,,_

1, wheredim(M) = p.

Hodge‘s
theorem: w,,=da,,_1+t5/3,,±1+y,,, ~yp’=O

3. Homologyand cohomology.

Homology: Z,, = cycles(p-chainsa,,, with ôa,, = 0)

B,, = boundaries(p-chainsb,,, with b,, = 3a,,±1for some

H~= Z,,/B,,(homology= cyclesmoduloboundaries)

Cohomology: Z” = closedforms(p-formsw,,, with dw,, = 0)

= exactforms (p-formsw,,, with ~ = da,,_1for some

H~= Z”/B” (cohomology= closedmoduloexactforms)

deRham’stheorem: H” (deRham) H” (simplicial) H,, (simplicial)

Poincaréduality: dim H”(M; R) = dim H””(M; R), M orientable

Betti numbers: b,, = dim H” = dimH~= numberof harmonicp-formsyp, ~Yp = 0

4. Riemannianmanifolds. ~ = curvedmetricon M, flab = flat metric

Metric: ds
2= dx”g~~dx” =

Vierbeinbasisof T*(M): e°= e”~dx”

T(M): En = E
0” = n1abg””e”~~.

Connectionone-form: W°,, = w’~,.dx”

Cartanstructureequations:

torsion= Ta = dea+ Wab A eb

curvature= R°,,= dWab+ wa,. A
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Cartanidentities: dT~+ (V’h A Th = R~5A

dR”,, + w’~, A R’h — R”, A W’h = 0 (Bianchi identity)

Framechange: 77hP”J~, =

=

= (~~Pwb‘+ ~1dcP I)U

T ‘~=

R’”,. = (‘JiR~‘y’

Levi—Civita
connection: 1. T” = 0(torsionfree)

2. W,,h = ~Wh,, (covariantconstantmetric)

Theseimply the cyclic identity, R°,,A e” = 0.

5. Complexmanifolds. Zk = Xk + ~Vk, Zk = Xk — lYk

a~=-~--dz”=
1(-~-—i-~1-~dz”

~ aZ~ 2\,aXk (~ykJ

azk

Exteriorderivative: d = a + a
Hermitianmetric: ds2= g,,, dz’ d2”. ~ = hermitian

Kählerform: K = K = g
1~dz’ A d~, ~ hermitian

6. Someusefuldifferentialformsforpractical calculations.
Two dimensions:x = r cos6, y = r sin 0 0 ~ 6 <

2ir

/ dr \ / x/r y/r\ /dx\
I =1 ii i, dx Ady=rdr AdO
~rd0j \—y/r x/r,/ \dyJ

Threedimensions: x = r sin 0 cos /, y = r sin 0 sin c/i, z = r cos0

p2=x2+y2=r2sin2O 0~0<ir, 0~/<2ir

dr x/r y/r z/r /dx
rd0 = xz/rp yz/rp —p/r (dy

r sin 0 d~ —y/p x/p 0 \dz

dx A dy A dz= r2 sin 6 dr A dO A d~

r3(x dy A dz+ y dz A dx + z dx A dy) = sin6 dO A d~
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Four dimensions:

(Insteadof usingthe ordinarypolar coordinates,we exploit the relationshipbetweenS3 andSU(2))

0 izi=x+1y=rcos~exp~(~+~)

= z +it = rsin~exp~(~—~)

0~O<ir, O~q~<2’ir,O~<4ir

dr x y z t dx E, Z

2 Zi z2 dz,

ro’1 — I —t —z y x dy — I iz2 —iz —i~2 i~, dz2

~ — r z —t —x y dz — 2r z2 —z, z2 —Z d2,
—y x —t z dt —iZ, —i22 iz~ iz2 dZ2

do~,.= 2o~n o-~,cyclic (Maurer—Cartanstructureequation)

dx A dy A dz A dt=r
3dr A O’~, A O’~A O’~ dz, A dz

2 A di~A d22

ds
2 = dx2+ dy2 + dz2+ dt2 = dr2 + r2(o-~2+ o’~2+ o~2)= dz~dE~+ dz

2d12

Minkowskispace: flab = diag(—1, 1, 1, 1), ~Ol23 = +1

ds
2 = —dt2 + dx dx

Hodge*: *dt=—dx1 A dx2 A dx3

A dt)= +dx2 n dx3, cyclic

A dx3)= —dx’ A dt,cyclic

Laplacian: ~ = d3 + ~d= +~— 3x3•3x

Maxwell’s equations: A = —A°dt + A dx

B ~ xA, E = F°’= —(3A’/3t+ 3A°/3x’)

F = dA = E dx A dt + ~B,E~Jkdx’~A dxk

**F=—F~ *F=±iF-*E=±j~

7. Determiningthe Levi—Civita connection.Let WaI, = Wha and dea= c~e”A e’ + c~
3e

2A e3+

c~e3A e’ + c?
2e’ A e

2= _Wnh A e”. Then

= e°[—c~]+ e’[—ch~]+ e2(~)(c?
2 — c,~2— c,

2
11)+e~(~)(—c~— c~1— c/,3)

1) 0 0 i’ 0 I 2 2 2 ~l (I 2 3
2 = e [—c,,2]+ e (~)(—c 12 C,,2 — c,~,) + e (—c02) + e (~)(c21 — c,,3— c~,2)
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= e°[—c~3] + el(~) (c~I — c~, — c~3)+ e2(~)(—c~3— c~3— c~2)+ e
3(—c~

3)

~

8. n-spheremetrics. R
2= ~‘2/ = the (constant)radiusof the sphere.

S2~ ds2= R2(d02+ sin2 0 dçb2)

e’ =(RdO,RsinOd4); w’
2=—cos6d4; RI2=~eI A e

2

S~:ds2 = R2(cr~2+ o’2 + tr
2

2)

= (Rcr~,Ro’~,Ru
2); w

2
3= o’~, = O~, = U2

R
2

3=~e
2A e3,cyclic

S~:ds2 = (dr2+ r2[cr~2 + uy2+ u2})/[1 + (r/2R)2]2

[1+ (r/2R)2]e” = (dr, rut, ru
5, ru2)

co,o = u(1 — (r/2R)
2)/(1+ (r/2R)2)

= °x, W
31 = O~, W12=

Ra~~=~~~eaA e”

S’~Cartesianmetric: r
2 = ~ (x’ )2

ds2 = dx’ dx’/[l + (r/2R)2]2

= dx’/[l + (r/2R)2]

volumeelement= e’ A e2 A e” = &x/[1 + (r/2R)2]~

V(S~)= volume = 2~0I2RPh/T(~(n + 1))

V(S°,~I , , .) = (2,2irR, 4irR2,2ir2R3,~_R4,...)

— x’dx1—x’dx’

(U — 2R2[1 + (r/2R)2]
R’

1 = e’ A e’; RIk, = (&kôJ, —

N-i ~_N(N-1) w -

— R
2 s” — R2 ijkl —
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9. P~(C)metrics.

Kählerform: K = 33 ln(1 + ~ z”r) = lrc,(L*)

Metric: ds2 = (i+z~r)2 [&,~(1+ z~Z”)—rz~]

Appendix B: Index theorem formulas

1. Indextheoremsfor Yang—Millstheory.

Characteristicclasses;dim(M) = 2, 4; bundleV with curvature F.

CI[V]=-~--J TrF

C
2[V]-k+~-~-’sJ TrF A F

Self-dualYang—Mills index:

SU(2): IYM = 8k —3

SU(3): IyM=12k—8, k�2(klis”’’SU(2))

Spin ~index for (2t + 1)-dimensionalrepresentationof SU(2):

I112(t) = ~t(t + 1) (2t + 1)k

I, /2(1/2)= k

2. Indextheoremsfor gravity.
Characteristicclasses,dim(M) = 4;

Pi[M]-~rJTrR AR

- Tr(0 n R)

0 = — (LI(J = 2nd fundamentalform, a connectionwith only normalcomponentson 3M

fl-invariant:

‘q[3M, g] = ~ sign(A~)~A1I”I~=o
(A �0}
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Topological invariants:
Signature:

r-~(P1—Q,)+~,~‘=_fl~

Eulercharacteristic:

= ~ [J�ah,.dR h A R’,1 — ,,f ~h~d (
20”h A R’~,— ~0”hA O’~.A

Spin ~index:

I
12[Al, g~= — 2’~(P1[Al] — QI[3A4]) + ~l/2

~I/2 =

h,12 = dimensionof harmonicspace

Spin ~index:

L-,,2[M, g~= +~(P,[M] — Q,[3M])+ ~3/2

Index of conformally self-dual gravitational perturbations;self-dual ALE metrics with infinity =

L(k + 1, 1):

‘6=3k —3+(scale)=3k—2.

3. CombinedYang—Millsandgravity index.
Let V be a bundleover a 4-manifold M, 3M = 0.
Spin ~index:

‘I/2 —~sdim(V)Pi[M]—C2[V]

Spin ~index:

‘3/2 = ~ dim(V) P~[M] + 3C2[ V]

If 3M�0, replaceP by P, — 0, andaddthe appropriatefl-invariant term.

Appendix C: Yang—Mills instantons

Yang—Mills potentials; A = A~~. dx’2

Yang—Mills field strengths: F = dA + A A A = F~ dx” A dx”
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Yang—Millsequations: d(*F)+A A (*F)—(*F) A A J

Bianchiidentities: dF+ A A F — F A A 0

1. Belavin, Polyakov,Schwarzand Tyupkin [1975]SU(2) solution. We take a. i, jto range from I to 3,
v to rangefrom 0 to 3, anddefine

/0 1\ /0 —i\ /1 0

Paulimatrices: A, = ~ o)’ A2 = ~i o)’ A3 = ~0 —1

‘t Hooft matrices: flap.,’ = flaij = ~ai/ a, i,j = (1,2,3)

7laiO~”’ôai a,i=(1,2.3)

fla,.L~’ =

— — “—1 \~~°~“°

flap.~ — ~ ~ flap.,’

0(4) matrices:self-dual, crp.,, = Aa’qap.,’: o~,1= ~fqkAk

=

and self-dual, ãp.,,= Aa~ap.,’: =

= —~A,

If we setg(x)=(t—iA . x)/r, r
2 = t2+x2, then

g~ dg = jAaUa = iAa~ap.,’x”dx”/r2

dgg~= ‘jAa~a= iAa~jap.,’x”dx”/r2,

where

u~=~(ydz—zdy+xdt—tdx), dcr~=+2o-~A o~, cyclicin(x,y,z)

&=-~(ydz—zdy—xdt+tdx), d&=+2&~A ~, cyclicin(x,y,z).

Then the BPST solutions are

Instanton(k = 1, F = * F).
first gauge:

A = r2 +a2 iAbtTb = dx” (—2 ~
=g~Ag+g’dg

~ 2~
~.1a,tb 12

A rcrb+sr ~ A tYd)
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secondgauge:

a2 . _Abdx’2 +2~”’””~ ‘a2~~
2 21Ab0b’~’~

r +a ( r +a2~~))
—Ab - dx”3”ln( a~

1+—f)~~flbp.~ r ,,

Anti-instanton(k = —1,F = — * F).
first gauge:

A = 2 2 iAb~b= L~. dx’2(+2 ‘1~’~2)

r +a

secondgauge:

a2 . Ab p.(’,71b~p~”~

A = + r2 + a2 iAbub 2i dx ~ r + a2

=g~Ag+g~ dg

p 2ia2A~ (—dr A rub +~r2�h(du.A Ud)
— (r2 + a2)2

2. ‘t Hooft [1976b]andJackiw—NohI--Rebbi[1977]SU(2) solutions.Let

—Aa
A1~~= ——dx” ijap.~ 3” In ~~(x)

2i

and

—Aa
A~= ——dx” flap.~ 3” In ~(x).

2i

Thenif

E14./~=0,

where

3

~ (32/3x”3x”),

we find that

A’~~hasF = + * F (instantons)

A~ hasF = — * F (anti-instantons).
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The solutionsfor ~ yielding instantonnumber kl are:

= ~ (x )2: ‘tHooft

k±1
= \2: Jackiw—Nohi—Rebbi.

j=I~, jj

Note that the k = 1 ‘t Hooft solution is obviouslyequalto the BPST instantonin the secondgauge.

3. Other explicit instantonsolutions.We refer the readerto Christ, Weinbergand Stanton[1978]and
Corrigan,Fairlie, Templetonand Goddard[1978]for explicit applications of the resultsof Atiyah,
Hitchin, Drinfeld andManin [1978].

Appendix D: Gravitationalinstantons

Metric: ds2= dx” gp.~(x)dx” = e”flabe”

Vierbein: e°= e~p.dx’2, flab = flat

Levi—Civita connection: de” + W”h A e” = 0

t0ab = ‘~“Wba = ~abp. dx”

Curvature: R”,, = dw°,,+ (U~ A (UC = ~RbCde A ed

Cyclicidentity: R”b A e” = 0

Bianchi identities: dRa,,+~aA R’,, — R°,’A ~ = 0

Empty-spaceEinsteinequations: (~9ab = Ramhnfltm”, ~ = 91~a~,fl)

I — b —
~ah — 2flab~ = 0 (alternateform: R’,, A e = 0, whereR”,, = 4Eb~fR’CdeA ed).

Einsteinequationswith matterand a cosmologicalconstant

~ab — ~flab~1 = Tab — I’ flat’.

We list a variety of explicitly known metrics and give a table of the properties of the metrics and
their corresponding manifolds.

1. Metric ofEguchiand Hanson [1978].

ds2 = [1 ~~~)4] + r2(c~~2+ u
5

2+ [1— (a/r)4]u
2

2)

curvatureis self-dual.
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Table D.l
Propertiesof four.dimensionalgravitational instantons

a Denotesentrieswhich areunavailableor involve issues toocomplex lobeabbreviatedin the table — Denotesundefineditems. “No. param”givesthe
numberof parametersof themetric. (The number of actual zero.frequencv modes may be larger.)

SeIf.dual
Riemann Kähler
Weyl Yes No.

Metric M aM .1 Neither No ~ Ii 1,~ param Action

Flatspace R’ 5’ 1) R = I) Y 1 0 1) 0 0 0
Torus T

4 0 1) R = I) Y 0 0 (1 0 (1 ()
de Sitter 54 0 >0 W = (I N 2 0 0 0 I 3i~/j

Page P~+ F
2 0 >0 N N 4 (1 — — I I .8~I.1

x ~2 52 x S
1 0 >0 N Y 4 1) 0 0 1 2w/i

Schwar,schild R052 5’ x S 0 N N 2 0 0 ‘ I 4~M1
Kerr x S2 S’ x S 0 N N 1 1) 0 * 2
Eguchi—Hanson T*(P,(C)) P,(R) 0 R Y 2 —l 0 —2 I 0

distorted
Taub—NUT R4 S’ 1) R N 1 0 0 ‘ I 4irM2
Fubini—Study P~(C) 0 >0 W Y 3 I — — I

= I Gibbons—Hawking ‘ ‘ I) R N k tk 0 * 4irkM
A,,

(e = ((Gibbons—Hawking) ‘ L(k + 1. I) 0 R Y k + I —k 0 2k 3k —2 0
S~ID~ I) R Y k + I —k 0 —2k 0

* S’/T’ 0 R Y 7 —6 0 —12 *

0’ * S’/O’ 0 R Y 8 —7 0 —14 1)

I’ * S’II’ 0 R Y ~ —y o —16 0

distorted
Taub-bolt P

2(C) —(0) S’ 0 N N 2 — I — — I 4srM
RotatingTaub.bolt ‘ * (I N N 2 — I — — 2 4~rINIM
K3 (unknown) K3 0 0 R Y 24 —16 +2 —42 58 1)

2. EuclideanTaub—NUTmetric (Hawking [1977]).

ds
2 = + “~dr2 + (r2 — m2)(u

2
2+ u

5
2)+ 4m2~ + ~

curvatureis self-dual.

3. Fubini—Studymetric on P
2(C).

d 2 — dr
2 + r2cr

2
2 + r2(u~2+ a’~2)S (1+Ar2/6)2 1+Ar2/6

self-dualWeyl tensor
cosmologicalterm A.
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4. Taub—NUT—DeSittermetrics (include 1, 2, 3 in appropriatelimits).

ds2 = L2—p2dp2+ (p2 — L2)(u~2+ u~2)+p2L2~U
2

2

4 =p2_2mp+l2+Ji(14+2/2p21p4)

thesemetricsare not necessarilyregular
cosmologicalterm A.

5. Gibbons—Hawkingmulti-centermetrics [1978].

ds2= V~(x)(dr+w dx)2+ V(x)dx dx

VV=±Vxw

V=�+2m~ 1
,=~x—x,I

= 1 multi-Taub-NUT(k = 1 - Taub-NUT)

k=1—~flat

= 0 multi-asymptoticallylocally Euclideanf k = 2 —~Eguchi—Hanson

self-dualor anti-self-dualcurvature.

6. EuclideanSchwarzschildmetric. (t hasperiod8irM)

ds2 = (1— 2M/R)dt2+ 1— 2M/R dR2+ R2(d02+ sin2 0 d~2)

7. EuclideanKerr metric. (t has period 21T/K, qS hasperiod 21ra/\/M2 + a2)

ds2= (r2 — a2 cos2 0) (~2 — 2Mr — a2+d02) + r2 —a2cos20(a dt — (r2 — a2) d4i)2

+ T
2

2?
2a9(dt_ a sin

2 0 d~~)2

a JIM, Kerr parameterK = \/M2 + a2/{2M(M + \/M2 + a2)}

8. de Sittermetric on S4.

ds2 = [i + (r/2R)2]_2 (dr2+ r2u~2+ r2u~2+ r2u
2)

curvatureis not self-dual
Weyl tensorvanishes.
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9 S2 x S2 metric.

dr2

ds2= (1 — Ar2) dr2 + (1 — Ar2) + (do2+ sin2 0 d~2)

curvatureis not self-dual
cosmological term A.

10. Pagemetric [1978b]on P
2(C)~P2(C).

(1 — v
2x2) dx2

ds2= 3A -1(1+ v2)~ — — v2(1 + v2)x2] 1— x2

I — PX 2(1 x2) [3— — v2(1+ v2)x2fl
+ 4(o’~2+ u~2)3 + 6 2 4 + 4u

2 — (3 + v
2)2(1 — v2x2) I

I/—i)

curvatureis not self-dual

cosmological term A.

11. Taub-boltmetric (Page [1978a]).

— N2
2 dr2+ 16N2 r2 — 2.5Nr+ N2ds2 = r2 — 2.5Nr+ N r2 — N2 o

2
2+ 4(r2 — N2)(u~2+ u~2)

curvatureis not self-dual.

12. RotatingTaub-boltmetric (Gibbonsand Perry[1979]).

‘dr2 sin2 0ds2 = ~E(r,0) (
5~~_+d02)+ ~ (a dt+P, d4)

2

4
+ z*(rO)(dt+P9dcb)

4 = r2—2Mr+N2—a2

aN2
P

9 = —a sin
2 0 +2N cos0—N2— a2

N4P. = r2 — a2— ________N2— a2

E(r,O)=P,’_aPo=r2_(a’cosO+N)2

curvature is not self-dual.

13. K3 metric. The K3 metricwith self-dualcurvatureis not known.Fora discussionof approximations
to the K3 metric, seePage[1979c].
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